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Two-component systems (TCSs) are critical for bacteria to interact with their extra-
cellular environment. They define a type of signalling system that is composed of a
transmembrane histidine kinase (HK) and a cytoplasmic response regulator (RR). In
this thesis we have studied the evolutionary and functional aspects of these important
signalling systems. By studying the distribution of the TCS orthologues of E.coli across
more than 900 bacterial organisms, we have found that a pair of TCS proteins does not
always coexist in one organism. The genomic localisation map of TCSs reveals a possi-
ble translocation mechanism for TCS evolution. The alignments of HKs and RRs have
shown that HKs are genetically more divergent, probably due to their signal recognizing
role. An analysis of the steady states of TCS dynamics has shown that the outputs of
the TCSs are bistable if they have positive auto-regulation feedback loops in their tran-
scriptional regulation. Our analysis has also shown that the phosphorylation process of
a TCS is always monostable and the factors that affect steady states have been studied.
For both orthodox and non-orthodox TCSs, autophosphorylation rates of the HKs are
the most important factor to affect the steady states of the TCSs’ outputs. To study the
phosphorelay mechanism of the non-orthodox TCS ArcB/A, we constructed plasmids
carrying different copy numbers of ArcB mutants with different phosphorylation sites
ablated. By fitting our phosphorelay model to the data obtained from mutant ArcB
constructs, we have found that ArcB most likely performs phosphorelay in an allosteric
mechanism. Finally, Approximate Bayesian computation was used in order to evaluate
the potential use of orthodox TCS and non-orthodox TCS architectures in synthetic
biology contexts. Results show that neither of the orthodox TCS model or the non-
orthodox TCS model are superior under all circumstances but that both models have
advantages in some scenarios. In the appendix, we did some study on how the contact
residue disorder would affect protein-ligand binding specificity.
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The class of two-component regulatory systems (TCSs) is one of the most elementary
and widespread systems for signal perception and transduction of external environmen-
tal stimuli. The concept of two-component systems was first introduced in the model
bacterium Escherichia coli almost three decades ago [160]. Only a few TCSs have been
found in eukaryotic organisms, such as the higher plant Arabidopsis thaliana and the
yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae [114]. In Arabidopsis thaliana, TCSs are involved in reg-
ulation of sophisticated plant development processes controlled by hormones, and the
plant clock function that generates circadian rhythms. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, a
TCS was found to regulate an osmosensing MAP kinase cascade [102].
Approximately 50,000 TCSs have been identified from genome sequences [48], almost
all of which are in prokaryotic genomes. Bacteria are single-celled organisms and each
individual has the required factors for life, assimilation, growth and reproduction. Each
bacterium is an independent cell (although the cells in some species remain attached to,
or communicate with one another). Thus, as a way to communicate with extracellular
environment, TCSs are very crucial to bacterial survival. The study of TCS in bacteria
becomes very important for our understanding of how bacteria respond and interact
with their environment.
1
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1.2 Signal transduction pathways
A cell must be responsive to specific signals in its environment. Magnesium ions, for
example are chemical signals for the PhoP/Q system [74]. The basic functions of signal
transduction pathways are to sense stimuli and to process the signal. These molecular
circuits are able to detect and sense different kinds of extracellular stimuli, and to
trigger responses such as gene expression, protein post-translational modification, etc.
In this section we summarise the most important steps of signal processing in signal
transduction pathways. Diverse responses of the TCSs to signals will be reviewed in
other sections.
Signal transduction processes always start with receiving of environmental signals (ion
concentration changes, oxygen level changes, etc. [18, 74]), mostly via a cell-surface
receptor. Then the signal is translated into other chemical substrates to pass on the
information inside the cell.
• Transferring information into the cell from the environment by membrane recep-
tors.
Most chemical signal molecules are too large or too polar to pass through the
membrane. Thus, the information that the signal molecules carries must be trans-
mitted into the cell without the molecules entering the cell. Receptor proteins
located across the membrane have evolved to fulfil this mission.
Such receptor proteins are transmembrane proteins with both extracellular and
intracellular domains. Binding sites on the extracellular domain can specifically
recognise the signal molecule. The interaction of the signalling molecule and the
receptor changes the conformation of the receptor, including the intracellular do-
main. These structural changes are still not enough to cause a cellular response
as the changes are only restricted to a small number of molecules on the mem-
brane. The information that the signal molecules carry must be translated into
other forms to change cellular activity [161].
• Secondary messengers carrying the information from the activated receptor.
Changes in the concentration of small molecules, also known as secondary mes-
sengers, are the next step of the signal transduction. Some very important sec-
ondary messengers include cyclic AMP and cyclic GMP, calcium ions, inositol
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1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3), and diacylglycerol (DAG) [90]. Secondary messengers
are very popular in eukaryotic cells. However, the TCS pathways that we are
studying in this thesis do not involve any secondary messengers.
• Protein phosphorylation is a common means of signal transfer.
The transfer of a signal inside the cells is normally accomplished by phosphory-
lation of the target protein. Protein kinases are activated by the signal. These
enzymes transfer phosphate groups from ATP to specific residues in proteins. His-
tidine kinases in TCS functions as both extracellular signal receptors and kinases.
Another enzyme called protein transferase mediates the transfer of phosphate
group from certain residue to another unphosphorylated specific residue on the
same molecule or other specific molecules. In a TCS, the histidine kinase itself
is responsible for catalysing the reaction transferring phosphate group from phos-
phorylated HK to unphosphorylated RR. Protein phosphorylation is reversible.
Protein phosphatases are enzymes that remove specific phosphate groups through
a hydrolysis reaction [18, 74, 161], and histidine kinases also exhibit phosphatase
activity under the right conditions.
• Termination of signal.
Protein phosphatases provide one important mechanism for the termination of a
signal. After a signalling process has been initiated and the proper cellular response
has been achieved, the signalling process must be terminated. An unstoppable
signalling process could make the cells lose their responsiveness to new signals or
cause a great deal of energy to be wasted [18, 74, 161].
1.3 General function of two-component system
TCSs can sense environmental stresses and transduce the information to the inside of
cells for processing and adaptation. They consist of a membrane-bound histidine sen-
sor kinase that senses a specific environmental stimulus and a corresponding response
regulator that mediates the cellular response, mostly through regulating the expressions
of target genes [161]. Figure 1.1 shows a general model depicting the activation of a
TCS by a certain stimulus. Upon stimulation, signal transduction occurs through the
transfer of phosphate groups from adenosine triphosphate (ATP) to histidine residues
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in the histidine kinases through autophosphorylation. Subsequently the histidine kinase
catalyses the transfer of the phosphate group on the phosphorylated histidine residues
to aspartic acid residues on the response regulator. The response regulator’s own con-
formation changes, which then typically leads to up/down regulation of target genes.
The level of phosphorylation of the response regulator controls its activity [160]. In the
case of non-orthodox TCSs, the HK contains HisKA (Histidine Kinase domain), REC
(Receiver domain) and HPT (Histidine Phosphate Transfer domain) domains which all
have one phosphorylation site.
Many two-component systems are involved in signalling systems and can sense the
changes of the external environments such as temperature [30], oxygen level [110], osmo-
larity [26], chemo attractants [135] and pH [5]. For instance, in E. coli the EnvZ/OmpR
TCS senses osmolarity changes and controls the differential expression of the outer mem-
brane porin proteins OmpF and OmpC [26]. The PhoP-PhoQ system in Edwardsiella
tarda detects changes in environmental temperature. Protein secretion is activated from
23 to 35 ℃, but it is suppressed at or below 20 ℃, or above 37 ℃ [30]. For the two
component system ArcB/A, it has been shown that ArcB is activated under anaerobic
and subaerobic conditions and is much less active under fully aerobic and microaerobic
conditions [18].
1.4 Structural Insights into Histidine Kinases and Response
Regulators
In most TCSs each component has only one phosphate-binding domain. Signal trans-
duction starts with the autophosphorylation of the histidine residue on the histidine
kinase. Subsequently, the histidine kinase catalyses the transfer of the phosphate group
at the histidine residue to aspartic acid residue on the response regulator. The response
regulator’s own conformation changes, which then enables its DNA binding or other
down-stream activities; this TCS architecture is referred to as orthodox. However, in
some two-component systems such as ArcB/ArcA [49], TorR/TorS [70], BarA/UvrY
[149] and EvgA/EvgS [174] the HKs are replaced by more complicated hybrid histidine







Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of a two-component system. Extra-cellular
stimuli cause the transfer of phosphate groups from adenosine triphosphate (ATP) to
histidine residues in the histidine kinases. Subsequently the histidine kinase catalyses
the transfer of the phosphate group of the phosphorylated histidine residues to the
aspartic acid residues on the response regulator. The response regulator’s own confor-
mation changes, and hence leads to the change in expression of target genes.
kinases, which each contains a histidine kinase (HisKA) domain, a receiver (REC) do-
main and a histidine-containing phosphotransfer (HPt) domain; such TCSs are called
non-orthodox TCSs.
Compared to the one step phosphorylation of simple TCS, hybrid HKs transfer the
phosphate group through a three-step phosphorelay, where the phosphate group will be
transferred from HisKA to REC, then to HPt, and at last to the RR. These non-orthodox
TCSs can be less sensitive to noisy inputs: only for a prolonged or sufficiently strong
signal will the response be initiated [82]. The ArcB/A system is a global regulator of
gene expression under microaerobic and anaerobic growth conditions. We will use it as
an example to present some structural insights into non-orthodox TCS. The histidine
kinase ArcB is located across the cell membrane, and the response regulator ArcA re-
sides inside the cytoplasm. As shown in the diagram in figure 1.2, ArcB consists of a
transmembrane domain, a leucine zipper, a PAS domain. ArcB is a non-orthodox sensor
kinase possessing three cytosolic catalytic domains: an N-terminal transmitter domain
(H1), a central receiver domain (D1), and a C-terminal phosphotransfer or secondary
transmitter domain (HPt/H2) [65, 68]. The central receiver domain, about 120 amino
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acid residues in length, is homologous to the ArcA receiver domain. The conserved
aspartate residue at position 576 has been demonstrated to be the conserved phospho-
rylation group receiving site in D1. The Hpt (H2) domain transfers the phosphate group
from D1 to itself and then to the REC (D2) domain on the RR. Phosphorylation ac-
tivates a variable effector domain of the response regulator, which triggers the cellular
response. In ArcA, aside from the phosphor-receiving domain (D2), the C-terminal ef-
fector domain contains DNA and RNA polymerase binding sites which are responsible
for activation or deactivation of the gene expression of the corresponding targets.
!
Figure 1.2: Diagram of domain composition of the E. coli two-component system
ArcA/B. ArcB is attached to the plasma membrane by a transmembrane domain cor-
responding to residues 23 to 41 and residues 58 to 77. The linker region contains a
putative leucine-zipper and a PAS domain. The primary transmitter domain (H1) con-
tains the conserved His292, the receiver domain (D1) contains the conserved Asp576,
and the histidine phosphotransfer domain (H2) contains the conserved His717. ArcA
is shown with its N-terminal receiver domain containing the conserved Asp54 and its
C-terminal is helixturnhelix (HTH) domain which is responsible for DNA binding.
Most sensor kinases possess a periplasmic domain which is approximately 150 amino
acid residues in length, separated by two transmembrane segments, and believed to be
involved in signal reception [162]. By contrast, the periplasmic sequence of ArcB is
extremely small and only 16 amino acid residues long. The transmembrane domain of
ArcB is immediately followed by residues which appears to have a feature characteris-
tic of the leucine zipper motif [1, 25]. The feature of this motif is an amphipathic helix
with hydrophobic residues gathered on one face and hydrophilic residues on the opposite
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face, and a leucine residue at the first position in each of four contiguous heptad-repeats
(LeuX6LeuX6LeuX6Leu). In general, leucine zippers are found in DNA-binding regu-
latory proteins [1, 25], but are also present in membrane proteins that do not bind to
DNA [93, 193]. Previous studies showed that such a motif is involved in homo- or hetero-
dimer formation through interaction of the helices from two monomers [182]. ArcB was
proposed to contain a PAS domain in its linker, which is the region connecting the
transmembrane domain to the catalytic domains [201]. The PAS motif has been shown
to be present in proteins from all kingdoms of life, Bacteria, Archaea, and Eucarya
[134, 201]. In prokaryotes, many PAS containing proteins are sensor kinases, and it has
been demonstrated that they bind various small molecules such as heme, flavin, and a
4-hydroxycinnamyl chromophore to sense molecular oxygen, redox potential, and light,
respectively [170]. And it was suggested that the PAS domain in ArcB is required for
sensing the redox conditions [107].
In contrast to the majority of the other TCSs which perform a simple and direct one-step
phosphorylation process, the non-orthodox two-component systems, such as ArcB/A,
follow a four-step reaction cascade , which is also known as phosphorelay [51]. The
process, take ArcB/A as an example, is initiated when anoxic conditions cause a shift
in the conformation of ArcB that favours activation of its kinase activity. The active
kinase then undergoes autophosphorylation at His292 by accepting the γ-phosphate of
ATP [68]. The phosphate group from His292 is then transferred to Asp576, which in
turn is able to direct it reversibly to His717 or irreversibly to H2O [51]. Subsequently
the phosphate group from His717 is transferred to Asp54 of ArcA [88].
1.5 Diversity in Two-component systems
The two-component systems can sense all kinds of extracellular signals and response
accordingly. Here are some examples to show the diversity of TCSs.
1.5.1 EnvZ/OmpR system and osmolarity response
EnvZ/OmpR is a TCS responding to osmolarity changes in E.coli. It consists of the
histidine kinase EnvZ and response regulator OmpR. EnvR can sense the osmolarity
change and then regulates the phosphorylation state of response regulator OmpR. OmpR
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is a transcription factor controlling the expression of the genes of several membrane porin
proteins. The osmolarity of the cell can then be adjusted by those genes.
EnvZ is a histidine kinase composed by 450 amino acids. Same as other histidine kinases,
EnvZ is located on the membrane of the cell. The main part of the molecular (residues
180-450) resides inside the cell. The cytoplasmic domain consists of the linker region
at 180-220, the DHp (dimerization/histidine-containing phosphotransfer ) domain at
223-289 and the CA (catalytic activity) domain at 290-450. The cytoplasmic domain of
EnvZ is reported to have both kinase and phosphatase activities [128]. The periplasmic
domain acts as sensor to detect signals of osmolarity change. The role of the linker
region is to transduce the input signal (osmolarity change) from the periplasmic sensor
domain to the cytoplasmic catalytic domain [127]. OmpR is the response regulator of
this TCS. It has an N-terminal Che-Y-like receiver domain with a highly conserved Asp-
55 phosphorylation site and a C-terminal DNA-binding domain [75]. A linker region
connects these two domains together. Upon phosphorylation at the Asp-55 conserved
site, the transcription activity of OmpR is greatly enhanced. It can bind to the regulatory
sequences upstream of the promoters ompF and ompC [61].
EnvZ, a histidine kinase, undergoes autophosphorylation on the highly conserved His-
243 residue [195]. The high energy phosphate group is subsequently transferred to the
conserved Asp-55 residue of OmpR. Phosphorylated OmpR (OmpR-P) serves as a tran-
scription factor modulating the expression of the major outer membrane porin genes,
ompC and ompF. OmpC and OmpF form channels in the outer membrane, which allows
passive diffusion of small hydrophilic molecules of less than 650 Da in size [118]. Further
analysis has shown that EnvZ also has phosphatase activity, and can dephosphorylate
OmpR-P [200]. In the case where the histidine kinase can both phosphorylate and de-
phosphorylate the cognate response regulator, we call the histidine kinase bifunctional.
It has been proposed that osmotic signal regulates the ratio of the kinase-to-phosphatase
activity of EnvZ to modulate the level of cellular OmpR-P. This ratio regulation is done
primarily by altering the phosphatase activity [69]. The cellular OmpR-P expression
levels reciprocally regulate the transcription of ompF and ompC. At low medium os-
molarity a reduced level of OmpR-P, due to the decreased kinase/phosphatase activity
ratio of EnvZ, favours the transcription of ompF gene. At high medium osmolarity an
elevated OmpR-P level, resulting from the increased kinase/phosphatase activity ratio
of EnvZ, allows the activation of ompC transcription. On the other hand, more OmpR-P
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molecules bind to the ompF promoter upstream region causing repression of ompF gene
expression.
1.5.2 CheA,B,Y in chemotaxis
CheA, B, Y participate in E. coli chemotaxis. Chemotaxis is the phenomenon whereby
bacteria direct their movements according to certain chemicals in their environment.
Because chemotaxis requires the cell to respond within 200 ms of stimulus application,
CheA, B and Y are different from other TCSs. The response regulators of this TCS,
which are CheB and CheY, do not regulate gene expression as other TCSs normally do.
Instead, a signalling cascade of protein phosphorylation and dephosphorylation reactions
is used to control cellular movement responding to environmental chemical changes.
The signalling cascade starts from CheA, the histidine kinase. CheA transfers its phos-
phate group after stimulated to two competing RRs, CheB and CheY which have recip-
rocally functions, to activate them. Activated CheY binds to FliM protein in the flagellar
motors to augment clockwise rotation. On the other hand, activated CheB specifically
demethylates MCPs (methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins) to shift the flagellar mo-
tors to the counterclockwise state [22, 24, 129]. We only include this system in our
evolutionary study but have not considered this interacting model in our other studies.
Chemotaxis is a more complicated process than the TCS functions considered here and
its analysis a highly active research field in its own right.
1.5.3 ArcA/B responding to oxygen level and pressure change
The general diagram showing the structure and function of this TCS has already been
introduced in the previous section (Figure 1.2). So in this section we will only summarise
the environmental signal and function of ArcA/B.
Life evolved on earth about 4 billion years ago when anaerobic conditions prevailed [10].
Thus life evolved from the fermentative modes of metabolism. The emergence of pho-
tosynthesis happened about 2 billion years ago, which generated the oxygen required
for respiration processes [126]. Only by then, was the more effective aerobic respira-
tory modes of metabolism available. The fermentative modes of metabolism may waste
some carbon and hydrogen compounds as excretion products. Respiratory modes of
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metabolism are more efficient but can not work without oxygen [190]. Thus, faculta-
tive bacteria, e.g. E.coli, need to adjust their metabolism mode in response to different
oxygen conditions.
When the condition is anaerobic, nitrate becomes the preferred electron acceptor. The
utilisation of nitrate is regulated by the TCSs NarX/L [158] and NarQ/P [140]. Gene
expression in response to O2 concentration decrease is regulated by the cytosolic global
regulator Fnr [89] and the ArcB/A two component system [67]. Under anaerobic growth
condition Fnr enhances the expression of genes in the anaerobic respiratory pathways.
It also represses the expression of some genes involved the aerobic respiratory pathways
[181]. The ArcB/A two-component system functions mainly by repressing the expression
of genes in microaerobic or aerobic conditions. The genes depressed by ArcB/A include
several TCA cycle enzymes, some flavoprotein dehydrogenases, and ubiquinone oxidase
[66, 67]. In a few cases, ArcA can activate expression of genes, like cytochrome d oxidase
encoding gene [151].
ArcB is a histidine kinase which is responsible for sensing the environmental signal, in
this case, O2 concentration. However, the mechanism of signal recognition by ArcB is
not known yet. It has been suggested that ArcB can indirectly sense O2 concentration
by monitoring the level of a metabolite that can exist in either an oxidized or reduced
form. The quinone electron carriers located on the membrane were raised as possible
compounds. E.coli can synthesize three different quinones, ubiquinone, menaquinone
and demethylmenaquinone. They function as adapters between electron donators and
electron accepters [55, 108, 180]. Ubiquinone is mainly used in aerobic respiration while
menaquinone and demethylmenaquinone serve mainly in anaerobic respiration. A study
has shown that the quinones could signal the redox conditions to ArcB [50]. Another
study has shown that quinones do not activate a kinase in their reduced form, but pass
a inhibit signal in their oxidized form [103]. Thus it has been suggested that this system
is regulated by being silenced by oxidized quinones in aerobic condition [104].
1.5.4 PhoP/Q controlling Mg2+ response
PhoP/Q is a two-component regulatory system that controls temperature response and
several virulence properties in the gram-negative bacterium Salmonella typhimurium.
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It also controls the adaption to extracellular Mg2+. The PhoQ protein is a Mg2+ sen-
sor that respond to the periplasmic Mg2+ level by changing its conformation. PhoP
is a response regulator protein that is necessary to modify approximately 3% of the
Salmonella genes. Genes directly controlled by the PhoP protein often differ in their
promoter structures. Many of the genes affected code proteins essential for growth at
low Mg2+ concentration.
The PhoQ protein is a bi-functional sensor that has both kinase (i.e., autokinase and
phosphotransferase) and phosphatase activities. It is an inner membrane protein that
contains two transmembrane regions and a cytoplasmic domain that includes the sub-
domain with the conserved histidine residue (His 277) that is the site of PhoQ phospho-
rylation, as well as the subdomain involved in phosphatase activity and ATP binding.
PhoP protein of Salmonella is a member of the OmpR family response regulators. It
consists of a N-terminal receiver domain which contains a conserved aspartate residue
(Asp 52) which is the site for phosphorylation and C-terminal DNA binding domain
with helix-turn-helix motif [153].
When the signal of low Mg2+ is sensed by the histidine kinase PhoQ in the periplasmic
domain, the conformation of PhoQ changes, allowing it to autophosphorylate. The
phosphorylated PhoQ then transfers the phosphate group to its cognate receptor, PhoP,
causing related genes to be regulated [153]. It has been suggest that periplasmic domain
of Salmonella PhoQ can also detect extracellular antimicrobial peptides [7] and pH
level[137]. However, this notion has been questioned [54].
1.6 Specificity of TCS pairs
As we have described in the previous sections, TCSs share similar structure elements
like the kinase activity domain, the receiver domain. These kind of similarity would
enable organisms to rapidly evolve their information processing capabilities without
requiring major changes. However, this similarity comes at a cost where the components
must have high level of specificity for distinct pathways and avoid unwanted cross-talk.
Specificity of pathways can be achieved by several mechanisms. In some cases, organisms
apply spatial mechanisms such as scaffolds and subcellular localisation, or tissue-specific
expression (multicellular organisms) to improve specificity. In some cases, differential
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timing of gene expression is applied. In many cases, the mechanism of ensuring specificity
is improving molecular recognition [117, 156, 159, 198].
TCSs have high specificity to their cognate partners. In the phosphotransfer reactions,
HKs are known to exhibit a much larger preference in vitro for their in vivo cognate
RRs rather than any other RRs [43, 52]. This finding suggests that a TCS maintains its
specificity by a high level of molecular recognition. The regions determining specificity
were proposed to be near phosphotransfer active site and active histidine site in HKs,
within and near α helixes in RRs. By changing residues in these areas, Jeffrey Skerker et
al. successfully created chimeric histidine kinases that can specifically phosphotransfer
to designated non-cognate RRs [155].
Although having high specificity, reports have shown that there still remains some level
of cross-talk in TCSs. The most simple cross-talking compound is phosphorylated acetyl.
ArcA and some other RRs have been reported to autophosphorylate by consuming high-
energy acetyl phosphate, in vitro and in vivo [37, 38, 100]. The cross-talking cases among
TCS proteins include CheA phosphorylate OmpR, EnvZ phosphorylating NtrC [64], etc..
Cross-talking of TCSs has also been confirmed in vivo [184]. Ymamoto et al. studied the
cross-talking pairings of all the TCSs of E. coli, in vitro [194]. Figure 1.3 summarising
the cross-talking network by Ymamoto’s article [194] shows how vastly cross-talking
exists among all the TCSs.
These potential cross-talk options might aid relative pathways in vivo. When one RR is
phosphorylated by non-cognate HK, the target genes under the control of this particular
RR may respond to various stimuli. On the other hand, when one HK phosphorylates
multiple RRs, one type of stimulus may initiate responses associate with other stimuli.
We have studied the evolutionary basis for cross-talk and dynamic behaviour of cross-
talk in our thesis.
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Part of this work has been published as: “Evolutionary characteristics of
bacterial two-component systems. ”
Sheng X, Huvet M, Pinney JW, Stumpf MP. Adv Exp Med Biol. 2012;751:121-
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2.1 Background
In most TCSs each component has only one domain with a residue that can be phos-
phorylated: HKs with one histidine kinase domain and RRs with one aspartate receiver
domain. This TCS architecture is referred to as orthodox. However, in some two-
component systems such as ArcB/ArcA [49], TorS/TorR [70], BarA/UvrY [149] and
EvgS/EvgA [174] the HK is replaced by more complicated hybrid histidine kinases, which
contain a histidine kinase (HisKA) domain, a receiver (REC) domain and a histidine-
containing phosphotransfer (HPt) domain; such TCSs are called non-orthodox TCSs.
These non-orthodox TCSs can exhibit ultra-sensitive behaviour and are less sensitive
to noisy inputs: only for a prolonged or sufficiently strong signal will the response be
initiated [82].
There are two plausible and competing models for the evolution of TCS pairs: the
recruitment model and the coevolution model. In the recruitment model, novel TCSs
14
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evolve through gene duplication of one component, which then co-opts components from
heterologous systems to recruit a new cognate part. This model is supported by the
structural similarity among response regulators, in which only a few residues are suf-
ficient to determine specificity; further supporting evidence comes from the observed
cross-talk of TCS within an organism. In the co-evolution model, novel TCS evolve by
global duplication of both components and subsequent differentiation. This model is
supported by the fact that many TCS co-occur on a chromosome [87, 147, 188].
In the past, functional arguments have been put forward in favour of the evolution of
TCS architectures. Such functional reasoning can, however, be only a rough guide as
we have very little solid data on e.g. kinetic parameters or sufficiently resolved in vivo
data of TCS mediated signalling. In the absence of population genetic data, the best
source of information on the impact of natural selection, we have to turn to the wealth
of sequence information available across the prokaryotic kingdom. Here we therefore
use comparative analysis of TCSs in order to investigate possible causes underlying
the patterns of TCS inheritance. But in order to link to any functional information
available on TCSs we consider those TCSs that have been characterised experimentally
in Escherichia coli and other bacterial model organisms.
As more and more genome data have been obtained for bacteria, a lot of studies have
been done on genome scale of two-component systems. Galperin, M et. al. have studied
“bacterial IQ” (which reflects the abundance of signal transduction components in a
given organism divided by the square of its genome size) of bacteria and archaea and
found that the total number of histidine kinase increases proportionally with the square
of the genome size in each organism [46, 47]. Seshasayee, A et.al. presented a compara-
tive genomics survey of regulatory system proteins from about 850 prokaryotic genomes.
Their study confirmed that the numbers of TCSs each scale in a quadratic fashion with
genome size. Also they have suggested that cross-talking signalling network may be very
prevalent across bacteria [152]. Williams, R et. al. have classified the gene and domain
organisation of TCS gene loci from 1405 prokaryotic replicons and found that more than
90% of all TCSs locate within 200 bp to their cognate partner on the genomes [188].
Most of previous genome scale surveys of the TCSs identify the TCSs using protein do-
main based searching method (i.e. identify protein with HisKA domain as HK, protein
with REC domain as RR) or are using databases based on this method (like P2CS).
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In this chapter we apply a different approach to search for TCSs in the bacterial or-
ganisms by finding orthologues of E.coli K12 TCSs. Orthologues are defined as genes
derived from a single ancestral gene in the last common ancestor of the compared species.
The definition of orthologues has nothing to do with function. However, a crucial prop-
erty of orthologues, which is both theoretically plausible and empirically supported, is
that they usually perform equivalent functions in the respective organisms [86]. Thus,
by finding orthologues of E.coli K12 TCSs, we can find proteins performing equivalent
functions in other organisms. And to perform the equivalent functions, these proteins
are very likely to communicate with the orthologues of the cognate partners in E.coli
K12. Thus, by finding orthologues, we can also identify the partnership of these TCSs in
all the bacterial organisms. Subsequently, we can study the distribution of the orphan
TCSs (TCS proteins with their cognate partners absent in the same organism), and we
can also study the localization of the TCS pairs in a different perspective.
We have also compared the orthologues data and life style data of the bacteria. And we
have compared the sequence difference among the HKs and the RRs respectively. We
have found results either support the coevolution model or the recruitment model.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Searching for orthologues of TCS using BLAST
We used 23s rRNA sequences as benchmarks to calculate each organism’s distance to E.
coli K-12 (or Salmonella typhi ); the 23s rRNA evolves slowly and in a clock-like fashion
and is therefore better suited for gauging evolutionary distances between species than
any single gene or protein sequence [63]. The sequences were aligned using the multi-
ple sequence alignment tool MAFFT (http: // mafft. cbrc. jp/ alignment/ software/ )
[77] using default parameters. The function dist.dna in the R package ape (http:
// cran. r-project. org/ web/ packages/ ape/ index. html ) was used to calculate the
pairwise distance between every two organisms. A symmetric matrix of pairwise dis-
tances was generated, from which each organism’s evolutionary distance to E. coli K-12
(or Salmonella typhi ) was obtained [9]. The sequences of E. coli K-12 (or Salmonella
typhi) TCSs were retrieved from P2CS [9] (MIST returns the same result [179]).
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To identify the orthologues of all the 30 two-component systems (TCSs) of E. coli K-12
(as well as 19 TCSs in Salmonella typhi) in all the other 950 bacteria species, a reciprocal
best hit (RBH) approach [62, 115] was applied. The Basic Local Alignment Search Tool
(BLAST) is used as the software tool for RBH. BLAST can find local similarity between
sequences. It uses the query sequences to compare with the database and score for all
the possible results. The higher the score, the more reliable the result is.
For each TCS protein in E. coli (or Salmonella typhi ), we used BLAST to search sequence
databases for homologues. The identified sequences were ordered by their BLAST align-
ment scores, from high to low. We used the top hit in the result to search back in E.
coli (or Salmonella typhi ) protein database using BLAST. If the original queried E. coli
(or Salmonella typhi ) TCS sequence was the top hit in the second search result, then
these two proteins were identified as orthologues. A problem for this approach is that it
might occasionally catch sequences which matches very well, but are in fact very short
in length, which is obviously not the result we want to obtain. To avoid this problem,
we set the threshold of the proportion of the alignment length compared to the whole
sequence length to be 50%. And we set the threshold of the identity between the aligned
fragments to be 30%, which means the identical part between the query sequences and
result sequences should be longer than 30% of the whole aligned fragment length. Only
those sequences that fulfil all the above restrictions were identified as orthologues of
their TCS counterparts in E. coli K-12 (or Salmonella typhi ).
2.2.2 Searching for additional orthologues of TCS using HMMER3.0
BLAST is reasonably accurate and fast at identifying homologues and orthologues. How-
ever, as it uses protein sequences directly to search for proteins (perhaps processing
similar cellular function), it might miss protein orthologues in distant organisms where
the sequences have changed a lot, while still maintaining the same function. To make
sure we miss as few true positive orthologues as possible we need a more sensitive tool.
Thus we chose HMMER, which applies probabilistic model profiles to search for closely
related proteins. HMMER is supposed to be more accurate and better at detecting remote
homologs compared to BLAST and other sequence alignment and database search tools
based on older scoring methodologies [191].
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of the strategy for HMMER search. It shows the HMMER result
of protein TCS1 and TCS2. Blue boxes represent the orthologue sequences obtained
by BLAST search. Orange boxes represent the results newly obtained by HMMER search.
Grey boxes represent the sequences obtained by either method. The numbers on the
right side of the boxes indicate the score of corresponding sequences. Sequence F and
G are from the same species, species A. For the search result of TCS1, sequence C of
BLAST result has the lowest score 765. So the threshold is set to 765, while any result
with lower score is rejected. Sequence E appears in both TCS1 and TCS2 results. As it
has higher score in the TCS1 result, we consider it as an orthologue of TCS1. Sequence
F and sequence C are both from species A. As F scores higher than C, sequences is
considered as the orthologue of TCS in species A.
The software version of HMMER we used is HMMER3.0. As HMMER needs to first build
a probabilistic profile based on the alignment of known orthologues, we used all the
predicted orthologue sequences identified by BLAST to build the HMM model profile,
which was then used to search in the whole bacterial protein sequence database. The
result contains as many as 50, 000 entries, which is obviously too many. Thus, we
performed some further pruning to decrease the size of the result. For each protein, we
used the lowest score of the identified orthologues ( obtained by BLAST) as a threshold.
All the hits with scores less than the threshold were discarded. For each sequence that
appears in more than one proteins’ result, we categorised it as the orthologue of the
protein for which it had the highest score, considering them as more related. If there
was more than one candidate hit for a certain TCS protein in a certain species, the hit
with the highest score was taken. Figure 2.1 gives a example of how the results were
processed. The 50% alignment length threshold was also applied here, which means the
alignment length was required to be longer than 50% of the query sequence length or
50% of the profile length.
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2.2.3 Principles of BayesTraits
BayesTraits is a software used to analyse trait evolution among groups of species where
a phylogeny is available. It can be applied to the analysis of traits of discrete states,
or continuously varying traits. Hypotheses about pairs of traits related to evolution
information can be tested with this software.
BayesTraits uses Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods to derive posterior
distributions and maximum likelihood (ML) methods to derive point estimates of the
parameters of statistical models, and the values of traits at ancestral nodes of phyloge-
nies.
BayesTraits can be used with a single phylogenetic tree. In this case, only uncertainty
about model parameters is tested. It can also be applied to samples of trees when in
that case phylogenetic uncertainty is taken into account.
In this software package, BayesMultiState is used to test the correlation of traits of
discrete states evolving on phylogenetic trees. This is useful for testing models of trait
evolution. It can be applied to traits that adopt two or more discrete states (as in our
research) [124].
Multistate method and Discrete method in the package fit continuous-time Markov mod-
els to the discrete character data. This model allows the trait to change from the state
it is in at any given moment to any other state over infinitesimal intervals of time.
The rate parameters of the model estimate these transition rates. The model traverses
the tree estimating transition rates and the likelihood associated with different states
at each node. Table 2.1 shows an example of the model of evolution for a trait that
can adopt three states, 0,1, and 2. The qij are the transition rates among the three
states, and these are what the method estimates on the tree, based on the distribution
of states among the species. If these rates differ from zero, this indicates that they are a
significant component of the model. The main diagonal elements are not estimated but
are a function of the other values in their row. For a trait that adopts four states, the
matrix would have twelve entries, whereas for a binary trait the matrix would have just
two entries. BayesTraits does not test hypotheses but provides the information needed
to make hypotheses tests. The likelihoods ratio (LR) test is often used to compare two
likelihoods derived from nested models (models that can be expressed such that one is
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????? 0 1 2
0 - q01 q02
1 q10 - q12
2 q20 q21 -
Table 2.1: Example of the model of evolution for a trait that adopts three states
a special or general case of the other). The likelihood ratio statistic is calculated as
LR = 2[log-likelihood(Better Fitting Model)− log-likelihood(Worse Fitting Model)]
The likelihood ratio statistic is distributed as a χ2 random variable with degrees of free-
dom equal to the difference in numbers of parameters between the two models. However,
in some circumstances [124] the test may follow a χ2 with fewer degrees of freedom.
Variants of the LR test include the Akaike Information Criterion and the Bayesian In-
formation Criterion. These tests will not be described here. They are discussed in many
works on phylogenetic inference and statistical model choice [124]. The LR, Akaike and
Bayesian Information Criterion tests presume that the likelihood is at or near its max-
imum likelihood value. In a MCMC framework tests of likelihood often rely on Bayes
factors. The logic is similar to that for the likelihood ratio test, except here we compare
the marginal likelihoods of two models rather than their maximum likelihoods. The
marginal likelihood of a model is the integral of the model likelihoods over all values of
the models parameters and over possible trees. In practice this marginal likelihood is
difficult to estimate but it can be well approximated by the harmonic mean of the likeli-
hoods allowing the Markov chain to run for a very large number of iterations (typically
millions).
BayesTraits calculates the logarithm of the harmonic mean of the likelihoods as the
program runs, having ignored the likelihoods during the burn-in period when the model
is moving towards convergence. The running tally of harmonic means is read from the
final iteration of the chain and the values for the independent and dependent models are
then compared. The test statistic is just
2(Log[Harmonic Mean (Better Model)] − Log[Harmonic Mean (Worse Model)])
Any positive value favours the dependent model, but conventionally a ratio greater than
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2 is taken as positive evidence, greater than 5 is strong and greater than 10 is very strong
evidence.
2.2.4 Correlation test with BayesTraits
The software BayesTraits was downloaded from http: // www. evolution. reading.
ac. uk/ BayesTraits. html . The traits TCS gene existence or oxygen requirement,
pathogenic behaviour, taxon group, habitat place, living temperature etc. of 635 bac-
teria organisms with at least one known lifestyle were taken as traits for the analysis.
For example, the trait of oxygen requirement contains four states: aerobic, anaerobic,
microaerobic, facultative. The likelihood is calculated as:
Likelihood ratio = −2[Log(Lhindependent)− Log(Lhdependent)]
where “independent” and “dependent” denote the mode of evolution of two traits with
respect to each other. From the asymptotic chi-square distribution we obtain the p value
of each lifestyle and gene combination. The null hypothesis was that the two traits were
independent. If p < 0.05, the null hypothesis would be rejected, and the tested gene
and lifestyle would be correlated. The False Discovery Rate (FDR) was controlled at
the level of 5%, in order to correct for the number of tests performed.
2.2.5 Colocalization analysis
The orthologues identified by BLAST and HMMER were used to screen the organisms that
contain both components for all TCS pairs. We then tracked the genomic locations of
the genes that are translated into these proteins using the gene data obtained from the
NCBI genome database. The sequences located further than 1000bp from each other
or are located on different chromosomes can clearly not be considered to be colocalized.
As shown in figure 2.2, for the sequences shorter than 1000bp, there are only a limited
number of TCS pairs (38 pairs out of 5007 pairs in all) separated by between 200bp
and 400bp. So 300bp was selected as a criteria to determine colocalization. If both
components of the pair were on the same chromosome, and the distance between them
was less than 300bp, we considered them as colocalized.
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Figure 2.2: Histogram of the distance between each TCS pairs on the chromosome.
For each TCS pair, only the ones with distance under 1000bp is drawn in this figure.
2.2.6 Horizontal Gene Transfer test
When the organisms are encoding proteins, they may have different preferences for
certain codons combinations. One of the consequences is that they might have quite
different GC content. Here we are using GC content as a benchmark to detect horizon-
tal gene transfer in a number of candidate genomes. We downloaded cDNA sequence
files of all the available bacterial organisms from the NCBI cDNA database (http:
// www. ncbi. nlm. nih. gov ). The Python module Biopython (http: // biopython.
org/ wiki/ Biopython ) was used to parse the sequences and to calculate GC content of
all the cDNA sequences [33]. GC content of orthologues of dpiB/A, dcuS/R, baeS/R,
ypdA/B coding cDNAs were analysed in the organisms Bacillus cereus AH820, Bacillus
anthracis Ames and Bacillus anthracis str. Sterne. The average GC content in the
above three organisms and E. coli K-12 was calculated. Sequences shorter than 300bp
are discarded.
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2.2.7 Protein sequence similarity comparison
Protein sequences information was retrieved from the NCBI protein database (http:
// www. ncbi. nlm. nih. gov ). HisKA, HPT and REC regions of the proteins were ex-
tracted from the whole length using the Python module Biopython (http: // biopython.
org/ wiki/ Biopython ). The sequences were then aligned using the multiple sequence
alignment tool MAFFT (http: // mafft. cbrc. jp/ alignment/ software/ ) with default
parameter setting [76, 78]. The alignment files were viewed using Jalview (http:
// www. jalview. org/ ) with all the parameters again set to default values, except for
the colour which is set to ZAPPO. The alignment result was analysed by the R package
seqinr (http: // cran. r-project. org/ web/ packages/ seqinr/ index. html ) using
the dist.alignment function, which calculates similarity and identity of aligned se-
quences (with ‘method’ parameter set to ‘similarity’ or ‘identity’).
2.2.8 Hypergeometric test
To analyse the probability of the orphan TCS components being cross-talking with
non-cognate components, we used the hypergeometric test to test the significance of
the correlation between every HK/RR and their possible non-cognate counterparts (29
RR/HK for each HK/RR). Briefly, if we were testing for a candidate interacting non-
cognate RR for certain HK, we set the total number of species to be g, which is 950
in our case. The number of species with this HK as an orphan is k; the number of
species with the RR’s orthologues present is m; the number of species with both HK
orphans and certain RR’s orthologues is x (overlapping number). Then the probability
of observing no less than x overlaps by chance is given by
P = phyper (x-1 , m , g-m , k , lower.tail = FALSE)
We used the upper tail of the distribution where orphan HK/RR coexist with their
proposed cross-talking partners. The false discovery rate was taken care of by using R
function p.adjust with the “method” parameter set to “fdr”.
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2.2.9 Co-existing non-cognate TCSs graph
After the above hypergeometric test, we had got 363 pairs of non-cognate co-inherited
pairs (p value < 0.05). For these possible cross-talking partners, we chose the 78 pairs
among them with a p value of less than 1 × 10−10, together with 5 randomly chosen
HK/RR pairs as negative control. For each chosen pair, if both components exist in
certain organism, the value was 1. For all the other situation, the value was 0. A graph
for coexisting non-cognate TCSs is drawn, and the species were aligned according to the
23S rRNA phylogenetic tree. The numbers of non-cognate components that each TCS
protein could cross-talk with were extracted from the list of 363 non-cognate pairs we
had obtained.
2.3 The Dataset
The protein amino acid sequences, genome sequences and 23s rRNA sequences of 950
bacterial organisms were downloaded from NCBI (protein, RNA and complete genome
databases) in fasta format in May of 2009. The TCS sequences and annotations of
E. coli K-12 were downloaded from the TCS database P2CS (www. p2cs. org/ ) [9] in
May of 2009. The sequences were manipulated using Python module Biopython (http:
// biopython. org/ wiki/ Biopython )
For lifestyle traits, the feature habitat included aquatic, host-associated, multiple, spe-
cialized and terrestrial. Gram stain contained traits positive and negative. Oxygen
requirement included aerobic, anaerobic, facultative and microaerophilic. Temperature
range included hyperthermophilic, mesophilic, psychrophilic and thermophilic.
We downloaded lifestyle information of 635 organisms with known lifestyle from NCBI
in June of 2009; the lifestyles of the bacteria include habitat, gram stain, oxygen require-
ment and temperature range. Among our species we have habitat information for 517
organisms, we know the oxygen requirements for 462 organisms, for 477 organisms we
know gram stain information, and for 503 we have information about the temperature
ranges at which they exist.
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2.4 Results and Discussion
2.4.1 Aligning the orthologues of TCSs in E. coli across all species
We searched for orthologues of 62 E. coli K-12 TCSs in 950 bacteria organisms with
BLAST applying reciprocal best hit approach. There are several observations worth noting
in the result obtained BLAST (figure 2.3). The result is ordered by species’ distances to
E.coli K-12.
• In some organisms (in the columns close to position 300), although they are not
too far from E. coli in phylogenetic distance, there are rarely any orthologues of
TCSs, while the organisms near them all have abundant TCS orthologues.
• On the other hand, there are some organisms (around position 450 in figure 2.3)
having orthologue “islands” for dpiA/B and dcuS/R, while the organisms nearby
have almost no orthologues for these genes.
• A TCS is a system which functions through two parts. However, in the figure
there are many orphan HKs and RRs which do not have their cognate partners in
a number of organisms.
For the first point, we found all the organisms involved are endosymbiotic bacteria in
certain insects. It is reasonable to infer that their living environment is very homoge-
neous and predictable, and thus they have lost some of the abilities of responding to
outside stimulations.
For the second point, we suspected that this was caused by horizontal gene transfer, and
performed suitable tests described later in this chapter.
For the last point, generally histidine kinases phosphorylate their cognate response regu-
lator with higher efficiency. But it has also been reported that some TCS can cross-talk
with non-cognate counterparts [194]. Cross-talk could be an effective mean to integrate
signals to control multiple outputs. In figure 2.3, we can see that many TCS proteins
are missing their cognate HKs or RRs. To function they have to cooperate with compo-
nent from other TCSs. We still have not found solid evidence supporting that cross-talk
exists in the organisms missing one of the TCS partners. However, cross-talk seems to






























































































































































































































































Figure 2.3: Orthologues of E. coli K-12’s TCSs found by either BLAST or HMMER. The
X axis lists the orthologues ordered by the distance of the organism to E. coli K-12,
from left to right, from close to distant. On the left side of Y axis are the names of the
TCS proteins, while on the right side listed the total numbers of orthologues discovered.
Green and blue stripes/areas indicate orthologues discovered by BLAST in that certain
species, where white and light yellow stripes/areas mean there is no orthologue in the
corresponding species. Light green and light blue stripes/areas indicate the orthologues
that were identified by HMMER, while missed by BLAST. The neighbouring proteins with
the same colour set are cognate histidine kinases and response regulators. HKs are
drawn on the upper side for each pair of TCS.
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be a natural and promising way to explain why so many organisms lack their cognate
partners.
However, we have two ways in which we can understand the orphan HKs and RRs in
figure 2.3. First, as stated above, the orphans might be able to cross-talk with some
non-cognate TCS proteins in the organism. Second, it is also possible that our method
is not sensitive enough, and the orphans arose just because we failed to discover their
cognate parts. To test the later possibility, we applied a more sensitive programme,
HMMER 3.0, to identify more orthologues.
BLAST BLAST&HMMER














Table 2.2: A table of orphan and total TCS discovered before and after using HMMER.
In the HMMER result (figure 2.3, Y axis, right side), new TCS orthologues were found
across all species(the numbers of newly found orthologues ranges from 0 to 426 for
different organisms). These new orthologues filled some of the “holes” in the BLAST
results. But still there were lots of TCS proteins in the figure missing their cognate
parts, as shown in table 2.2, which leads us back to the conclusion that some TCSs
apply cross-talk as an alternative pathway to implement missing cognate parts.
One may argue that ordering by distance to E. coli as shown in figure 2.3 would not
reflect their evolutionary relationship. Thus we have ordered the same result (without
separating the BLAST and HMMER results) by their genetic group. The result shown in
figure 2.4 is similar to the result ordered by organism distance (figure 2.3).
We have done the similar procedure on the TCSs of Salmonella typhi. As shown in figure
2.5, the result has similar pattern as that of E. coli K-12.
2.4.2 Horizontal gene transfer test in distant organisms
As shown in figure 2.3 organisms Bacillus cereus AH820, Bacillus anthracis Ames and
Bacillus anthracis str Sterne have orthologues of dpiB/A, dcuS/R, baeS/R, ypdA/B.
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Figure 2.4: TCS orthologues of E. coli K-12 ordered by their groups. The X axis lists
the orthologues ordered by the distance of the groups to E. coli K-12, from left to right,
from closely to distantly related groups (as measured by the 23s rRNA). On the left
side of Y axis are the names of the TCS proteins, while on the right side listed the total
numbers of orthologues discovered. ArcB, TorS, BarA and EvgS are hybrid histidine
kinase in non-orthodox TCS (marked by grey background). Light green stripes/areas
indicate orthologues discovered by BLAST or HMM in that certain species, whereas light
yellow stripes mean that no orthologue in the corresponding species could be identified.
For each pair of TCS proteins we indicate the presence of the HK above the RR. Red
squares indicate the ”islands” of species in the phylogeny that showed higher levels of
conservation of TCS pairs that evolutionary far from E.coli K-12.
However, in the organisms closer to or further from E. coli, we rarely found any ortho-
logues for the TCS pairs mentioned above. This suggests that those Bacillus organisms
might have got these genes from E. coli many generations ago. In that case, features
of the TCS genes in those Bacillus should be different from other genes in the same
organism, while more similar to that of E. coli.
We tested our horizontal transfer hypotheses by determining the GC content of the genes.










































































































Figure 2.5: Orthologues of Salmonella TCSs. The X axis lists the 19 pairs of TCS
orthologues ordered by the distance of the group to Salmonella typhi, from left to right,
from closely to distantly related groups (as measured by the 23s rRNA). On the left
side of Y axis are the names of the TCS proteins, while on the right side listed the total
numbers of orthologues discovered. Green and blue stripes/areas indicate orthologues
discovered by BLAST or HMM in that certain species, whereas light yellow and white
stripes mean that no orthologue in the corresponding species could be identified. For
each pair of TCS proteins we indicate the presence of the HK above the RR.
One of the hallmarks of gene transfer is different GC content between the transferred
gene and the remaining genome. And our test showed no deviation between these two
quantities. At the same time we found that the GC content of the candidate genes was
significantly lower than that in E. coli (approximately 35% in those genes compared to
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Bacillus_cereus_AH820 Bacillus_anthracis_Ames Bacillus_anthrcacis_str_Sterne
dpiB(%) 33.71 34.70 34.70
dpiA(%) 37.23 36.58 36.59
dcuS(%) 33.89 33.64 33.64
dcuR(%) 32.49 32.15 32.06
baeS(%) 35.05 34.90 34.90
baeR(%) 37.72 37.24 37.24
ypdA(%) 36.50 36.55 36.55
ypdB(%) 33.47 33.33 33.33
Average(%) 36.07±3.05 36.18±2.97 36.13±2.99
Table 2.3: Table of the GC content of TCSs coding genes in Bacillus cereus AH820,
Bacillus anthracis Ames and Bacillus anthracis str Sterne and their average GC content.
average of 51% in E. coli K-12). This further excluded the possibility that these genes
were transferred from a recent ancestor of E. coli. Thus, it was concluded that recent
horizontal gene transfer is not responsible for the dpiB/A, dcuR/S, baeS/R and ypdA/B
“islands” in figure 2.3.
Our GC content test result is shown in table 2.3. The average GC content of the three
organisms are 36.07±3.05%, 36.18±2.97% and 16.13±2.99%. The average GC content
of E. coli K-12 is 51.90± 4.41%. If the TCS “islands” were coded by genes transferred
from the organisms close to E. coli K-12 through plasmid injection or other means we
would expect that the nucleotide composition of the genes coding for TCSs dpiB/A,
dcuS/R, baeS/R, ypdA/B should be more similar to the nucleotide composition of the
genes in E. coli K-12 instead of the genes from there original organisms. However, as we
can see in table 2.3, GC content of the above mentioned TCSs coding genes are all in the
range of 35 ± 3%. As the GC content of the TCS “islands” is significantly different (p
value < 0.05) from that of the E. coli genes, while none of them is significantly different
from the GC content of the genes in their original organisms. We concluded that the
TCS “islands” in those organisms are not obtained by horizontal gene transfer.
2.4.3 Colocalization analysis of the TCSs across the organisms
In the previous studies it was found that in most of TCS pairs the two components
located within the same operon in the genome, which might result in a positive feedback


























































































































































Figure 2.6: Diagram of intervals within TCS pairs. In this diagram, on the X axis
listed the orthologues ordered by their organism’s distance to E. coli K-12. From right to
left of this figure listed the organisms with distance from close to distant to E. coli K-12.
Listed on Y axis are the names of the TCS protein pairs. Light blue stripe indicates
that TCS pair located within 300bp to each other in the genome. Navy blue stripe
indicates that TCS pair located further than 300bp to each other, or was it presented
in different genomes. Grey colour means that either or both of the components of the
TCS pair were absent in that organism.
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loop while the signal pathway is activated [113, 172]. However, some TCSs, e.g. ArcA/B
in E. coli, are located quite far from each other on the chromosome. In the ArcA/B
system, ArcA, the RR, is located in the arcA operon, while ArcB, the HK, is located in
the arcB operon more than 1,000,000bp away from its cognate partner. To investigate
how colocalized and separate TCS pairs occur across all the species, we performed
the colocalization analysis for all the TCSs pairs we had discovered from our previous
analyses. In the cases while the distance of the two TCS components is below 300bp on
the chromosome, we defined them as colocalizing genes.
Figure 2.6 is a diagram of TCS gene intervals. It shows that most (23 out of 30 in E. coli
K-12) of the TCSs are colocalizing on the genome. One thing worth noting is that some
TCSs, like phoR/B and baeS/R, colocalize in some organisms but are widely dispersed
in others. This difference in localization may suggest some gene recombination taking
place in the ancestor when the break point happens.
As shown in figure 2.6, most of the TCS pairs colocalize in the genome. If a pair of
TCS genes colocalize in one species, it is most likely that they also colocalize in all
the other species where orthologues of this pair exist. The opposite cases also exist,
e.g. the numbers of colocalized and separate phoR/B orthologues are similar to each
other, neither type dominating. This could be explained by multiple copies of phoR/B
orthologues in the bacteria. Suppose one species has one copy of a phoB orthologue, and
two copies of phoR; while one of the copies (copy A) is in the same operon with the phoB
orthologue, the other one (copy B) locates in a different operon which located far away.
If the two orthologues have slight difference in their sequences. We would have similar
probability of finding each copy as the orthologue of phoR in this species. However, this
hypothesis still needs further experiments to decide whether it is acceptable.
In total 23 out of 30 TCS pairs colocalize on the chromosome in E. coli K-12. For the
remaining 7 TCS pairs which are not colocalized (in E. coli K-12), two of them are
chemotaxis related, which are involved in the chemotaxis system involving more than
three TCS pairs, which are therefore not typical two-component systems; three out of the
other 5 pairs contain hybrid histidine kinases. As there are only 4 hybrid histidine kinase
among the 30 TCS pairs, we can conclude that a very high proportion of hybrid HK-
containing TCSs are not colocalized, which suggests that TCSs with hybrid histidine
kinases might evolve through a different route than the simple TCSs. One possible
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mechanism for the evolution of hybrid HKs is that it might be a consequence of gene
fusion of normal TCSs [34]. As the gene fusion could cause the gene to translocate to a
different position, this hypothesis would support the fact that non-orthodox TCSs have
higher chance of not being colocalized.
On the other hand, localizing in different operons could have some functional advantages.
The particular gene distribution may give non-orthodox TCS the advantage of more
flexible gene regulation. As HK and RR are not in the same operon, they could be
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Table 2.4: Correlation test of TCS pairs. In the table listed the correlation between
lifestyles and TCSs. They have at most two ticks in a cell which indicated positive for
correlation between lifestyle and either one or both two components. P value lesser
than 0.05 were designated to be significant.False Discovery Rate (FDR) was controlled
at the level of 5%.
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2.4.4 Co-evolution test using BayesTraits
We then tested for correlated evolution of the two components in each TCS studied
here. The BayesTraits software [123] can be applied to the analysis of traits that
adopt a finite number of discrete states, or to the analysis of continuously varying traits.
Hypotheses about models of evolution, about ancestral states and about correlations
among pairs of traits across phylogenies can be tested.
Even after correcting stringently for multiple testing we found that the components of
all TCS (in E. coli K-12) appear to evolve in a correlated, dependent manner, as may
perhaps be expected naively. However, for some TCSs which have very unbalanced
HK/RR orthologues ratios the evidence for dependent evolution is reduced. The fact
that all TCSs appear to show evidence for correlated evolutionary history of their re-
spective component parts is a piece of further evidence in favour of the co-evolution
model (result for Salmonella typhi is shown in table 2.6, last column).
Table 2.5: Correlation test of TCS existence and lifestyles. The experiment was done
using Fisher’s exact test and BayesTraits.
2.4.5 Lifestyle test using BayesTraits
Fisher’s exact test is a statistical method to test for correlation between different traits.
In order to assess potential functional factors affecting patterns of presence/absence
of HKs and RRs in TCSs we also tested for correlation with the organisms’ lifestyle
(downloaded from http: // www. ncbi. nlm. nih. gov ) using BayesTraits. The phage
shock protein (Psp) stress response system is an important part of the stress response
machinery in many bacteria, including Escherichia coli K12. Previous study showed that
it has close connection with the two component system ArcA/B [63]. In this chapter
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we used bacterial lifestyles and information of this system and ArcA/B to compare the
correlation test methods Fisher’s exact test and BayesTraits. As shown in table 2.5, we
first test for correlation between the existence of Psp system proteins and lifestyles using
Fisher’s exact test. It turns out that except for temperature range, all the Psp system
genes are correlated with all the lifestyles (p value< 0.05). But this correlation might be
spurious, as the lifestyles are related to certain phylogenetic clusters, while gene presence
is also related to some phylogenetic clusters. Thus Psp genes and lifestyles may not be
correlated with each other, but all are simply correlated with the phylogeny. And when
we use BayesTraits, which applies the phylogenetic tree as a reference parameter, almost
all the gene/lifestyle pairs lost the correlation. Thus, we conclude that Fisher’s exact
test might not be an ideal method for testing the correlation between two phylogeny
related traits because of being too lenient.
In table 2.4 we show the detailed results which paint a very nuanced picture: almost
all of the TCSs show significant correlation (even after applying an FDR correction)
to the lifestyles oxygen requirement and gram stain, as may well be expected given the
importance of these factors for the metabolic and physiological processes of bacteria. But
in several cases, only one of the TCS partners shows such correlation with habitat and
temperature range, which may suggest presence of cross-talk and could provide tentative
evidence in favour of the recruitment model (the result for Salmonella typhi is shown in
table 2.6).
2.4.6 TCS protein sequences similarity comparison
Histidine and aspartate phosphorylation domains show high levels of similarity and this
may act as a further confounding factor. To address this, in a final step of our analysis
(also aimed at detecting any remaining orphan HKs and RRs in the species considered
here) we extracted the protein sequences of all the TCSs orthologues that we have
identified and tested for their similarity.
As a starting point, we first examined the sequence alignment of HKs and RRs in E. coli
K-12. To make the sequences more comparable, we aligned them by their domains. HKs
may have 3 phosphate group binding domains, and all have HisKA domains. And if they
are hybrid HKs, they may also have HPT domains and REC domains. In the meantime,
RRs only have one phosphate group binding domain, a REC domain. As shown in figure
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Table 2.6: In the table we indicate evidence for coevolution and for correlation be-
tween lifestyles and TCS proteins in Salmonella typhi. Each tick indicates correlation
of existence of one TCS pair, or correlation between lifestyle and either one of the
two components. P values smaller than 0.05 were designated to be significant after
controlling the False Discovery Rate (FDR) at the 5% level.
2.7, HisKA domains have a very low level of conservation. HPT domains and REC
domains have higher levels of conservation. REC domains of the RRs (figure 2.8) have
very high level of conservation, and share similar patterns with REC domains in hybrid
HKs. As HisKA is present in all the HKs, and HisKA has much lower conservation level
than REC in RR, we can conclude that HKs in E. coli K-12 have much lower similarity
to each other than RRs.
To investigate whether the above observation holds for other species, we studied the
similarity level among all the HKs or RRs in each species. We separated the TCSs
into two groups, HKs and RRs, aligned the sequences of each group and calculated the
similarity levels inside each group. As shown in figure 2.9 RRs exhibit higher levels of
similarity than HKs (p = 7.6× 10−4, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test), which is in accordance
with the case in E. coli K-12.
All the species we studied have different distances to E. coli K-12. The histograms treat
them, however, identically. It would be interesting to see if there is anything different
in sequence similarity between the species close to E. coli and the species far from it.
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Figure 2.7: Sequence alignment of the domains in histidine kinases in E. coli K-12.
A, alignment of HisKA domains in all the HKs. B, alignment of the REC domains in
hybrid HKs. C, alignment of the HPT domains in hybrid HKs.
As shown in figure 2.10, the similarity of both HKs and RRs seems to be stable to the
variation of their distance to E. coli. However, in the species far from E. coli, there are
more species with less than four HK or RR sequences, and these species frequently have
higher similarity levels. This is natural: fewer identified orthologues objects will lead to
higher similarity rate. The similarity ratio of HKs and RRs shows a similar pattern, the
ratio is always lower than 1 for the species with more than 4 HK and RR orthologues.
Thus, it can be concluded that HKs are more diverse in the majority of bacteria.
This phenomenon might be a consequence of their different roles in the cell, or the
different constraints under which they operate. HKs, for example, are responsible for
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Figure 2.8: Sequence alignment of the receiver domains in respond regulators in E.
coli K-12.
responding to a broad range of often complicated extra-cellular signals, which may have
caused them to diverge more, even though they must generally embed into a cell mem-
brane which constrains the evolution of parts of their sequence. RRs on the other hand
must be able to interact with their corresponding HK, receive phosphate groups from
them and then bind to DNA. The latter is known to already impose some constrains
on the sequence [133], and so a larger proportion of the RR sequence may be under
the influence of selection than is the case for their corresponding HKs. Nevertheless the
high degree of similarity of proteins within the same species is remarkable, for it also
potentially opens up more scope for cross-talk and co-opting parts from other TCSs:
if the different HKs and RRs within a given organism show such similarity at the se-
quence level, then some overlap in functional similarity or the ability to interact with
each others’ respective counterparts is plausible. Needless to say this will require further
experimental testing.
2.4.7 Cross-talk partner inference
To investigate which pairs of non-cognate TCSs could be possibly cross-talking, we
performed a hypergeometric test on all the pairs of non-cognate partners. We expected
to see all the TCSs pairs (near 30 × 29 × 2 ≈ 1800) to fail such a test expect for a few
with p value lower than 0.05, which will be our candidates for cross-talking partners.
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Figure 2.9: Sequence similarity and identity of TCS in each species. A comparison
of histidine kinases and response regulators inside each bacteria species. Numbers of
each similarity/identity range were counted and displayed in either blue or green. X
axis lists similarity range. Y axis lists the counts of each category.
Surprisingly, we found that by this criterion more than 300 candidates could be possible
cross-talking pairs. To narrow down the results, we chose 78 of these pairs with p
values less than 1 × 10−10, and evaluated the pairs’ coexistence map aligned with the
phylogenetic tree. If the pairs are cross-talking, then we may expect them to coexist in
many species. And their distribution should potentially form clusters. We also chose 5
randomly picked pairs as negative controls. As shown in figure 2.11, candidate cross-
talking partners are indeed forming clusters. However, some of the negative controls
also form clusters in the figure. In table 2.7, we listed the number of candidate cross-
talking partners each TCS has based on the hypergeometric result with p value less than
0.05. When we compare the number of each TCS with their cognate partners, we found
that they seem to be anti-correlated, e.g. atoS has 21 cross-talking partners while atoC
has only 7; qseE has only 2 cross-talking partners, while qseF has 26. The Pearson’s
correlation test supported our hypothesis. The correlation coefficient of the numbers
is -0.527 suggesting that the HKs’ and RRs’ cross-talking numbers are anti-correlated
with p value of 0.0014. This unexpected relationship suggests that TCSs may have some
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Figure 2.10: Sequence similarity and similarity ratio of TCSs in each species. A,
similarity rate of HKs in each species arranged by the distance from that species to E.
coli K-12. Species with more than 4 HK sequences are shown in blue colour. Red colour
indicates species with no more than 4 HK sequences. B, similarity rate of RRs in each
species arranged by the distance from that species to E. coli K-12. Species with more
than 4 RR sequences are shown in blue colour. Red colour indicates species with no
more than 4 RR sequences. C, similarity ratio of HK/RR in each species arranged by
the distance from that species to E. coli K-12. Species with more than 4 RR sequences
of both HKs and RRs are shown in blue colour. Red colour indicates species with no
more than neither 4 RR nor HK sequences. Green dots are the species with no more
than 4 HKs but more than 4 RRs, while orange dots shows the opposite situation
complementary mechanism involving cross-talking.
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Figure 2.11: Co-existing pairs of the candidate TCSs aligned with the phylogenetic
tree. Blue stripes are species with coexisting candidate cross-talking pairs. Green
stripes are species with coexisting randomly picked pairs. E. coli and its neighbours
are are drawn along the right edge of the figure.
2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have characterised the patterns of evolutionary conservation for
all TCSs present in E. coli; we identified orthologues in some 950 bacterial species;
tested for correlated evolution and the genetic neighbourhood of the components of




































































Table 2.7: Table of the numbers of non-cognate components that each TCS protein
can cross-talk with. The number for each HK/RR is shown together with their cognate
partners. Then the correlation coefficient between HKs’ and their cognate RRs’ cross-
talking protein number was calculated using Pearson’s correlation test using R. The
correlation coefficient of these two groups is -0.527. The two groups are anti correlated
with p value of 0.0014.
each TCS; tested for evidence between presence or absence of TCSs and their respective
components and environmental as well as life-style factors; and finally assessed levels of
sequence similarity of TCSs in each of the 950 species. Taken together, as we will show
below, the results from these lines of investigation are broadly in line with what would be
expected under a mixture of both evolutionary models. The discussion of these findings
and further implications for the evolution of simple prokaryotic signalling systems will
conclude this chapter.
As we have stated in the background section, most researches on genome scale survey
of TCSs are based on the TCSs found by domain searching methods. The idea of
















Figure 2.12: Diagram of cross-talk between a TCS and orphans or other TCSs can
give rise to more flexible signal transduction networks.
this approach is to screen the proteins of interest for the presence of a TCS-defining
domain. The domain sequence profiles can be obtained from the database such as
Pfam [42]. HisKA, Hpt and REC domains are usually used to identify TCS proteins.
Other domains like HATPase are also considered in the search. Comparing to the
domain searching methods, the orthologue searching method that we have applied is
able to provide a view of the distribution of the paired and orphan TCSs across all the
organisms. However, the search result with our method can not be considered as a whole
set of TCS proteins in each species. Suppose we have some organism expressing more
TCSs than E.coli K12 or expressing TCSs which are not orthologues of any E.coli K12
TCSs, our method will definitely miss these “additional” TCSs. However, we have to
use this orthologue searching method because most of our studies in this chapter is on
the partnership of the TCSs.
We had initially set out to search for evidence in favour of either the recruitment or
the co-evolution model of TCS evolution. Our evidence suggests that a more nuanced
description is called for: there is tentative evidence in favour of either model but in
summary both recruitment and co-evolutionary processes appear to have shaped the
evolutionary history of TCSs.
• We found statistical evidence against independent evolution of the two components
making up the 30 systems extant in E. coli.
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• TCSs appear to be colocalized in general.
• Many, but not all TCSs, are inherited in a highly coordinated fashion, where either
both or none are present in a species.
• We found evidence that is in line with evidence of ancient horizontal gene transfer
of complete TCSs.
• We found significant evolutionary association between each component of the TCS
pairs.
• For a number of TCSs we observed asymmetries in the relative presence of orphan
HKs and RRs, e.g. some TCSs appear to have preferentially lost RRs (or HKs).
• We also found high levels of sequence similarity, in particular for RRs, which
may suggest the facility of cross-talk and the possibility different, more complex
signalling interactions involving components from different TCSs.
• For the non-orthodox TCSs we found a noticeable decrease in colocalization com-
pared to the orthodox TCSs.
We have performed the tests not only in E.coli K-12, but also in Salmonella typhi. Taken
together we propose that the two previously proposed models apply to different extents
to different TCS cases, but are neither mutually exclusive nor incompatible. Shared
functionality (trans-membrane, phospho-transfer, phospho-reception and DNA binding)
may even have exerted comparable levels of selection on the complements of RRs and
HKs within the same species.
We conclude on a cautionary note: cross-talk as shown in figure 2.12 may occur in dif-
ferent forms leading to multiple architectures, which in turn may affect signal processing
and an organism’s response to its environment in ways that are more subtle than the
simple TCS picture might suggest. Such added flexibility, will of course, further con-
found our attempts at explaining TCS evolution in terms of simple models. Thus our
understanding of the evolution of more complex signal transduction systems is unlikely
to be furthered by simplified models. In population genetics we have a framework in
which to study the interplay between the different forces acting on single genes (or small
sets of genes): mutation, recombination, selection and drift. These forces will also act
on the genes considered here (or in other systems) but be additionally modulated by
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interactions among genes or their protein products as well as functional considerations.
In particular we may expect many interactions — and network architectures such as
those depicted in figure 2.12 — to be specific to particular species or species clusters
and generally not be detectable by orthology arguments such as the ones used here.
Rather direct experimental observation will be required.
Chapter 3
Study on the steady states of
Two-component systems
3.1 Background
Two component systems are the most prevalent signal transduction systems in bacteria.
TCSs are used to sense environmental stimuli and to transduce the information into
the cells. This will lead to a range of downstream processes and responses, primarily
through transcriptional regulation of target genes.
Sensing and transmission of a signal into the cytoplasm is performed by a histidine
kinase (HK, sensor) which typically resides in the cellular membrane of bacteria; the
HK then transmits the information by phosphorylating a cognate response regulator
(RR, receptor). Histidine kinases have a transmembrane region near the N-terminus of
the protein, which anchors HK in the membrane. The outer membrane region is usually
relatively short, and is believed to be responsible for sensing the extracellular stimulus.
The detailed molecular mechanisms for sensing signals are mostly unknown. The vast
majority of RRs are DNA binding proteins that control the expression of genes required
in the response. The targets of RRs include genes responding to changes in temperature
[30], oxygen level [110], osmolarity [26], pH [5], etc.. In most TCSs, RRs can also bind
upstream of its own operon to regulate its own gene transcription. In some cases an
RR’s expression is downregulated by itself, like in the case of the ArcB/A system [18]. In
some cases it is positive feedback where the RR’s expression is upregulated by itself, like
46
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for the MprB/A system [172]. In this chapter, we are specifically studying the positive
feedback loop transcription model, because positive feedback loops have been reported
to be one of the requirements for bistability in dynamic systems [186].
In contrast to a simple two-component system, where the histidine kinase has only one
site to be phosphorylated, a non-orthodox TCS has a hybrid histidine kinase instead.
The structure and activation of orthodox and non-orthodox TCSs have been discussed
in chapter 1.
In bacteria, it is easy to see the advantage of bistability. it allows a few cells to enter
a state that would be better adapted to one circumstance or another should that cir-
cumstance arise. This type of bimodal distribution may allow the cells to specialize in
advance of changed circumstances. As a sensing and signal transduction system, some
types of TCSs might also acquire the property of bistability to respond distinctly to
varying levels of extracellular signals. Tiwari et al. have discussed different bistability
phenomena in bacteria, and two-component systems have also been discussed in their
review [173]. However, it has not been pointed out what elements in two-component
system might affect the potential bistability of the system. It has been reported that
auto-activation can lead to bistability [80]. Some research has also shown that a positive
feedback is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for a chemical system to be bistable
[35, 36]. Thus we have only modelled auto-activated TCSs with positive transcriptional
feedback loops to test for bistability. Something worth mentioning at this stage is that
bistability is not always beneficial for the system. If a signalling system is meant to
provide gradient responding to changing input signals, bistability which coexist with
hysteresis should not be a good choice for the system. Thus, in this chapter, we are not
claiming that a bistable system is better than a monostable system. Instead, we are
trying to identify systematically the conditions that may lead to bistability.
In a typical two-component system model, there are reactions for dimerization, bind-
ing, transcription, translation, degradation, autophosphorylation, phosphotransfer and
dephosphorylation, as shown in figure 3.1. If they are all modelled for calculation of
bistability by ordinary differential equations (ODE), the system will have 13 variables
and 28 parameters. Steady state of these equations cannot be determined analytically.
Even when we approach this problem numerically, the process is quite slow (data not
shown). Thus we divide the system into two parts, and solve them individually. The first
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of slow and fast reactions involved in a typi-
cal two-component system. HK stands for histidine kinase. RR stands for response
regulator. Upon stimulation, the HK changes its conformation which is then autophos-
phorylated. The phosphate group will then transfer to the unphosphorylated RR. The
phosphorylated RR will then bind to the promoter of its own transcription operon and
initiate transcription and translation of itself and its cognate partner. The freshly trans-
lated HK and RR protein monomer will bind to form a homodimer to be active required
for the reaction [161]. The degradation reactions are not included in this diagram.
part involves transcription, translation and degradation reactions. These reactions are
relatively slow. The second set of reactions includes all the other molecular processes.
This type of reaction tends to be faster. When we are studying the slow reactions, we
consider the fast reactions to be always at steady state. On the other hand, when we are
studying the fast reactions, we always consider the slow reactions to be halted. Then
we can combine these two parts of results together to get a full picture of the system.
The method was also applied by Tiwari et. al. in their study [172].
Two-component system proteins have very high specificity in a one to one pattern with
their cognate partner. However, it has been reported that they can also cross-talk
with proteins from other TCS with lower affinity [154, 194]. For example, CheA can
phosphorylate OmpR [64], and EnvZ can phosphorylate NtrC [64] and our analysis
in the previous chapter has also pointed towards widespread ability of cross-talk in
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the TCSs. The sequence motif determining specificity is believed to be located in the
contact region of cognate HK/RR pairs [155]. Skerker et al. [155] showed that by
replacing amino acid sequences in this region by the sequence from the same region
from a second TCS can rewire its specificity to bind to the second TCS. Although the
region that controls specificity has thus been found, the underlying mechanism still
remains unknown. There are an increasing number of studies of how cross-talking might
affect the dynamic features of the whole system compared to a single TCS [53, 112, 130].
We start from the simplest case, the interaction between two parallel TCSs. There are
three types of cross-talking arrangements between two TCSs. In the first case, one HK
can react with its cognate RR and another RR from a different TCS, which we call
SIMO (single input multiple output) motif. In the second case, the RR can react with a
different HK in addition to its cognate HK. We call this the MISO (multiple input single
output). In the third case, the two TCSs’ HK and RR can interact with each other’s
respective partners, which we call MIMO (multiple input multiple output). Because
MIMO has the reactions of both SIMO and MISO motif, and can be transformed into
either MISO or SIMO motif by simply removing certain interaction reactions. In this
chapter, we have studied the steady state characteristics of cross-talking model with
MIMO motif.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Modelling of slow reactions of two-component systems
We use chemical reactions to describe the TCSs that we have modelled. These models
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In our models, the active phosphorylated response regulator dimer binds to the upstream
promoter of any target gene, including its own coding gene. When binding to the
upstream region of (RR2)p, the response regulator gene is transcribed at a higher rate.
Without binding of the transcription factor, transcription only occurs at the basal rate
kb. Translation of mRNA into protein is not explicitly modelled. It has instead been
integrated into the transcription reactions. The concentration of phosphorylated RR
dimer is assumed to be proportional to the total RR dimer concentration for simplicity
[157]. The invert dissociation constant of the dimerized phosphorylation form (RR2)p




− kdeg[RR] + kb
In the above equation, K = kr/(kfKd), V max = kt[promoter]total. The response reg-
ulator needs to form homodimers to be active. And only the phosphorylated dimer is
able to bind to the target promoter sequence. These reactions are relatively much more
rapid. Thus we have considered these reactions to be always at steady state. And we
have assumed [(RR2)p] is proportional to [RR] for simplicity. Slow reactions are the
same for both orthodox TCSs and non-orthodox TCSs.
3.2.2 Modelling of rapid reactions of two-component systems
Post-translational reactions of two-component system, including phosphorylation, de-
phosphorylation, dimerization and binding, are significantly more rapid than the above
mentioned slow reactions. We consider them to be always in steady state when we
are studying the slow reactions. On the other hand, we consider the slow reactions to
be approximately static when studying rapid reactions. In the dimerization reactions,
HK and RR both form dimers, 2 × monomer 
 homodimer. As the dimerization re-
action constant is independent of the phosphorylation state [132]. We have (HK2)total =
Kd1HK
2
total, (RR2)total = Kd2RR
2
total. Because we consider all the transcription-translation
reaction to be static when calculating steady states of rapid reactions, there will be no
changes in the total concentrations of HK and RR. Thus the total concentrations of the
HK dimer and the RR dimer are also assumed, and because only dimerized HK and RR
are active, we will only focus on dimerized molecules. For simplicity, we will just denote
them as HK and RR instead of HK2, RR2.
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Figure 3.2: A diagram of post-translational reactions of the three models we have
built. Red arrows with letter S stand for the extracellular stimulus. Blue and purple
squares denotes HKs. Yellow and orange squares denotes RRs. Because no dimerization
reaction is involved in these models. We didn’t draw them as dimer for simplification
reason. Black lines with arrow indicate the directions of phosphorylation or dephospho-
rylation. Dashed lines indicates cross-talking reactions between different TCS which
have much lower reaction rates.
We have built three models of the fast reactions based on their different phosphorylation
styles. The three models are the orthodox model with a simple histidine kinase, the non-
orthodox model with a hybrid histidine kinase, and a general cross-talking model with
two interacting orthodox TCSs. Diagrams of the three models of post-translational
reactions are shown in figure 3.2 The features and chemical reactions for the models are
listed below:
Model I, orthodox model. In this model, the HK can be autophosphorylated and dephos-
phorylated. Phosphorylated HK can bind to unphosphorylated RR, and the phosphate
group is then transferred to RR. This reaction is reversible. Chemical reactions are
















Model II, non-orthodox model. The hybrid HK participates in this model. HK1, 2 and 3
respectively denote the hybrid HK with site H1, D1, H2 phosphorylated. HK0 denotes
the unphosphorylated hybrid HK. Model II differs from model I greatly in terms of the
phosphorylation process, where the phosphate group is transferred from H1 to D1, then
to H2 and at last to RR. During dephosphorylation, the phosphate group is transferred

















Model III, cross-talking orthodox model. Model III is composed of two interacting models
of the same type as model I. In this model, HK can react with RR′ while HK ′ can react
with RR. The cross-talking reaction rate is much lower than the reaction rate with the
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HK ′RRp k20−−→ HK ′p+RR
3.2.3 Calculation of steady states
Phosphorylated response regulator dimer can bind to the promoter upstream of target
genes and initiate subsequent reactions. Thus we use the concentration of the phos-
phorylated response regulator dimer [(RR2)p] as output of the models. To analytically
solve the equations, we first simplify the steady states equations by hand. Then we used
the Solve function in Mathematica® 7.0 to solve the simplified equations analytically.
To numerically solve the equations we use the Python programming language. The au-
tophosphorylation rate k1 of HK or H1 in the hybrid HK, is the input of the system.
Upon stimulation, HK has increased autophosphorylation rate. We let k1 increase from
10% of the maximum speed to its maximum speed gradually. At each point, we first use
the numerical integrator to simulate the system for sufficiently long time (usually 100s,
which has shown to suffice to reach close enough to the steady state for the next step)
and record the final state. Then we apply the fsolve function with the final state in
scipy to obtain the numerical solution for steady states. For each autophosphorylation
rate, we obtain two steady states, one with lower initial state and one with higher initial
state. If either one of the two steady states is more than 10% higher than the other one,
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the system is defined to behave in a bistable manner. 10 000 simulations with different
parameter sets are run for each model, and we record the percentage of bistable results.
3.2.4 Parameters configuration of the models
The parameters of model I and model II were set to the values shown in table 3.1. The
values were used previously by Tiwari et al. [172].
Model I Model II
k1 k1, k2, k3 0.00132 s-1
Auto-phosphorylation and forward 
phosphotransfer in HK
k2 k4, k5 0.001 s-1
Dephosphorylation and reverse 
phosphotransfer in HK
kt1 kt1 0.5 s-1
Phosphotransfer rate of HKp~RR 
complex
kt2 kt2 0.05 s-1
Phosphotransfer rate of HK~RRp 
complex
(kd1+kt1)/kb1 (kd1+kt1)/kb1 50 µM
Michaelis-Menten constant for 
HKp~RR phosphotransfer
(kd2+kt2)/kb2 (kd2+kt2)/kb2 50 µM
Michaelis-Menten constant for 
HK~RRp phosphotransfer
Parameter Value Description
Table 3.1: List of parameter values used in model I and model II. Model I and Model
II share most parameters while differ in the forward and reverse phosphotransfer rates
of HK.
3.2.5 Parameters randomization
In numerical simulations, each model is simulated with randomized parameters using
Latin Hypercube Sampling [168]. Most of the parameters, if not specifically mentioned,
range from 1 to 100. Cross-talking reaction rates in model III are set to be 0 to 20%
(uniformly randomized) of the corresponding cognate partner reaction rates. 10 000
hypercubes are sampled for each model.
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3.3 Results




Figure 3.3: Simulation of the transcription/translation model of TCS. X axis is the
simulated time. Y axis is the transit RR concentration. The parameters of basal rate
of RR synthesis kb = 0.1min−1, degradation rate kdeg = 1min−1, and the rate K = 10.
The maximal Rate of RR synthesis Vmax was set to different values in each simulation.
A, Vmax = 5min−1, the system has monostability with a lower level of RR steady
state; B, Vmax = 15min−1, the system is bistable; C, Vmax = 30min−1, the system has
monostability with a higher level of RR steady state.




− kdeg[RR] + kb,
where K = kr/(kfKd), V max = kt[promoter]total. At steady state, the concentration of
RR stays in a dynamic balanced state, where d[RR]/dt = 0. By substituting this into
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the above equation, we obtain
kdeg[RR]3 − (kb + Vmax)[RR]2 − kdegK[RR] + kbK = 0.
This equation has three positive roots. When they are different, the middle root corre-
sponds to an unstable state, the other two roots correspond to two stable states. Thus
we can conclude that this model is bistable when the above equation has three distinct
positive roots for certain parameter sets. It has to be mentioned that if the dimeriza-
tion reaction is removed from this system, the system is going to be monostable. Thus,
besides positive feedback, dimerization is another necessary condition for this system to
achieve bistability.
3.3.2 The model of post-translational reactions of TCS is monostable
In calculating the steady states of post-transcriptional models, we have transcription-
al/translational reactions remaining static, which means that the total concentrations
of the HK dimers and the RR dimers remain constant. Combining this with the other
steady state equations, we can get an equation for our output [RRp]. For model I and
model II, we can obtain analytical results, which are equations each with one negative
root and one positive root. Only the positive root is relevant and the roots for model I
is:
[RRp] =
−X +√X2 + 4a(1 + a)(1 + b)cd(ac+ bd)[RRtot]
2(1 + b)d(ac+ bd)
, (3.1)
where X = (1 + a)(ac+ bd) + a(1 + b)cd([HKtot]− [RRtot]), a = k1/k2, b = kt2/kt1, c =
kb1/(kd1 + kt1), d = kb2/(kd2 + kt2).
Similarly, for model II we obtain:
[RRp] =
−Y +√Y 2 + 4a3(1 + a0)(1 + b)cd(a3c+ bd)[RRtot]
2(1 + b)d(a3c+ bd)
(3.2)
where Y = (1+a0)(a3c+bd)+a3(1+b)cd([HKtot]−[RRtot]), a1 = k1/k2, a2 = k1/k5, a3 =
(k1k3)/(k4k5), a0 = a1 + a2 + a3, b = kt2/kt1, c = kb1/(kd1 + kt1), d = kb2/(kd2 + kt2).
We can see that the steady state of model I and model II share a similar form. They
only differ in some of the coefficients (a and a3).
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3.3.3 Numerical test for steady state in TCS post-translational reac-
tion models
Because the post-translational cross-talking model for simple TCSs (model III) can only
be solved with considerable numerical effort, we choose to use a computationally more
efficient route. The shape of the simplified equations share some similarities with the
equations of model I. Thus we can infer that they might also have only one steady state.
To test our assumption, we have performed numerical tests to solve the steady state
of model III, as well as the other two models, for monostability. Results of 10 000
replicated simulations with different parameters showed that all of the three models are
monostable, which is consistent with our analytical result.
3.3.4 Factors that could affect the steady state of orthodox and non-
orthodox models
We have obtained analytical solutions for orthodox and non-orthodox models. With
these solutions we can analyse how the phosphorelay of non-orthodox systems might
affect their steady states. We can also analyse how different parameters will affect the
system’s steady state.
Under the parameters we have chosen [RRp] ends up at a steady state of 9.22µM for
the orthodox model. The steady state for [RRp] is at 9.42µM for the non-orthodox
model. Steady state of [RRp] is 2% higher in the non-orthodox model than in the
orthodox model. Our non-orthodox models always have higher values than the orthodox
models even for the varying parameters. The reason for a higher steady state could be
that non-orthodox systems have more sites to be phosphorylated. Thus it has more
phosphorylated states, which means that the whole system can hold more phosphate
groups.
We have also varied some important parameters in both models to see how they can
affect the steady state. Because model I and model II always have different steady states
of [RRp] we only depict the fold-change of their [RRp] steady states compared to the
baseline level (the parameters shown in table 3.1). The stimulus level, which is reflected
in the autophosphorylation rate, changes the level of the steady state most noticeably.
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When the stimulus is increased 100 folds, the [RRp] increases to 6 (non-orthodox) or 8
(orthodox) times of the original concentration (figure 3.4A). This is in consistent with
the function of the TCSs, which is to sense changing levels of a stimulus and to response
accordingly. However,the orthodox model changes more than the non-orthodox model,
which is in agreement with earlier analyses [82].
In figure 3.4B, when [HKtotal] is increased from 1% to 100% of [RRtotal], [RRp] has
decreased 3% (non-orthodox) or 7% (orthodox). This fold change is not very significant.
The Michaelis-Menten constant is a parameter controlling the dissociation tendency of an
intermediate substrate. The larger this parameter, the more unstable is the intermediate
substrate. In figure 3.4C, when the Michaelis-Menten constant is increased from 1µM
to 100 µM , [RRp] has increased 7% (non-orthodox) or 8% (orthodox). This change
is not very pronounced, either. When the constant is less than 10 the non-orthodox
model changes more than the orthodox model. When the constant is larger than 10 the
non-orthodox model appears to become more robust to parameter changes.
These results show that the levels of the steady states of TCSs are most sensitive to the
input stimuli. They are robust to the proportion of [HK] to [RR]. Finally steady states
of non-orthodox models seems to be more robust to parameter changes in most cases.
3.3.5 Transient [RRp] of a cross-talking TCS model
To study how the dynamic behaviour of the system can be affected by cross-talk, we
have compared the transient [RRp] of simple TCSs and cross-talking TCSs upon var-
ious stimuli. In this study, we have modelled two orthodox TCSs named A and B,
responding to different stimuli. In the “single” scenario, TCSs A and B are functioning
independently without cross-talk. While in the “cross-talk” scenario, the A and B TCSs
(each TCS has the same parameters as in the “single” scenario) have cross-talk to each
other at a rate which corresponds to 10% of their normal reaction rate. The models are
simulated with different stimuli sets where TCS A and TCS B receive different input
stimuli. In this series of simulations we only check their transient levels instead of their
steady states. The results are shown in figure 3.5.
In figure 3.5A we see that, when TCS A and TCS B are treated with the same stimuli,
their transient levels are close to each other. This means that the systems are sensitive to
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Figure 3.4: Orthodox and non-orthodox post-translational TCS models’ steady states
responding to changes of different parameters. The parameters of the models are set
according to the list in table 3.1, except one of the parameters is set to be variable.
Along the X axis is the varying parameter; the Y axis is the the level of steady state
[RRp] of given changing parameter comparing to [RRp]’s steady state at baseline pa-
rameters. A, the stimulus, which is k1 in both model, is changing from 1% to 100% of
the original stimulus level. B, the concentration of total [HK] is increasing from 1%
to 100% of total [RR]. C, the Michaelis-Menten constant, which is (kd1 + kt1)/kb1 and
(kd2 + kt2)/kb2 in model I and II, is increasing from 1 to 100 µM .
stimuli. However, each single TCS in a cross-talking system does not seem to change as
much as the corresponding isolated system. When TCS A and TCS B are treated with
opposite stimuli (shown in figure 3.5B), the cross-talking systems show higher mean
output levels, which suggests that a cross-talking system would have higher response
levels to the same signal, and that the cross-talking system is more stable to changing
stimuli. This observation also holds for figure 3.5C, D where TCS A and TCS B are
treated with yet more different stimuli.
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A B
C D
Figure 3.5: Transient concentration of [RRp] in “single” TCSs (TCS A and TCS B)
and “cross-talk” TCSs (TCS A and TCS B) models responding to varying stimulus.
The “single” TCSs and “cross-talk” TCSs are simulated with varying stimulus, reflected
by varying autophosphorylation rate. TCSs A and B share the same parameters except
that the phosphotransfer rate kt1 of model A is 1.5 times larger than the rate in model
B. Along the X axis we show time measured by seconds; the Y axis is the fold change
of the [RRp] in each model. This figure shows transient [RRp] of TCS A and TCS B
respectively and also shows the mean value of TCS A and B in each scenario. (A) TCS
A and B are treated by the same sinusoid shaped stimuli; (B)TCS A and TCS B are
treated by opposite sinusoid shaped stimuli; (C) TCS A has sinusoid shaped stimulus
and TCS B is constitutively active; (D) TCS A has sinusoid shaped stimulus and TCS
B is constitutively inactive.
3.3.6 Steady state dynamics of TCS models with cross-talk
We next simulate two simple TCSs, A and B, working separately as well as interacting.
The parameters we have used are the same as those used for figure 3.5. But here we are
recording their steady states instead of their transient concentrations.
In figure 3.6A, when TCS A and TCS B are treated with the same stimulus, their steady
states are close to each other. The level of [RRp] has increased 10 folds for both simple
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Figure 3.6: Simple and cross-talking post-translational TCS models’ steady states
responding to changes of parameters. Two simple TCSs, A and B, are set to share
the parameters except that the phosphotransfer rate of HK RRp in TCS A is 1.5
folds increased compared to that of TCS B. TCS A and B are simulated assuming
they are operating separately (single) or are interacting with each other (cross). The
other parameters of the models are set according to the list in table 3.1The X axis is
the varying parameter; the Y axis is the the level of steady state [RRp] of the given
changing parameter compared to [RRp]’s steady state at the baseline parameters. (A)
the stimulus, which is k1 in both model, is changing from 1% to 100% of the original
stimulus. (B) the concentration of total [HK] is increasing from 1% to 100% of total
[RR]. (C) the Michaelis-Menten constant, which is (kd1 + kt1)/kb1 and (kd2 + kt2)/kb2
in model I and II, is increasing from 1 to 100 µM .
and cross-talking models. In figures 3.6B, C, the changes are much less significant. This
result means that the stimulus is the most important factor that affects the signal for
both simple and cross-talking models. In figure 3.6 the differences of the levels of cross-
talking A and B are not as high as for single A and B, which could mean that our
cross-talking model can integrate the signal of the two constituent TCSs to achieve a
more balanced signal. In real signal pathways, this may help to induce a less intense
but more broad-spectrum response to a single input stimulus.
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3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we have studied the properties of the steady state behaviour in two
component systems. As TCSs are responding to diverse stimuli, their function might
require them to be bistable or monostable. In this chapter we have studied which
elements might affect the steady states of TCSs.
We have built models of TCS transcription and post-translational reactions. These are
large models with more than 10 variables and more than 25 rate parameters. Because
we want to know the detailed relationship between TCS’s bistability and its parameters
numerical result alone would not fulfill our aim. Thus we have applied an approximation
to simplify the calculation for steady states. In this method, we separate all the reactions
into two parts: slow reactions (degradation, transcription, translation) and fast reactions
(dimerization, phosphorylation, dephosphorylation). These two groups of reaction are
thought to be approximately separable.
Because in TCS the RR is the molecule that promotes target gene expression or other
cell activities we use RR or phosphorylated RR levels as the output signal strength of the
whole system. When a stimulus arrives, the conformation of the HK molecule changes
and thereby leads to an increase (or decrease) of the HK’s autophosphorylation rate.
Thus we use changing autophosphorylation rate of the HK to simulate the input signal
of each TCS. Under these assumptions and conditions, we have obtained some valuable
results and we have come up with the following conclusions.
Because phosphorylation reactions are not involved in slow reaction we monitor the
monomer RR concentration [RR] as the output of the slow-reaction models. The steady
state equation of [RR] can be simplified to a cubic equation:
kdeg[RR]3 − (kb + Vmax)[RR]2 − kdegK[RR] + kbK = 0
Because the equation describes a biological system, all the parameters in the equation
should be positive. Under this condition, the three roots of this equation would be
either all positive real, or two complex roots and one positive real root. In the former
condition, the system has three steady states. Two of them are stable states, the medium
steady state is an unstable state. The system is bistable in this case. In the other case,
the system will have only one steady state which is also a stable state. The system
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is monostable in this case. By changing the initial [RR] while fixing all the other
parameters and variables, the system can switch between monostability and bistability
as illustrated in figure 3.3.
When calculating steady states for the fast reactions, we have constructed 3 models
that differ in their phosphorylation reactions. We first studied the steady state of the
orthodox TCS and non-orthodox TCS models. We found that in order to calculate the
steady state concentration of the phosphorylated RR dimer, which is the output of TCS
models, we need to focus only on the reactions of the HK/RR dimers. These two models
are both monostable, and the stable states are as the expressions shown in equation
(3.1) and equation (3.2).
From the two expressions, we can see the stable states of both orthodox and non-
orthodox models depend only on the total HK and RR dimer concentrations [HKtot]
and [RRtot]. We also found that the orthodox TCS and the non-orthodox TCS’s steady
state values are very similar. The differences between these two expressions reflect the
differences in the phosphorylation processes of the two models.
To study how the parameters might change the steady states of these models, we sim-
ulated both models with the same parameter sets, and kept forward phosphorylation
rate and reverse phosphorylation rate the same in both models. We then studied how
steady states change as functions of the parameters. The parameters we have selected to
vary are the stimulus of the system, HK/RR concentration ratio, and Michalis-Menten
constant of phospho transfer from HK to RR. The absolute value of steady states differ
for these two models (data not shown). The result in figure 3.4 shows that stimulus
is the factor that affects the steady state most. When the stimulus increases 100 fold,
the steady state increases 6 to 8 folds. The same fold-change in the HK/RR ratio and
the reaction constants only lead to a small change in the steady state (approx. 0.1
fold). We also found that the non-orthodox model’s steady state always changes less.
This can be attributed to the buffering effect of the multi-layer phosphorylation in non-
orthodox TCSs [82]. The steady state of the non-orthodox TCS thus becomes more
robust to changes in environmental signal, transcription/translation rate, or HK/RR
binding efficiency.
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The steady state of the cross-talking TCS proves to be more difficult to analyse. How-
ever, the simplified cross-talking equations have symmetrical forms to that of the sim-
plified orthodox steady state equations. We thus infer that they are also monostable.
The numerical simulations confirm our reasoning.
By stimulating the cross-talking TCSs with different combinations of stimuli (figure 3.5),
we found that compared to the separate TCSs, cross-talk can decrease the difference
between the cross-talking TCSs. But the mean response of cross-talking TCSs is higher
than that of the separate single TCSs.
We have also tested the influences of the stimulus, the HK/RR ratio and the Michaelis-
Menten constant on the cross-talking TCS model by performing numerical simulations
(figure 3.6). Results show that just like the transient concentrations, the cross-talking
models’ steady states are closer to each other than to the separate TCSs.
Chapter 4
The Phosphorelay Mechanism of
Non-Orthodox Two-Component
Systems
This work was carried out in collaboration with Dr. Goran Jovanovic and
Professor Martin Buck. All simulations and statistical analyses were per-
formed by me; but for consistency the work is discussed together.
4.1 Background
4.1.1 ArcB/A two-component system
As we have described in chapter 1, judging by the phosphorylation mechanisms, the
TCSs can be categorized into the orthodox TCS and the non-orthodox TCS. The non-
orthodox TCS performs a three-step phosphorelay instead of simple phosphorylation
like the orthodox TCS performs.
The Arc (Anoxic redox control) system is a non-orthodox two-component system that in
general mediates regulation of operons implicated in respiratory metabolism and enables
facultatively aerobic bacteria to sense and respond to different respiratory conditions
[104]. The Arc TCS comprises the membrane-bound tripartite hybrid HK ArcB and
the cognate response regulator ArcA. The transcription of arcB is constitutive under all
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growth conditions. Under anoxic conditions arcA transcription is significantly increased
in a Fnr (global regulator that together with Arc system regulates transcription in re-
sponse to O2) dependent manner; ArcB autophosphorylates and through His292-Asp576-
His717-Asp54 phosphorelay phosphorylates ArcA. Phosphorylated ArcA then represses
many operons involved in aerobic respiration and up-regulates genes involved in anaer-
obic respiration (e.g. cydAB) and fermentation (e.g. pfl). It has been shown that the
ArcB/A system activation is of particular importance under microaerobic growth condi-
tions [2]. Under aerobic growth conditions ArcB kinase activity is inhibited by quinone,
electron carriers that promote the oxidation of redox-active cysteine residues (C180,
C241), which have been implicated in formation of an inactive ArcB dimer through in-
termolecular disulfide bond formation [18, 50, 103]. ArcA is dephosphorylated by ArcB-
dependent reverse phosphorelay Asp54-His717-Asp576-Pi. It is likely that ArcB-Asp576
get dephosphorylated because the high-energy phospho-aspartyl bond is unstable [104].
The non-specific acetyl-P-dependent phosphorylation of ArcA can be dephosphorylated
by ArcB’s phosphatase activity [104].
4.1.2 The ArcB dimer might work in a different mechanism than other
TCS
It is established that in TCSs the HKs form dimers after being translated from their
coding mRNA. Dimerization is reported to be necessary for kinase activity in most TCSs
[165, 193]. The reason for dimerization is probably because of the molecular mechanism
of autophosphorylation in these TCSs. Autophosphorylation is the process where an
activated HK homodimer changes its conformation and its His site gets phosphorylated
by the catalyst (CA) domain of the monomer in the same HK. In most HKs this reac-
tion follows an intermolecular pattern where one HK monomer is phosphorylated by the
catalyst domain of the other HK monomer in the same dimer. TCSs that autophospho-
rylate in this manner include CheA, VirA, EnvZ, NtrB [119, 125, 165, 166, 192, 196]
etc.. This pattern of autophosphorylation requires both monomers.
Intramolecular autophosphorylation, where one HK monomer is phosphorylated by
its own catalyst (CA) domain, is still possible, although this does not appear to be
widespread [131]. The hybrid HK ArcB is also reported to autophosphorylate in this
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pattern, which could suggest that ArcB may not need the other monomer to get phos-
phorylated.
Although HKs function as dimers, it has also been reported that the HKs may phos-
phorylate their cognate RRs while in a special monomeric form (an HK monomer is
covalently bound to a truncated HK monomer which only have dimerization and phos-
photransfer domain) [139]. This fact suggests that as an HK has the potential to work
with one of the monomers missing or defunct, they always have the ability of forming
dimers.
Combining with the special autophosphorylation pattern of ArcB, we found several
questions intriguing about both ArcB and non-orthodox HK. We already know ArcB
autophosphorylates in a intramolecular pattern. Could ArcB be able to work with one
of the monomer being complete dysfunction? Which pattern of phosphorelay does ArcB
perform? How does HK transmitter module acts in the context of reverse phosphorelay?
Here, we use computational simulations as well as the constitutively active ArcB (ArcB*)
and their phosphorelay mutants as theoretical and in vivo experimental model system
in an attempt to answer some of those questions.
4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Models for phosphorelay
Models of phosphorelay of TCSs were built following the descriptions of phosphorelay
of two-component systems in the review written by Malpica et al. [104]. We have also
investigated some other papers on simple TCSs [81, 82, 164]. The ODE models were
built using the programme COPASI [60, 109]. Models were stored in SBML3.0 format as
.xml files to be better shared with other programmes.
We have also build models of hybrid histidine kinase that use different mechanisms of
phosphorelay. In the first model which we call trans-phosphorelay model, the phosphate
group jumps from one monomer to the other during phosphorelay. In an alternative cis-
phosphorelay model, the phosphate group stays in the original monomer during phospho-
relay. The dimers are not allowed to bind more than one phosphate group at the same
time. In our ODEs of the phosphorelay models, HK0 denotes the unphosphorylated HK
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dimer; Xi {X in (R,L); i in (1,2,3)} denotes HKs with a specific site phosphorylated.
For example, R2 (HKHK − R2) denotes a HK dimer phosphorylated on the second
phosphorylation site (in D1 domain) of the right monomer. In a dimer, we define each
monomer as left or right monomer for illustrating purpose, making them different. kab
denotes the rate of the reaction which has a as a substrate, b as a product. For example,
kr1l2, which only exists in trans-phosphorelay model, denotes the reaction rate of the
phosphate group transferring from H1 of the right monomer to D1 of the left monomer.
Another example is that kl30 denotes the reaction rate of HK transferring its phosphate
group from H2 domain of the left monomer to RR (So HK changes from L3 to HK0).
The models we built are as follows:
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The ODEs of trans-phosphorelay model are then,
d(HK0)/dt =− k0l1×HK0− k0r1×HK0 + kl20× L2 + kr20×R2
+ kl30× L3× rr + kr30×R3× rr − k0l3×HK0× rrp
− k0r3×HK0× rrp+ kl10× L1 + kr10×R1
d(L1)/dt =k0l1×HK0− kl10× L1− kl1r2× L1
d(R1)/dt =k0r1×HK0− kr10×R1− kr1l2×R1
d(L2)/dt =kr1l2×R1− kl2r3× L2 + kr3l2×R3− kl20× L2
d(R2)/dt =kl1r2× L1− kr2l3×R2 + kl3r2× L3− kr20×R2
d(L3)/dt =kr2l3×R2− kl3r2× L3− kl30× L3× rr + k0l3×HK0× rrp
d(R3)/dt =kl2r3× L2− kr3l2×R3− kr30×R3× rr + k0r3×HK0× rrp
d(rr)/dt =− kl30× L3× rr − kr30×R3× rr + k0l3×HK0× rrp+ k0r3×HK0× rrp
d(rrp)/dt =kl30× L3× rr + kr30×R3× rr − k0l3×HK0× rrp− k0r3×HK0× rrp
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while the corresponding ODEs are
d(HK0)/dt =− k0l1×HK0− k0r1×HK0 + kl20× L2 + kr20×R2
+ kl30× L3× rr + kr30×R3× rr − k0l3×HK0× rrp
− k0r3×HK0× rrp+ kl10× L1 + kr10×R1
d(L1)/dt =k0l1×HK0− kl10× L1− kl1l2× L1
d(R1)/dt =k0r1×HK0− kr10×R1− kr1r2×R1
d(L2)/dt =kl1l2× L1− kl2l3× L2 + kl3l2× L3− kl20× L2
d(R2)/dt =kr1r2×R1− kr2r3×R2 + kr3r2×R3− kr20×R2
d(L3)/dt =kl2l3× L2− kl3l2× L3− kl30× L3× rr + k0l3×HK0× rrp
d(R3)/dt =kr2r3×R2− kr3r2×R3− kr30×R3× rr + k0r3×HK0× rrp
d(rr)/dt =− kl30× L3× rr − kr30×R3× rr + k0l3×HK0× rrp+ k0r3×HK0× rrp
d(rrp)/dt =kl30× L3× rr + kr30×R3× rr − k0l3×HK0× rrp− k0r3×HK0× rrp
As a final model, we also consider a model which requires full functionality on both
monomers at each site in order to complete the phosphorelay. We refer to this models
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with the corresponding ODEs given by,
d(HK0)/dt =− k0l1×HK0− k0r1×HK0 + kl20× L2 + kr20×R2
+ kl30× L3× rr + kr30×R3× rr − k0l3×HK0× rrp
− k0r3×HK0× rrp+ kl10× L1 + kr10×R1
d(L1)/dt =k0l1×HK0− kl10× L1− kl1r2× L1− kl1l2× L1
d(R1)/dt =k0r1×HK0− kr10×R1− kr1l2×R1− kr1r2×R1
d(L2)/dt =kr1l2×R1− kl2r3× L2 + kr3l2×R3− kl20× L2 + kl1l2× L1
− kl2l3× L2 + kl3l2× L3
d(R2)/dt =kl1r2× L1− kr2l3×R2 + kl3r2× L3− kr20×R2 + kr1r2×R1
− kr2r3×R2 + kr3r2×R3
d(L3)/dt =kr2l3×R2− kl3r2× L3− kl30× L3× rr + k0l3×HK0× rrp
+ kl2l3× L2− kl3l2× L3
d(R3)/dt =kl2r3× L2− kr3l2×R3− kr30×R3× rr + k0r3×HK0× rrp
+ kr2r3×R2− kr3r2×R3
d(rr)/dt =− kl30× L3× rr − kr30×R3× rr + k0l3×HK0× rrp+ k0r3×HK0× rrp
d(rrp)/dt =kl30× L3× rr + kr30×R3× rr − k0l3×HK0× rrp− k0r3×HK0× rrp
In this model kinase activity depends on both phosphorylation sites to be present, while
the phosphatase activity (dephosphorylation always occurs from the D1 domain) is more
lenient.
4.2.2 Simulation of phosphorelay models
The ODE models are simulated using the scipy module in Python [122]. The parameters
we used are as described in table 4.1 , but we also explore parameter space more globally
by sampling parameters using Latin Hypercube sampling as described in the previous
chapters. We have modelled HK dimers composed of wildtype or mutated monomers.
In a dimer, we define each monomer as left or right monomer for illustrating purpose.
The left monomer is arbitrarily defined as the monomer with higher expression level.
In models of trans-phosphorelay or cis-phosphorelay, reaction rates are set to 0 if either
of the substrate or product can not exist because of the site-directed mutation. For
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k0y1,kx1y2,kx2y3 0.00132 s-1
Auto-phosphorylation and forward 
phosphotransfer in HK
kx20,kx3y2 0.001 s-1
Dephosphorylation and reverse 
phosphotransfer in HK
kx30 0.5 s-1 Phosphotransfer rate from HKp to RR 
k0x3 0.05 s-1 Phosphotransfer rate from RRp to HK
kx10 0.0001 s-1
Spontaneous dephosphorylation rate 
of HK1
Initial [HK] 1µM Initial unphosphorylated HK concentration
Initial [phosphorylated 
HK] 0µM
Initial concentration of all 
phosphorylated HK
Initial [RR] 8µM Initial unphosphorylated RR concentration
Initial [RRp] 2µM
Initial concentration phosphorylated 




Table 4.1: List of parameter values used in the phosphorelay models. Forward phos-
phorelay includes the reactions the transfer the phosphate group toward response reg-
ulator. Reverse phosphorelay includes the reactions the transfer the phosphate group
away from response regulator until dephosphorylation.
instance, if site 2 (D1) of the right dimer is mutated (D576A), kl1r2, kr2l3, kl3r2, kr20
in the trans-phosphorelay model, and kr1r2, kr2r3, kr3r2, kr20 in the cis-phosphorelay
model will all be set to 0. In the allosteric model the forward phosphotransfer reaction
rate of site X is set to 0 if either of the monomers involves a mutation at site X. For
instance, if site 2 of the right dimer is mutated, kl1r2, kr2l3, kr1l2, kl2r3, kr2r3, kl2l3,
kr1r2, kl1l2 etc. will all be set to 0. However, reverse phosphotransfer is blocked only
when both phosphorylation sites are mutated.
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In the simulations, as in the experiments, the system will have plasmids producing
different monomers with different copy numbers. Suppose the system contains nl copies
of HK U and nr copies of HK V (U, V can be wildtype ArcB, H292A, D576A or H717A).
Then the proportion of UU, V V homodimer and UV heterodimer in total HK dimers
would be [nl/(nl+nr)]2, [nr/(nl+nr)]2 and nlnr/(nl+nr)2. The output of the system
is calculated as:
∑
proportion of a dimer× output of this pure dimer
To simplify the simulation of the models, we assume that similar reactions share the
same reaction rate. In this more constrained configuration there are only 4 parame-
ters for each of the three models, kf, kr, kt1 and kt2. They denote the reaction rates
of the forward phosphorylation, reverse phosphorylation, phosphotransfer from HK
to RR and phosphotransfer from RR to HK, with kf ∈ {k0x1, kx1y2, kx2y3}, kr ∈
{kx20, kx3y2}, kt1 = kx30, kt2 = k0x3, x ∈ {l, r}, y ∈ {l, r}. In another model where
the parameters are more flexible, and thus more realistic, we have 7 parameters in
this model: kf0 = k0x1, kf1 = kx1y2, kf2 = kx2y3, kr3 = kx3y2, kr2 = kx20, kt1 =
kx30, kt2 = k0x3, x ∈ {l, r}, y ∈ {l, r}. In both configurations, the spontaneous dephos-
phorylation rates of HK1 are set to be 10% of the dephosphorylation rate of D1 (kr or
kr2).
4.2.3 Parameter optimisation and model evaluation
We apply the parameters listed in table 4.1 to the models, and optimise the param-
eters to obtain the minimum difference between the models’ output and the observed
experimental data. We use the fmin l bfgs b function in the python module scipy to
optimise the parameters. To keep the parameters in a reasonable biological range, we
set the boundaries for the parameters. For each parameter, the lower boundary is set
to be 0.1% of the unoptimised parameter, while the upper boundary is set to be 1000
folds of the original parameter. The output of each optimised model is compared with
experimental data and the Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) is calculated for each
model as
BIC = n · ln(σ̂2e) + k · ln(n).
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Here n is the number of datapoints, k is the number of free parameters, σ̂2e is the error
variance, which is defined as 1n
∑n
i=1 errori.
Subsequently, the Schwarz weight of each model is calculated as [163]:






In the above equations, i, j ∈ {trans-, cis-, allosteric}. The Schwarz weight equals the
probability that, among the three models, a certain model is the one that describes the
real biological system judging by their differences to the experimental data.
4.2.4 Sensitivity assays
We performed sensitivity analysis on the model parameters using the matlab package
StochSens. This package calculates the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM) for each model
and calculates their sensitivities from the FIMs [85] (FIMs for deterministic models are
used). The models used are the same as described previously.
4.2.5 Bacterial strains, media and growth conditions
The experimental work was carried out by Dr. Goran Jovanovic and is here discussed for
the sake of completeness. The bacterial strains used in this study are shown in Table 4.2.
Strains were constructed by transduction using the P1vir bacteriophage [111] and were
grown in Luria-Bertani (LB) broth or on LB agar plates at 37℃ [111]. To eliminate the
Kan cassette from a ∆arcA::Kan mutant and construct the marker-less ∆arcA variant
(strain MVA113), we used plasmid pCP20 and the method described by Cherepanov
and Wackernagel [32] (see Table 4.2). The colony PCR and creD/ yjjY pair of primers
was used to verify that ∆arcA mutant in MVA113 strain had the correct structure.
For in vivo bacterial two-hybrid system assays, strains were grown in LB at 30℃. For
aerobic growth, overnight cultures of cells were diluted 100-fold into 5 ml of LB in a
universal tube with loose fitting caps and shaken at 200 rpm. For microaerobic growth,
overnight cultures of cells were diluted 100-fold into 5 ml of LB and shaken at 100 rpm.
For induction of the T5/lacUV5 promoters, 0.1 mM isopropyl-β-D-galactopyranoside
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(IPTG) was added for 1 hour. For scoring the lacZ+ colonies, indicator plates containing
40 µl of 20 mg/ml stock solution of 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-β-D-galactopyranoside
(X-gal) and 0.5 mM IPTG were used. Antibiotics were routinely used at the following
concentrations: ampicillin (Amp; 100 µgml−1), kanamycin (Kan; 25 (or 50 for BACTH)
µgml−1), and chloramphenicol (Cam; 30 µgml−1), and spectinomycin (Spc; 50 µgml−1).
4.2.6 DNA manipulations
Plasmids used in this study are listed in Table 4.2. Using PCR-based site-specific muta-
genesis (Quickchange mutagenesis kit, Stratagene) of the plasmid templates pGJ23 and
pGJ73 and pGJ74, we constructed plasmids pGJ72, pGJ74 and pGJ74/78/80, respec-
tively (see Table 4.2). All constructs were verified by DNA sequencing. For the in vivo
bacterial two-hybrid system experiments, the ArcB* and its phosphorelay mutants were
fused to either T25 (plasmid pKT25) or T18 (pUT18C) Cya domains as described in
Jovanovic et al. [71]. The genes were amplified from corresponding plasmids (see Table
4.2) using primers that introduce XbaI-KpnI restriction sites, cloned in pGEM-T Easy
(Promega), and than subcloned in-frame into multiple cloning sites (MCS) of pKT25 and
pUT18C, respectively. All constructs were verified by DNA sequencing. Transformation
of bacteria was performed as described by Miller [111].
4.2.7 Western blot analysis
For the Western blot analysis, bacterial cells were harvested at mid-log phase (OD600∼0.5)
and re-suspended in a mix of 30 µl 4% SDS and 30 µl Laemelli buffer (Sigma). Samples
used for Western blotting were normalized according to cell growth measured at OD600.
Samples were separated on 12.5% (SDS)-PAGE and transferred onto PVDF membrane
using a semidry transblot system (Bio-Rad). Western blotting was performed as de-
scribed [40] using antibodies to ArcB (a gift from D. Georgellis) (1:15000 with anti-
rabbit). The proteins were detected using the ECL plus Western Blotting Detection
Kit according to manufacturers guidelines (GE Healthcare). Images were captured in a
FujiFilm intelligent Dark Box by an image analyser with a charge-coupled device camera
(LAS-3000). Densitometry analysis was performed with MultiGauge 3.0 software (Fuji-
Film USA Inc., Valhalla, NY) and quantification (results expressed in arbitrary units)
performed using the AIDA software.
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4.2.8 In vivo bacterial two-hybrid system
The adenylate cyclase Cya− based bacterial two-hybrid system (BACTH) allows detec-
tion of protein-protein interactions in vivo and is particularly appropriate for studying
interactions among membrane proteins [72, 73]. The BACTH assay was used here to
study in vivo protein-protein interactions of ArcB* and its phosphorelay mutants. Pro-
tein fusions (see Figure 4.4) were assayed as described [71]. As a negative control we used
pKT25 and pUT18C vectors in the absence of fusion proteins, as a positive control we
used pKT25-zip and pUT18C-zip plasmids carrying fused GCN4 leucine-zipper sequence
[72]. After co-transformation of the BTH101 strain with the two plasmids expressing the
fusion proteins, selection plates (Kan, Amp, X-gal and IPTG) were incubated at room
temperature for 72 h. The levels of the interactions were quantified by β-Galactosidase
activity in liquid cultures (see below). Chromosomal LacZ expression 3-fold above the
negative control (vectors alone) value was scored as a positive interaction signal.
4.2.9 β-Galactosidase (β-Gal) assays
Activity from a single copy chromosomal φ ('cydA− lacZ) transcriptional fusion exclu-
sively regulated by ArcA [18] was assayed to gauge the level of cydA promoter activation
level. Cells were grown overnight at 37℃ in LB broth containing the appropriate an-
tibiotic (s) and then diluted 100-fold (initial OD600nm∼0.025) into the same medium
(5 ml). Following incubation to OD600nm 0.2-0.3, cultures were induced with IPTG for
1 h and then assayed for β-Gal activity as described by Miller [111]. The β-Gal activity
from a chromosomal lacZ gene in BTH101 strain was assayed to estimate the protein-
protein interactions in BACTH assay. Bacteria were grown in LB medium containing
100 µg ml−1 Amp and 50 µg ml−1 Kan at 30℃ for 16 h, then cultures were diluted
1:25 and grown until the OD600 nm∼0.3, then 0.5 mM IPTG was added and the cells
incubated for a further 1 h at 30℃. For all β-Gal assays, mean values of six independent
assays taken from technical duplicates of three independently grown cultures of each
strain were used to calculate activity. The data are shown as a mean values with SD
error bars.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Modelling of monomer and dimer histidine kinase of two-component
system
Our aim in this research is to study the dynamics of phosphorylation in two component
systems. We have first investigated two models of the phosphorelay process of non-
orthodox TCSs. In the first model, the histidine kinase is modelled to function as a
monomer, while in the second model, the histidine kinase is modelled to be functioning
as a dimer. The sequence of phosphorelay was described before. We simulate this
phosphorelay process both in the monomer model and the dimer model. When a HK
is not phosphorylated, it is denoted as HK0. If the molecule is phosphorylated at site
H1, D1,H2, the molecule is denoted as HK1, HK2 and HK3 respectively. The chemical
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Because HKs almost always form dimers, we are trying to analyse if there is any benefit
in dynamic behaviour for HKs to function in this way compared to a monomer. In model
II, the dimer model, we assume the system has already reached a steady state. Because
the dimerization reaction constant is independent of the phosphorylation state [132], as
we have already stated in chapter 3, the total HK dimer concentration will not change
during the phosphorelay. Thus the dimerization reaction does not need to be considered
in model II. If we ignore the dimerization reaction of model II, we can easily see that
model I and model II are in fact the same model but with different variable names. Our
simulations also show that if given equivalent sets of parameters, these two models will
have the same temporal behaviour (data not shown). Thus we can confirm that the
bacterial TCSs do not evolve dimer HKs because they have a dynamic advantage. It
might just be that in a dimer the 3D structure has other advantages, or indeed enables
the phosphorelay mechanism in the first place.
4.3.2 Modelling trans- and cis-phosphorelay of non-orthodox two-component
system
Non-orthodox two-component systems have three sites able to bind to phosphate groups.
If we are modelling this system, we have to specify whether we allow one HK dimer to
simultaneously bind more than one phosphate group, or if we allow one HK dimer to
bind only one phosphate group at a time. By comparing these two mechanisms we
found no difference when comparing their output signals at transient time points and
at steady state (data not shown). Because the multiple-sites-phosphorylation model is
computationally less convenient and it is also not supported by the previous studies, we
use the one-phosphate-group-at-a-time assumption in our models.
We first only proposed two phosphorelay models, the trans-phosphorelay and cis-phosphorelay
models. We can see that the wild type trans-phosphorelay model and cis-phosphorelay
model are in fact identical except for the choice of variable names. Their kinetic be-
haviour is thus identical and we have to conclude that the phosphorelay mechanism is
thus non-identifiable from time-resolved data.
In order to induce difference in these two models we therefore introduce point mutations
into the models. We define that if one of the phosphorylation sites on HK (H1, D1 or
H2) is mutated, then all of the reactions involving that site will be hindered and their
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reaction rates are set to 0. However, in the system with mutant homodimer it is still
not possible to separate the cis-phosphorelay model from the trans-phosphorelay model.
Output of both systems would be fully blocked. Thus we instead consider the models
for mixed HKs. In this configuration we model systems that contain two different HKs
which are either wild type HK or H1, D1, H2 mutant. They can bind to each other freely,
as was experimentally verified using bacterial two-hybrid assays. Suppose we have mixed
wild type and H1 mutant; we can then expect to have different proportions of wild type
homodimer, H1 mutant homodimer, and wild type × H1 mutant heterodimer in the
system. As we have stated before, homodimer models of both phosphorelay patterns
will produce the same result. However, H1 mutant × D1 mutant heterodimer and D1
mutant × H2 mutant heterodimer could be expected to produce different results for
trans- and cis-phosphorelay models.
From the arguments above we can conclude that:
• The dimer and monomer models are different. However, if we only consider the
process after the dimerization, these two models are the same.
• Multi-phosphorylation is not different from the single-phosphorylation model.
• The trans- and cis-phosphorelay model are indistinguishable using the wild type
model.
• By introducing mutants into the system, we are able to generate difference in these
two phosphorelay patterns.
• To tell if an TCS is using trans- or cis-phosphorelay mechanism, we still have to
use experiments.
Based on these results artificial ArcB constructs were generated with phosphorylation
sites at H1, D1 and H2 ablated. These are then used to compare the predictions resulting
from the different phosphorelay models.
4.3.3 Activities of the constitutively active ArcB* phosphorelay mu-
tants
To assess the activities of the hybrid sensor in phosphorelay we constructed mutants of
constitutively active ArcB* [71] (see figure 4.1 and Table 4.2) and used a ∆arcB strain
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Table 4.2: E. coli K-12 strains and plasmids used in this study
Strain/plasmid Relevant characteristics Reference
Strain
ASA12 MC4100 recA, λRSS2[φ ('cydA-lacZ)]
(kanr)
Bekker et al., 2010 [18]
MVA92 ∆arcB59 Jovanovic et al., 2009 [71]
MVA104 MVA92[φ ('cydA-lacZ)] (kanr) This work MVA92 ×
ASA12
JWK4364 BW25113 ∆arcA::Kan (kanr) Baba et al., 2006 [6]
MVA113 ∆arcB59 ∆arcA This work MVA92 ×
JWK44364 × pCP20
MVA114 MVA113 [φ ('cydA-lacZ)] (kanr) This work MVA113 ×
ASA12
BTH101 cya-, lac+ A gift from D. Ladant
XL1-Blue tetr Laboratory collection
Plasmid
pCA24N Expression vector, PT5/lac promoter, lacIq,
ori pMB1, (camr)
Kitagawa et al., 2005 [83]
pJW5536 (-) PT5/lac-6xhis-arcB (arcB cloned into
pCA24N, encoding ArcB wild type), lacIq
(camr)
Kitagawa et al., 2005 [83]
pGJ23 pJW5536 (-) encodes ArcB C180A/C241A
(ArcB*) (camr)
Jovanovic et al., 2009 [71]
pGJ30 pGJ23 encodes ArcB* H292A (camr) Jovanovic et al., 2009 [71]
pGJ72 pGJ23 encodes ArcB* D576A (camr) This work
pGJ27 pGJ23 encodes ArcB* H717A (camr) Jovanovic et al., 2009 [71]
pAPT110 Expression vector, PlacUV 5 promoter,
lacIq, ori p15A, (spcr)
A gift from J. Beckwith
pGJ73 PlacUV 5-6xhis-arcB (arcB cloned into
pAPT110 XbaI-KpnI, encoding ArcB wild
type (spcr)
This work
pGJ74 pGJ73 encodes ArcB* (spcr) This work
pGJ80 pGJ74 encodes ArcB* H292A (spcr) This work
pGJ78 pGJ74 encodes ArcB* D576A (spcr) This work
pGJ76 pGJ74 encodes ArcB* H717A (spcr) This work
pKT25 IPTG-inducible vector containing the T25
domain of Cya upstream of the MCS (kanr)
A gift from D. Ladant
pUT18C IPTG-inducible vector containing the T18
domain of Cya upstream of the MCS
(ampr)
A gift from D. Ladant
pKT25-zip GCN4 leucine zipper fusion to the C-
terminus of the T25 domain of Cya in
pKT25 (kanr)
A gift from D. Ladant
pUT18C-zip GCN4 leucine zipper fusion to the C-
terminus of the T18 domain of Cya in
pUT18C (ampr)
A gift from D. Ladant
pCP20 FLP+, λcI857+, λpR Repts, (ampr, camr) Cherepanov and Wacker-
nagel, 1995 [32]
pGEM-T Easy Cloning vector (ampr) Promega
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Figure 4.1: Diagram of constitutively active ArcB and mutants. The left subfigure
shows the digram of the mutation site. The right subfigure shows the plasmids used to
carry the constitutively active ArcB* and mutants constructs.
carrying the chromosomal φ ('cydA− lacZ) transcriptional fusion specifically regulated
only by ArcA with the Fnr regulatory sequences deleted [18] (see Table 4.2). To avoid
ArcA expression level to be the limiting factor, the experiments were carried out in
microaerobiosis where expression of ArcA is induced by Fnr.
4.3.4 WT and mutant forms of ArcB and ArcB* proteins were sim-
ilarly expressed when placed on compatible plasmids pCA24N
and pAPT110
Initially we showed that constitutively active form of ArcB, ArcB*, activates transcrip-
tion of φ ('cydA − lacZ) fusion independent of growth conditions, bypassing all up-
stream signalling needed for the activation of the kinase activity (Figure 4.2). We then
determined that WT and mutant forms of ArcB and ArcB* proteins were similarly ex-
pressed when placed on compatible plasmids pCA24N and pAPT110, respectively (Fig.
4.3). Since dimerization of sensor is prerequisite for its kinase activity, the ArcB* and
its phosphorelay mutants were tested for the pairwise interaction using bacterial two-
hybrid (BACTH) system (see Materials and Methods section and Figure 4.4); the results
showed that mutations introduced into ArcB* do not interfere with formation of dimers.
As a control experiment, the ArcB* or its separate phosphorelay mutant was expressed
from either pCA24N or pAPT110 vector in a ∆arcB strain, and efficiency of ArcA
phosphorylation was assessed by measuring β-Gal activity of φ ('cydA − lacZ) fusion
following ArcA-dependent activation of transcription (Figure 4.5). As expected, the re-
sults showed that any disruption of phosphorelay present in both monomers of sensor
kinase homodimer abolishes activation of ArcA. Notably, some residual activation above
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Figure 4.2: Phosphorelay of constitutively active ArcB variants lacking the key phos-
phorelay residues. Expression of a cydA− lacZ chromosomal transcription fusion under
unique control of the ArcB/A system was measured using a β-Gal assay (see Materials
and Methods) in cells grown in aerobiosis (i) or microaerobiosis (ii) in the presence of
0.1 mM IPTG. arcB+ (MG1655 PcydA-lacZ); ∆arcB (MVA104); ∆arcB (MVA104)
carried vector pCA24N or pAPT110 alone, expressed plasmid (pCA24N- or pAPT110-
based) borne ArcB wild type [pKW5536(-) or pGJ73] or constitutively active ArcB*
(pGJ23 or pGJ74). For all β-Gal assays, mean values of six independent assays taken
from technical duplicates of three independently grown cultures of each strain were used
to calculate activity. The data are shown as a mean values with SD error bars.
the control basal level (vector alone) was detected when ArcB*D576A or ArcB*H717A mu-
tants were expressed from a low copy number vector (Figure 4.5).
4.3.5 Combination of ArcB mutants
Finally, the combinations of either ArcB* or separate phosphorelay mutant of ArcB*
with different ArcB* mutants were co-expressed in a ∆arcBφ ('cydA− lacZ) strain and
phosphorylation efficiency of ArcA is determined as above (Figure 4.6). The results
showed that:



































































































































































































Figure 4.3: Phosphorelay of constitutively active ArcB variants lacking the key phos-
phorelay residues. The level of ArcB* and its variant proteins (see Figure 4.1) expression
from either pCA24N or pAPT110 based plasmids in a ∆arcB (MVA104) strain grown
in microaerobiosis (control was vector pCA24N alone) was assessed using Western blot-
ting and antibodies against ArcB (α-ArcB) (see Materials and Methods). The level
of expression was presented in arbitrary units after quantification using ImageJ soft-
ware. For all β-Gal assays, mean values of six independent assays taken from technical
duplicates of three independently grown cultures of each strain were used to calculate
activity. The data are shown as a mean values with SD error bars.
• Co-expression of ArcB* with any of the sensor kinase phosphorelay mutants sig-
nificantly diminished activation of ArcA, ArcB*H292A mutation having the most
detrimental effect;
• Co-expression of different ArcB* mutants that disrupt the sensor kinase phosphore-
lay abolished activation of ArcA, with the most pronounced effect of ArcB*H292A
mutation in combinations;
• Below basal level activation of φ ('cydA − lacZ) when at least one monomer of
ArcB* carried intact D576 and H717 and inactivated H292 residues, suggesting
the reverse phosphorelay activity of corresponding ArcB* mutant monomer and
so phosphatase activity of ArcB* mutant sensor kinase and dephosphorylation of
ArcA (that might be activated by cross-talk with e.g., acetyl-P).
To answer whether non-specifically activated ArcA might contribute to the basal level
expression (only vectors) of φ ('cydA − lacZ) fusion in ∆arcB strain, we compared
this result to the basal level activity obtained in a ∆arcB∆arcA strain lacking ArcA
response regulator (Figure 4.7 ). Apparently, the presence of ArcA contributes to the
basal level expression seen in ∆arcB strain co-expressing both vectors alone.



































































































































































































Figure 4.4: Phosphorelay of constitutively active ArcB variants lacking the key
phosphorelay residues. The in vivo BACTH system was used to detect protein-
protein interactions between the ArcB* and its variant proteins fused to T25 or T18
subunit of adenylate cyclase and expressed in the presence of 0.5 mM IPTG in a
cya− BTH101 strain. For construction of fusion proteins, growth conditions and
calculation of mean values with S.D. see Materials and Methods. Negative con-
trol: BTH101/pKT25+pUT18C vectors alone; Positive control: BTH101/pKT25-
zip+pUT18C-zip; the levels of the interactions were quantified by β-Gal activity in
liquid cultures grown micro-aerobically. Chromosomal LacZ expression 3-fold above
the negative control (vectors alone) value was scored as a positive interaction signal.
For all β-Gal assays, mean values of six independent assays taken from technical du-
plicates of three independently grown cultures of each strain were used to calculate
activity. The data are shown as a mean values with SD error bars.
4.3.6 Fitting experimental data with systematic models.
We had first hypothesized that the phosphorelay process of non-orthodox TCSs should
be one of either the trans-phosphorelay or cis-phosphorelay model. However, simulation
results show that even after optimisation under a constrained parameter configuration,
the models disagree with the experimental data at several places (figure 4.8A, B). In
both the trans- and cis-phosphorelay models, the H1 × WT produces higher level of
output than that of the D1 × WT or the H2 × WT, while the experimental data is
the opposite. Also in trans-phosphorelay model, the H1 × H2 double mutant produces
higher level of output than that of D1 × H2 and H1 × H2 double mutants, which is also
opposite to the experimental data.
Thus we created a new model which we called the allosteric model. In this model,
phosphorelay is dependent on the integrity of both molecules in a dimer. Details of this
model were already described above. Simulation with optimised parameters shows that



































































































































































































Figure 4.5: Phosphorelay of constitutively active ArcB variants lacking the key phos-
phorelay residues. Expression of a cydA− lacZ chromosomal transcription fusion was
measured using a β-Gal assay in ∆arcB (MVA104) cells grown in microaerobiosis in the
presence of 0.1 mM IPTG co-expressing ArcB* or its variants from either pCA24N- (left
hand part) or pAPT110-based (right hand part) plasmids (see schematic presentation
below graph). For all β-Gal assays, mean values of six independent assays taken from
technical duplicates of three independently grown cultures of each strain were used to
calculate activity. The data are shown as a mean values with SD error bars.
the allosteric model fits the experimental data much better than the other two models,
although it still differs from the experimental data in some ways (figure 4.8C). The
values of the BIC (Schwarz criterion) of trans-, cis- and allosteric phosphorelay models
are -25.63, -28.53 and -40.28, which shows that the allosteric model is the one that fits
best. The resulting Schwarz weight for the allosteric model is also as high as 99% (figure
not shown), which means compared to the other two models, the allosteric model has
very high probability to be the model that produces the experimental data.
We also considered the model with a more flexible parameter configuration (7 param-
eters, as described in the Materials and Methods section) to get a better fit to the
experimental data (figure 4.9). The BICs of trans-, cis- and allosteric phosphorelay
models changes to -20.25, -14.04 and -31.14 (BICs do not improve because it has strict
punishment for parameter numbers). The Schwarz weight of allosteric model is again
much higher than for the other two models, which is 99.55% (as shown in figure 4.10).



































































































































































































Figure 4.6: Phosphorelay of constitutively active ArcB variants lacking the key phos-
phorelay residues. As in figure 4.5 except cells expressed different combinations of the
ArcB* and/or its variants from co-transformed pCA24N- and pAPT100-based plasmids
(see schematic presentation below graph). For all β-Gal assays, mean values of six inde-
pendent assays taken from technical duplicates of three independently grown cultures
of each strain were used to calculate activity. The data are shown as a mean values
with SD error bars.
4.3.7 Sensitivity assay of proposed phosphorelay models
The three phosphorelay models are subjected to the Matlab package StochSens using
optimised parameters. The sensitivities of the deterministic models calculated from the
FIM is shown in figure 4.11. The figure shows that all the models are much more sen-
sitive to variation in the parameter kf0, which is the autophosphorylation rate. This
observation is in agreement with the results we have observed in chapter 3: the steady
states of the TCSs show higher sensitivity to autophosphorylation rate changes. The
StochSens assays are performed on wild type TCS models with no autophosphoryla-
tion deficiency. In figure 4.11 we can see that the sensitivities of the three models are
very similar, especially trans- and cis-phosphorelay models are almost indistinguishable.
Combined with the figures 4.12, 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15, we can see that the dynamic proper-
ties of the wild type models, especially trans- and cis-phosphorelay models, are generally
similar, which further confirms that the wild type trans- and cis-phosphorelay models
are very hard to be distinguished.



































































































































































































Figure 4.7: Phosphorelay of constitutively active ArcB variants lacking the key phos-
phorelay residues. Expression of a cydA− lacZ chromosomal transcription fusion was
measured using a β-Gal assay in either ∆arcB (MVA104) or ∆arcB∆arcA (MVA114)
cells grown in microaerobiosis in the presence of 0.1 mM IPTG carrying either pCA24N
or pAPT110 alone, both vectors alone, or expressing ArcB* from either pCA24N- or
pAPT110-based plasmids. For all β-Gal assays, mean values of six independent assays
taken from technical duplicates of three independently grown cultures of each strain
were used to calculate activity. The data are shown as a mean values with SD error
bars.
4.4 Conclusions
In the TCSs the HKs require dimerization to be active as a functioning signalling unit
[165, 193]. In a HK signalling pathway, successfully sensing a specific signal is followed by
autophosphorylation of the conserved histidine residue in the HisKA domain. Numerous
studies on autophosphorylation have shown that most HKs autophosphorylate in an in-
termolecular manner, such as CheA, VirA, EnvZ and NtrB [119, 125, 165, 166, 192, 196].
The intramolecular autophosphorylation mechanism appears to occur less frequently but
has been reported in some TCSs, including ArcB [131].
ArcB belongs to a relatively rare type of HK, the hybrid HK, which takes a 3-step
phosphorelay instead of a one-step phosphorylation as the simple HKs. Given the fact
that HKs are active in dimer form, the same question for autophosphorylation is also
of interest to phosphorelay: is the phosphorelay of a certain hybrid HK happening in a
intramolecular way or a intermolecular way?
We want to answer this question by fitting mechanistic models to experimental data.
First we had to design experiments that can make these models to produce distin-
guishable results. Then deterministic models of phosphorelay of wild type ArcB were








Figure 4.8: Simulation of three phosphorelay models with more constrained param-
eter settings. In these simulations, there are only 4 parameters for each of the three
models, kf, kr, kt1 and kt2, as described in Materials and Methods section of this chap-
ter. Normalised [RRp] is used as output for each model. The top legend shows the
contents of the transfected plasmids in each lane. The most left lane is the negative
control where only empty plasmid are transfected. In all the other lanes, the left bar
stands for the constructs based on the higher copy number plasmids pCA24N, while the
right bar denotes the constructs based on the lower copy number plasmids pAPT110. In
each subfigures, the bars of the darker colours show the levels of the normalised [RRp]
from model simulation. The bars of the lighter colours show the levels of normalised
β- Gal activities of experimental data (as shown in 4.6). A, trans-phosphorelay model;
B, cis-phosphorelay model; D, allosteric phosphorelay model.
constructed. The intermolecular mechanism was named trans-phosphorelay, while the
intramolecular mechanism was named cis-phosphorelay. The [RRp] was used as output
of the models. However, by comparing the ODEs of these two deterministic models,
we can see that these two models are actually all the same, except for different variable
names. The StochSensS analysis has also confirmed that the trans- and cis-phosphorelay
models are too similar and cannot be distinguished by their dynamic behaviour (figures
4.11, 4.12, 4.13, 4.14). Thus we have introduced “mutations” into the models. In our
configuration, a hybrid HK is allowed to have a point mutation in one of its three con-
served phosphorylation sites (His in HisKA and HPt domain, Asp in REC domain. They








Figure 4.9: Simulation of three phosphorelay models with more flexible parameter
settings. In these simulations, there are 7 parameters for each of the three models,
kf0, kf1, kf2, kr3, kr2, kt1 and kt2, as described in Materials and Methods section of
this chapter. Normalised [RRp] is used as output for each model. The top legend shows
the contents of the transfected plasmids in each lane. The most left lane is the negative
control where only empty plasmid are transfected. In all the other lanes, the left bar
stands for the constructs based on the higher copy number plasmids pCA24N, while the
right bar denotes the constructs based on the lower copy number plasmids pAPT110. In
each subfigures, the bars of the darker colours show the levels of the normalised [RRp]
from model simulation. The bars of the lighter colours show the levels of normalised
β- Gal activities of experimental data (as shown in 4.6). A, trans-phosphorelay model;
B, cis-phosphorelay model; D, allosteric phosphorelay model.
will be referred to as H1, H2 and D1 in the following text). If a site is mutated, all the
reaction rates involving phosphorylation at this site will be set to 0. Three types of
dimers are possible when a mutated HK is added to the wild type cells: wild type ×
wild type dimer, mutation × mutation dimer, and wild type × mutation dimer. The
first type of dimer is the same one as in the models we have just mentioned. As for
the second type of dimer, the phosphorelay reactions are completely blocked considering
either trans- or cis-phosphorelay model, meaning they are still indistinguishable. As
for the last type, the phosphorelay reactions are both partly blocked, thus still indis-
tinguishable. We have come up with a more complex type of system, where the cells









Figure 4.10: Schwarz Weight of three phosphorelay models with optimised parameters
under more flexible parameter configuration. The probabilities are: trans-phosphorelay
model, 0.43%; cis-phosphorelay model, 0.02%; allosteric, 99.55%
produce no wild type HKs but only two types of mutants. In this case, we find that
the two models can finally be separated. Suppose that we have one H1 mutant mixed
with a D1 mutant, homodimers will still be indistinguishable as we have just pointed
out. However, the H1 × D1 heterodimer will have half of the phosphorylation reactions
blocked in the trans-phosphorelay model, but are fully blocked in the cis-phosphorelay
model. We can see that if the two mutant monomers in a heterodimer contains muta-
tions that are at neighbouring positions in the phosphorelay chain (H1-D1-H2), trans-
and cis-phosphorelay models will produce different output. The other candidate mutant
combination is D1 × H2. Thus we have decided to design experiments with pairs of
ArcB mutants.
The constitutively active ArcB mutants were constructed (shown in figure 4.2) so that
the system will have a constant input signal. The plasmids that carry the mutants have
different copy numbers (shown in figure 4.3) in order to bring more details to the output
data. Figure 4.4 proves that the binding affinity of the mutants to each other or to the
wild type proteins are rarely affected by their mutations. Thus in a system with mixed
ArcBs (wild type and/or mutants), a monomer is able form a dimer with any other
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Figure 4.11: Sensitivity of each phosphorelay model on all the parameters. The
meaning of each parameter is described in Materials and Methods section.
monomers with nearly equal probabilities.
The data used for model fitting we generated from the experiment performed with
constitutively active ArcB mutants transfected into cells using plasmids with different
copy numbers as shown in figure 4.6. The reason that some mutants combinations have
output lower than the negative control is probably due to the phosphatase activity and
the lack of phosphorylation activity of ArcB. However, we have found some inconsistency
in figure 4.6 compared to our models. In our models, all the wild type × mutant
combinations should have the same output level, while in the data wild type × H1 group
has significantly lower output than the other two groups. This can be explained because
the wild type × H1 has no mutations in the sites involved in dephosphorylation (D1, H2)
which implies higher dephosphorylation activity. Another inconsistency is that the D1 ×
H2 group have higher output levels than the other double mutants groups. In our models
this group should have the same output level as H1 × D1 in the trans-phosphorelay
model or the same output level as the other two double mutants groups in the cis-
phosphorelay model. This can not be explained even considering dephosphorylation
(dephosphorylation would bring other contradictions). Finally, the wild type × H2
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Figure 4.12: Contributions of individual parameters into each eigenvalue for all three
models.
group shows comparable level of output as D1 × H2, while the later one should be much
lower in our models.
Thus we think our hypothesis might need some modifications as the trans- and cis-
phosphorelay models both fail to describe the experimental data. We therefore came
up with a new model called allosteric model where for every pair of sites (e.g. both H1
sites in a dimer HK), both sites need to be functioning to enable the phosphorylation to
take place at one of the sites. The simulations with optimised parameters (figures 4.8,
4.9) show that this leads to improved (even though not perfect) agreement between the
model and the data. Schwarz weight has also shown that among the three models, the
probability that the allosteric phosphorelay model describes the real ArcB/A system is
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Figure 4.13: FIM for all pairs of parameters for trans-phosphorelay model visualised
as heat maps.
over 99%. Considering that these three models describe all plausible simple phosphorelay
mechanisms, we think it is reasonable to conclude that ArcB/A is employing an allosteric
phosphorelay mechanism, maybe with some modifications.
In this chapter we have shown that the in vivo phosphorelay mechanism of ArcB/A
is very likely to involve the type of allosteric phosphorelay mechanism discussed above.
The phosphorelay mechanisms of the other non-orthodox TCSs need further experiments
to confirm.
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Figure 4.14: FIM for all pairs of parameters for cis-phosphorelay model visualised as
heat maps.
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Figure 4.15: FIM for all pairs of parameters for allosteric phosphorelay model visu-
alised as heat maps.
Chapter 5
Bayesian design of synthetic
two-component system
The work presented here has been published in: “Bayesian design of synthetic
biological systems. ”
Barnes CP, Silk D, Sheng X, Stumpf MP. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 2011
Sep 13;108(37):15190-5.
5.1 Background
5.1.1 Engineering methods in synthetic biology
As we are beginning to understand the mechanisms governing biological systems we are
starting to identify potential ways of guiding or controlling the behaviour of cellular
and molecular systems. Rationally reengineering organisms for biomedical or biotech-
nological purposes has become the central aim of the synthetic biology. By redirecting
regulatory and physical interactions or by altering molecular binding affinities we may,
for example, control metabolic processes [106, 143] or alter intra- and intercellular com-
munication and decision making processes [84, 197]. The range of potential applications
of such engineered systems is vast: designing microbes for biofuel production [44, 150]
and bioremediation [29]; developing control strategies which drive stem cells through the
various decisions to become terminally differentiated (or back) [57, 167], with the aim
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of developing novel therapeutics [99, 101]; construction of new drug-delivery systems
with homing microbes delivering molecular medicines directly to the site where they are
needed [3]; use of bacteria or bacterial populations (employing swarming and quorum
sensing) as biosensors [141]; and gaining better understanding of all manner of biological
systems by systematically probing their underlying molecular machinery.
A range of tools and building blocks for such engineered biological systems are now
available which allow us to build such systems from simple and reusable biological com-
ponents [27]. In electronic systems, such modularity has been crucial and has allowed
the cost-effective production of reliable components that can be combined to produce
desired outputs. Biology, however, poses different and novel challenges that are inti-
mately linked to the biophysical and biochemical properties of biomolecules and the
media in which they are suspended. Especially in crowded environments such as found
inside living cells the lack of insulation between different components, i.e., the very real
possibility of undesired cross talk, can create problems;with increasing miniaturization
similar, albeit quantum effects, are now also surfacing in electronic circuits [95].
As synthetic biology gears up to bring engineering methods and tools to bear on biologi-
cal problems the way in which we manipulate biological systems and processes is likely to
change. Historically, each new branch of engineering has gone through a phase of what
can be described as tinkering before rationally planned and executed designs became
common place. Arguably, this practice is the current state of synthetic biology and it
has indeed been suggested that the complexity of synthetic biological systems over the
past decade has reached a plateau [138]. From the earliest days, explicit quantitative
modelling of systems has been integral to the vision and practice of synthetic biology
and it will become increasingly important in the future. The ability to model how a
natural or synthetic system will perform under controlled conditions must in fact be
seen as one of the hallmarks of success of the integrative approaches taken by systems
and synthetic biology.
Here we present a statistical approach to the design of synthetic biological systems that
utilizes methods from Bayesian statistics to train models according to specified input-
output characteristics. It incorporates modelling and automated design and is general in
the sense that it can be applied to any system that can be described by a mathematical
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model which can be simulated. Because of the statistical nature of this approach, pre-
viously challenging problems such as handling stochastic models, accounting for kinetic
parameter uncertainty, and incorporating environmental stochasticity can all be handled
in a straightforward and consistent manner.
5.1.2 Bayesian approach in system design
The question of how to design a system to perform a specified task can be viewed as an
analogue to reverse engineering. In design we want to elucidate the most appropriate
system to achieve our design objectives; in reverse engineering we aim to infer the most
probable system structure and dynamics that can give rise to some observational data.
In this respect, the design question can be viewed as statistical inference on data we
wish to observe.
In the Bayesian approach to statistical inference the posterior distribution is the quan-
tity of interest and is given by the normalized product of the likelihood and the prior.
In most practical applications the posterior distribution cannot be derived analytically,
but if the likelihood (and prior) can be expressed mathematically we can use Monte
Carlo methods to sample from the posterior. In many cases where the model struc-
ture is complex the likelihood cannot be written in closed form and traditional Monte
Carlo techniques cannot be applied. These include inference for the types of stochastic
processes encountered in systems and synthetic biology. In these cases a family of tech-
niques known collectively as approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) can be applied:
ABC uses model simulations to approximate the posterior distribution directly. Here
we use a sequential Monte Carlo ABC algorithm known as ABC SMC to move from the
prior to the approximate posterior via a series of intermediate distributions [177]. This
framework can also be used to perform Bayesian model selection [175] and has been
implemented in the software package ABC-SysBio [96].
Figure 5.1 depicts the approach presented here. The design objectives are first specified
through input-output characteristics. Here these have been depicted as a single time
series, though the method can be applied in a much broader sense with multiple in-
puts and outputs. A set of competing designs is then specified through deterministic or
stochastic models, each containing a set of kinetic parameters and associated prior dis-
tributions. The distance function measures the discrepancy between the model output
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collectively as approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) can be
applied: ABC uses model simulations to approximate the poster-
ior distribution directly. Here we use a sequential Monte Carlo
ABC algorithm known as ABC SMC to move from the prior to
the approximate posterior via a series of intermediate distribu-
tions (17). This framework can also be used to perform Bayesian
model selection (18) and has been implemented in the software
package ABC-SysBio (19).
Fig. 1 depicts the approach presented here. The design objec-
tives are first specified through input-output characteristics.
Here these have been depicted as a single time series, though
the method can be applied in a much broader sense with multiple
inputs and outputs. A set of competing designs is then specified
through deterministic or stochastic models, each containing a
set of kinetic parameters and associated prior distributions. The
distance function measures the discrepancy between the model
output and the objective. In principal it is possible to specify a
distribution over the objective and each model could also contain
experimental error. The ABC SMC algorithm then automatically
evolves the set of models toward the desired design objectives.
The results are a set of posterior probabilities representing
the probability for each design to achieve the specified design
objectives in addition to the posterior probability distribution
of the associated kinetic parameters. This approach is similar
in spirit to some existing methods for the automated design of
genetic networks such as those adopting evolutionary algorithms
(20, 21), Monte Carlo methods (22, 23), or optimization (24–26)
but the advantages of our method over traditional ones are that
we can utilize powerful concepts from Bayesian statistics in the
design of complex biological systems, including
• the rational comparison of models under parameter uncer-
tainty using Bayesian model selection, which automatically
ccounts for model complexity (number of parameters) and
robustness to parameter uncertainty;
• a posterior distribution over possible design parameter values
that can be analyzed for parameter sensitivity and robustness
and provide credible limits on design parameters;
• the treatment of stochastic systems at the design stage includ-
ing the design of systems with required probability distributions
on system components; and
• methods for the efficient exploration of high-dimensional
parameter space.
In the following we demonstrate the power of this approach by
examining, from this unique perspective, systems that have been
of interest in the recent literature. First we consider systems that
are capable of biochemical adaptation (27), we then look at the
ability of two bacterial two-component system (TCS) topologies
to achieve particular input-output behaviors, and finally we finish
with an analysis of designs for a stochastic toggle switch with no
cooperative binding at the promoter.
Biochemical Adaptation
Biochemical adaptation refers to the ability of a system to
respond to an input signal and return to the prestimulus steady
state (Fig. 1A). Ma et al. (27) identified two three-node network
topologies that are necessary for biochemical adaptation: a nega-
tive feedback loop with a buffering node and an incoherent
feedforward loop with a proportioner node (IFFLP). Within
these categories they identified eleven simple networks that were
capable of adaptation (Fig. 2A). We applied the Bayesian design
approach to these eleven networks using Michaelis–Menten
kinetic models with and without cooperativity [SI Appendix shows
ordinary differential equations (ODEs) describing these models].
The desired output characteristics were defined through the
adaptation efficiency, E, and sensitivity, S, given by
E ¼
!!!!ðO2 −O1Þ∕O1ðI2 − I1Þ∕I1
!!!! and S ¼ !!!!ðOpeak −O1Þ∕O1ðI2 − I1Þ∕I1
!!!!;
where I1;I2 are the input values (here fixed at 0.5 and 0.6, respec-
tively), O1;O2 are the output steady-state levels before and after
the input change and Opeak is the maximal transient output level.
We defined the two-component distance to be ρðx;OÞ ¼ fE;S−1g
such that as ρðx;OÞ decreases the behavior approaches the desired
behavior. The final population was defined to obey the tolerances
ϵ ¼ f0.1;1.0g, which defines close to perfect adaptation (when
O1 −O2 ≤ O1∕50) and a fractional response equal to the frac-
tional change in input.
The results of the model selection are shown in Fig. 2 B and C.
When cooperativity is not included the most robust designs for
producing the desired input-output characteristics are the inco-
herent feedforward loops, but when cooperativity is added the
posterior shifts significantly toward the negative feedback topol-
ogy. If a system with these requirements were to be implemented
then not only would designs 11 and 4 be clear candidates for
further study, but many of the designs can be effectively ruled
out and the ranking of the models provides a clear strategy for
an experimental program. These results also illustrate how small
changes in context or incomplete understanding of a system can
produce a large change in the most robust design. The Bayesian
framework allows us to incorporate such uncertainty—or safe-
guard against our ignorance—naturally into the design process.
The posterior distribution provides information on which
parameters are correlated and which are the most sensitive to the
desired behavior. The posterior for model 11 under no coopera-




Fig. 1. Bayesian approach to system design. (A) The design objectives are
encoded by the specification of input and output characteristics. (B) One
or more competing designs for the system are specified together with priors
on the parameters. A distance function, ρðx;OÞ, relates model output, x, to
the desired output characteristic, O. (C) The system is evolved using sequen-
tial Monte Carlo. Each population more accurately approximates the desired
behavior. (D) The model posterior probability encodes the ability of each
design to achieve the desired behavior. The parameter posterior shows para-
meters that are sensitive or insensitive to the input-output specification.





























Figure 5.1: Bayesian approach t system design. A, The esi n object ves are encoded
by the specification of input and outpu characteristics; (B) One or more competing
designs for the system are spe ified together with priors on the parameters. A distance
function, ρ(x,O), relates model output, x, to the desired output characteristic, O; C,
The system is evolved using sequential Monte Carlo. Each population more accurately
approximates the desired behaviour; D, The model posterior probability encodes the
ability of each design to achieve the desired behaviour. The parameter posterior shows
para- meters that are sensitive or insensitive to the input-output specification.
and the objective. In principal it is possible to specify a distribution over the objective
and each model could also contain experimental error. The ABC SMC algorithm then
automatically evolves the set of models toward the desired design objectives. The results
are a set of posterior probabilities representing the probability for each design to achieve
the specified design objectives in addition to the posterior probability distribution of the
associated kinetic parameters. This approach is similar in spirit to some existing meth-
ods for the automated design of genetic networks such as those adopting evolutionary
algorithms [23, 45], Monte Carlo methods [17, 41], or optimization [16, 39, 145] but the
advantages of our method over traditional ones are that we can utilize powerful concepts
from Bayesian statistics in the design of complex biological systems, including
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• the rational comparison of models under parameter uncertainty using Bayesian
model selection, which automatically accounts for model complexity (number of
parameters) and robustness to parameter uncertainty;
• a posterior distribution over possible design parameter values that can be analysed
for parameter sensitivity and robustness and provide credible limits on design
parameters;
• the treatment of stochastic systems at the design stage including the design of
systems with required probability distributions on system components; and
• methods for the efficient exploration of high-dimensional parameter space.
In the following we demonstrate the power of this approach by examining, from this
unique perspective, systems that have been of interest in the recent literature. We
look at the ability of two bacterial TCS topologies to achieve four types of particular
input-output behaviours.
5.1.3 Tow-component systems in this study
TCSs allow bacteria to sense external environmental stimuli and relay information into
the cell, e.g., to the gene expression apparatus as already discussed at length in the
previous chapters. The TCSs that we are studying in this chapter are the orthodox TCS
which applies simple phosphorylation process and non-orthodox TCS which performs a
phosphorelay upon stimulation. The detailed structures and phosphorylation processes
of these two TCSs are described in the previous chapter (chapter 1). The reactions
involved are depicted in figure 5.2A and B. Here we have applied the Bayesian approach
to directly compare the ability of orthodox and non-orthodox designs to achieve various
input-output behaviours, using ODE models similar to ones described previously [82]
(see Methods section). Below we discuss the approximate Bayesian computation (ABC)
framework in the necessary detail to understand how we can employ Bayesian ideas in
the design of synthetic TCSs.
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5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Bayesian design
5.2.1.1 Model selection using ABC
In Bayesian inference comparison of a discrete set of models can be be performed using
the marginal posterior. Consider the joint space defined by (M, θ) ∈ M× ΘM; Bayes
theorem can then be written
pi(M | y) = f(y |M)pi(M)∫
M f(y |M ′)pi(M ′)dM ′
=
f(y |M)pi(M)∑
M f(y |M ′)pi(M ′)dM ′
,




pi(θ |M)f(y | θ,M)dθ.
Therefore the posterior probability of a model is given by the normalized marginal
likelihood which may or may not be weighted depending on whether the prior over
models is informative or uniform respectively. It has recently been noted that model
selection using summary statistics can be problematic because the summary statistic
must be sufficient for the joint space, {M, θ}, rather than just θ [144]. This is not a
concern here since in all our examples we use the full data set with no summary or we
define our posterior distributions through the summary statistics.
Model selection can be incorporated into the ABC framework by introducing the model
indicator M and proceeding with inference on the joint space. For example, the ABC
rejection algorithm with model selection [11] proceeds as follows
MR1 Sample M∗ from pi(M).
MR2 Sample θ∗ from pi(θ |M∗).
MR3 Simulate a dataset x∗ from f(x | θ∗,M∗).
MR4 If ρ(x∗, y) ≤  accept (M∗, θ∗), otherwise reject.
MR5 Return to R1.
OnceN samples have been accepted, an approximation to the marginal posterior, pi(M =
m | y), is given by
pi(M = m | y) = #acceptedm
N
.
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Model selection can also be incorporated into the ABC SMC algorithm [175]. To obtain
N samples {(M, θ)1, (M, θ)2, (M, θ)3..., (M, θ)N} from the posterior, defined as, pi(M, θ |
ρ(x∗, y) ≤ T ), proceed as follows
MS1 Initialize  =∞
Set the population indicator t = 0
MS2.0 Set the particle indicator i = 1
MS2.1 If t = 0, sample (M∗∗, θ∗∗) from the prior pi(M, θ) = pi(M)pi(θ |M).
If t > 0, sample M∗ with probability Pt−1(M∗) and perturb
M∗∗ ∼ KMt(M |M∗).
Sample θ∗ from the previous population {θ(M∗∗)t−1} with
weights wt−1.
Perturb the particle, θ∗∗ ∼ Kt,M∗∗(θ | θ∗) where Kt,M is the
perturbation kernel.
If pi(M∗∗, θ∗∗) = 0, return to MS2.1
Simulate a candidate dataset x∗ ∼ f(x |M∗∗, θ∗∗).
If ρ(x∗, y) >  return to MS2.1
MS2.2 Set (M, θ)it = (M





























If i < N , set i = i+ 1, go to MS2.1
S3 Normalize the weights.
Obtain the marginal model probabilities given by









Determine  such that Pr(dt ≤ ) = 0.9.
If  > T , set t = t+ 1, go to MS2.0.
There are two obvious additions to the algorithm when compared to parameter inference.
The model kernel, KMt, perturbs the resampled models using a multinomial distribu-
tion, and the additional term in the weight denominator accounts for the probability of
observing the current model given the previous population. This is described in detail in
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Toni and Stumpf’s paper [175] as well as in the paper which resulted from the research
carried out and presented here [11].
5.2.1.2 Prior distribution
The prior distribution encodes our knowledge of the system and should be set according
to known biochemical properties. However, often the kinetic parameters are not well
known and can be very difficult or even impossible to measure in vivo. In these cases we
make the prior distribution non informative by specifying a large range over possible,
biophysically and biochemically plausible values. As more information becomes avail-
able, through experimental studies or otherwise, the prior can be updated to reflect our
increased knowledge of the system. Interestingly, for some systems, our design method
could help to constrain kinematic parameters where experimental data are unavailable.
5.2.1.3 The distance function and output tolerance
In system design we would rarely insist on achieving the true posterior distribution
corresponding to  = 0, but would like to reach the objective within some tolerance. A
theorem due to Wilkinson (2008) [187] states that if we assume that the data can be
considered as
y = η(θˆ) + e,
where η(θˆ) is a draw from the model at the ‘best’ input and e is an additive, independent
error, then the approximate posterior distribution, pi(θ | ρ(x∗, y) ≤ ) can be interpreted
as the ‘true posterior pi(θˆ | y). While the independence assumption is not always true,
this theorem provides some insight into the relationship between the final  value and
the tolerance on our specified behaviour. For example when using uniform kernels, as in
this study, if our desired output behaviour is a constant of 0.5 and we finish the inference
at  = 0.05 our final trajectories will be distributed U(0.45, 0.55) giving a tolerance of
±10% on the output behaviour. This can be used when considering our desired output
objectives. To achieve other error distributions, such as Gaussian errors, we can always
explicitly specify the error model in the design objectives.
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5.2.1.4 Deterministic models
Inference for deterministic models such as ordinary differential equations can be prob-
lematic since there is a one to one relationship between the parameter vector θ and the
data set x. Therefore, in the absence of observational error, the posterior distribution
resembles a delta function, δ(θ − θˆ) where xˆ = f(θˆ) is data ‘closest to y. An additional
problem for ABC methods is that the minimum distance, ρ(xˆ, y), is greater than zero
[176]. However, in practice, observational data have associated experimental errors and
when this is included explicitly in the model, the problem is resolved. In the case of
systems design, we omit the explicit error model for clarity, but note that it could be
included with assumptions on the form of the distribution.
5.2.2 Modelling two component systems
5.2.2.1 Models
The models we used were based on the ones found in [82]. S is the input stimulus of the
system. The concentration of phosphorylated RR is used as the output of the system.
All simulations were performed in the range 0 ≤ t ≤ 10.
Orthodox system
We modelled the following reactions
HK + S k1−→ HKp+ S
HKp+RR k2−→ HK +RRp
HKp
k3−→ HK
HK +RRp k4−→ HKp+RR
RRp
k5−→ RR
Additionally we assumed that the total concentration of HKtot = HK + HKp and
RRtot = RR+RRp were equal to one. This resulted in the following ordinary differential




= k2[HKp][RR] + k3[HKp]− k4[HK][RRp]− k1[HK][S]
d[RRp]
dt
= k2[HKp][RR]− k4[HK][RRp]− k5[RRp].
Non-orthodox system
We labelled the occupied states of the phosphorelay as
H1 D1 H2
HK1 x x x
HK2 o x x
HK3 x o x
HK4 x x o
HK5 o o x
HK6 o x o
HK7 x o o
HK8 o o o
where H1, D1 and H2 are the binding domains on the Histidine Kinase and x, o represent
an empty, occupied domain respectively. We modelled the following reactions
HK + S k1−→ HKp+ S
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Again we assumed that the total concentration of HKtot =
∑
HKi and RRtot = RR+
RRp were equal to one. This resulted in the following ordinary differential equations
d[HK1]
dt
= k4[HK4][RR] + k6[HK3]− k7[HK1][RRp] + k8[HK2]− k1[HK1][S]
d[HK2]
dt
= k4[HK6][RR] + k6[HK5]− k7[HK2][RRp]− k8[HK2] + k1[HK1][S]− k2[HK2]
d[HK3]
dt
















= k2[HK6]− k4[HK7][RR]− k6[HK7] + k7[HK3][RRp] + k8[HK8]− k1[HK7][S]
d[RRp]
dt
= k4[RR]([HK4] + [HK6] + [HK7] + [HK8])− k7[RRp]([HK1] + [HK2] + [HK3]
+[HK5])− k9[RRp]
5.2.2.2 Distance
The distance functions for input-output behaviours ρ(x,O)1−4 were defined to be









ρ(x,O)4 = {ρ(x,O)1,H(0)(1−maxxt − 0.2),H(0)(minxt − 0.2)}
where H(0) is the Heaviside function ensuring the distance is positive.
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5.2.2.3 Priors
The priors on all variables were distributed as U(0, 1000).
5.3 Results
Figures 5.2 C-F show four types of behaviour that may be desired in synthetic TCS sys-
tems (e.g., for bioremediation or biopharmaceutical applications), and the corresponding
posterior probabilities of the orthodox and non-orthodox models to achieve them. In
Figure 5.2C the specified behaviour (output, [RRp], blue dashed lines) is that of a fast
response to a square pulse input signal (S, red solid line). That is the output should
show a maximum within 0.1 s after the pulse starts and should return to its minimum
within 0.1 s after the pulse ends. Different from the experiment in figure 5.2F, there
is no constraint for the value of the output level here. As can be seen from the poste-
rior probabilities, both models achieve this behaviour easily, as one would expect from
a signalling system, with the orthodox system slightly outperforming the non-orthodox
system. In Figure 5.2D the ability of the two systems to achieve a steady output state at
t > 2 s under a constant input signal is examined. The output level is desired to stabilize
at high level after stimulated for 2 s. And again both systems perform comparably with
the orthodox system appearing slightly more favourable.
In figure 5.2E the input signal is a high-frequency sinusoid with a mean of 0.6, and the
desired output is a constant signal with the same mean and root mean square < 0.3
(which means we want the output to be as stable as possible); this behaviour would
mimic a system that is robust to high-frequency noise. The output trajectories at
some intermediate and final populations are shown in figure 5.3. The system takes more
than 100 intermediate populations to evolve parameters posterior distribution producing
satisfying outputs. In this example the non-orthodox system clearly outperforms the
orthodox system (figure 5.2E), which indicates the increased robustness to noisy signals
that comes with the relay architecture [82]. But the direct comparison of the two
models’ ability to cope with noise, which is becoming possible in this approach, also
reveals some unexpected characteristics: Inspection of the posterior distribution, which
is the distribution of parameters that produce desired outputs (figure 5.4), shows that
all the dephosphorylation reaction rates, k6; k8; k9 , are minimized whereas the rate of
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the signal induced autophosphorylation (k1) is large. We can see that in figure 5.4, in
all the contour maps involving k6; k8; k9, the distributions are compressed at the lower
end of the axises; while for the contour maps involving k1, the distributions are near
the upper side of the axises. The distribution plots in the diagonal subfigures shows the
same pattern. Thus the noise reduction mechanism in the non-orthodox system works
by saturating the system.
In figure 5.2F the input is again a step function but the output is more specific; it must
reach to > 0.8 within 0.5 s of the pulse start and drop to < 0.2 within 0.5 s of the pulse
end, thus approximately reproducing the input (Figure 5.5 shows the evolution of the
system in this case). Here the orthodox model clearly outperforms the non-orthodox
model. Inspection of the posterior distribution (figure 5.6) shows that both the rate of
the signal induced autophosphorylation and the rate of phosphorylation of the response
regulator by the histidine kinase, k1; k2 , are large whereas the rate of dephosphorylation
of the response regulator, k5, is small. We can see in figure 5.6 that for the contour maps
involving k5, the distributions are compressed at the lower end of the axises; while for
the contour maps involving k1; k2, the distributions are near the upper side of the axises.
Diagonal distribution plots show the same behaviour. These properties ensure that the
shape of the signal is transferred faithfully through the system.
5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented a novel method for the design of synthetic biological
systems employing ideas from Bayesian statistics. We have demonstrated its utility in
bacteria two-component system. Its application in more biological systems can be seen in
the associated published paper [11]. This method has advantages over traditional design
approaches in that the modelling and model evaluation/characterization is incorporated
directly into the design stage. The statistical nature of the method has many attrac-
tive features including the handling of stochastic systems, the ability to perform model
selection and the handling of parameter uncertainty in a well-defined manner. Model
selection using summary statistics can be problematic in other settings [144] but is not
a concern here because we either use the full dataset with no summary or we define our
posterior distributions through the desired system outputs. We used the ABC-SysBio
and cudasim softwares [96, 199], which takes as input a set of SBML files and as such can
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be used by bioengineers and experimentalists to rationally com- pare their competing
designs for a system. By using this method we hope that the implementation time of
synthetic systems can be reduced by defining a program of experimental work based on
the posterior probabilities of each design.
Monte Carlo sampling of parameter spaces has been used to assess the robustness of en-
gineered and biological systems in the past [56, 79, 202]. But like in the statistical case,
simple Monte Carlo sampling tends to waste too much effort and time on those regions
which are of no real interest for reverse engineering or design purposes. Our statistically
based sequential approach homes in onto those regions where the probability of observ-
ing the desired behaviour is appreciable, which allows us a more nuanced comparative
assessment of different design proposals, especially when dynamics are expected (or in-
deed desired) to exhibit elements of stochasticity. And the Bayesian model selection
approach automatically strikes a balance between the systems abilities to generate the
desired behaviour effectively but also robustly.
Further developments will include the incorporation of methods for model abstraction
to reduce computation time [116] and to handle a database of standard parts as in other
existing design software systems [59, 105]. Moreover, it is also possible to include the
generation of novel structures (by, e.g., using stochastic context-free grammars [8] to
propose alterations to a reaction/ interaction network) as part of the design process.
Just like in the case where ideas from control engineering and statistics can gainfully be
combined to reverse-engineer the structure of naturally evolved biological systems, we
feel that in the design of synthetic systems such a union will also be fruitful.
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Figure 5.2: Bacterial two-component systems. A, Orthodox system where HK denotes
the histidine kinase and RR the response regulator, both of which have phosphorylated
forms, HKp and RRp. Arrows represent reactions involving phosphate groups and the
ki represent the rate parameters. S is the input stimulus signal that causes autophospho-
rylation of the histidine kinase; B, Phosphorelay system with three phosphate-binding
domains, where H, D refer to histidine and aspartate domains, respectively. (C-F)
Specified input-output behaviour (upper) and posterior probabilities for the two de-
signs to achieve it (lower). The input signal corresponds to the stimulus, S, and the
output signal is represented by the concentration of phosphorylated response regulator,
RRp. The error bars indicate the variability in the marginal model posteriors over three
separate runs.
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Figure 4: Two component systems: evolution to the noise reduction behavior.
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Figure 5: Two component systems: posterior distribution for the unorthodox system to achieve the noise
reduction behavior.
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Figure 5.4: Two component systems: posterior distribution for the non-orthodox
system to achieve the noise reduction behaviour.
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Figure 6: Two component systems: evolution to the signal reproduction behavior.
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Figure 5.5: Two component systems: evolution to the signal reproduction behaviour.
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Figure 7: Two component systems: posterior distribution for the orthodox system to achieve the signal repro-
duction behavior.
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Figure 5.6: Two component systems: posterior distribution for the orthodox system
to achieve the signal reproduction behaviour.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this thesis, we have studied the evolutionary and functional aspects of two-component
systems. Some of the results have confirmed the findings of other scholars, while others
of the results have improved our knowledge of the TCSs. We have also applied some
novel methods to the analysis of the TCSs.
Although the TCS proteins mostly function in a one-to-one pattern and have very high
specificity to their cognate partners, cross-talk with non-cognate TCS still exists. The
histidine kinase CheA can react with either response regulator CheB or CheY [64]. And
a number of TCSs in E. coli are found to be able to react with non-cognate partners
in vitro [194]. In chapter 2, by comparing the orthologues of E. coli’s TCSs across all
bacterial species, we found that the composition of TCSs in each species is quite flexible.
And in many species a pair of TCS do not even coexist (nor are they both absent, figure
2.3, 2.4, 2.5). This lead us to the conclusion that TCSs might be able to cross-talk with
non-cognate partners in the species where their partners are missing. In figure 2.6, a
large proportion of the TCSs are colocalizing in some species but are separated in others.
This suggests that TCS genes are able to change position on the chromosome during
evolution. When this happens, the regulation pattern changes for this TCS. And hybrid
HKs might also have evolved in this way.
From figure 2.6, we have also found that the non-orthodox TCSs’ coding genes tend
to localize separately on the chromosome. However, in orthodox TCSs, the HKs’ and
RRs’ coding genes tends to locate close to their cognate partners’ genes. One possible
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mechanism for the evolution of hybrid HKs is that they might be a consequence of gene
fusion of simple HKs [34]. As the gene fusion could cause the gene to translocate to
a different position on the chromosome, this hypothesis is supported by the fact that
non-orthodox TCSs have a higher chance of not being colocalized (figure 2.6).
Because TCS pairs are not always located in the same operon on the chromosome, the
pairs are not always regulated together. In chapter 3, we have come to the conclusion
that the post-translational reactions of TCSs are monostable. The TCS will be bistable
if it has a positive feedback loop in its transcriptional regulatory circus. The auto
regulation of RR seems to be the key to the TCS’s bistability, if it exists. There are
scenarios where this may be advantageous and our analysis has mapped out the scenarios
when this can occur.
The analysis of steady states shows that just like the orthodox TCS, the non-orthodox
TCS has only one stable steady state (monostable) in its post-translational signalling
process. Figure 3.4 shows that the steady states of orthodox and non-orthodox systems
change differently with the parameter. The steady states of orthodox and non-orthodox
are both more sensitive to stimuli than any of the other parameters. And the steady
state of the non-orthodox system appears to be more robust to all the parameter per-
turbations.
Our results in figures 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 have further confirmed the possibility of cross-talk.
In chapter 3, we have studied the steady states and dynamic behaviour of cross-talking
TCSs. Numerical simulation shows that just like a sole TCS, the cross-talking TCS is
also monostable when we consider post-translational chemical reactions. By comparing
the steady states of the simple TCS and the cross-talking TCSs, we found that the
cross-talking model can integrate the signal of the two constituent TCSs to achieve a
much balanced steady state (figure 3.6) regarding to the parameter changes. Study of
the transient [RRp] level shows that cross-talking TCSs can be more robust in scenarios
with contradictory stimuli. And it can achieve higher levels of response to co-activating
stimuli (figure 3.5).
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In chapter 4, we have built several ODE models to understand the phosphorelay mecha-
nism of the non-orthodox TCSs. The phosphorelay defines the phosphorylation process
taking place in the non-orthodox TCS where the phosphate group transfers from H1 to
D1 to H2 domains after autophosphorylation. What we were interested to know is the
mechanism of phosphorelay in a HK dimer of the non-orthodox TCS system (ArcB/A
in this thesis). Based on previous studies, we thought that there might most probably
be two mechanisms of the phosphorelay. In the cis-phosphorelay model, the phosphate
group transfers straight along one monomer, while in the trans-phosphorelay model, the
phosphate group follows a zigzag way, jumping between the two monomers.
However, in the deterministic models, we found that trans- and cis-phosphorelay can
not be distinguished analytically or numerically. The models showed that only through
double mutant heterodimers we will be able to observe differences between these two
models. Thus we used molecular biology approaches to generate constitutively active
double mutant ArcB molecules. These mutants have different defective phosphorylation
sites, which prohibit normal phosphorelay processes if combined appropriately. After
transfecting these mutants into cells using two plasmids with different copy numbers, we
monitored the cells’ β-gal activity which reflects the activity of [RRp]. However, neither
of the trans- or cis-phosphorelay model’s simulation result fits the data (figures 4.8A, B
and 4.9A, B).
Thus we have come up with a third model, called the allosteric model, where both of the
phosphorylation sites in a dimer need to be wild type to allow the conformation change
and the subsequent phosphor-transfer. This new model proves to be much better in
fitting the data than the other models. It has 99% probability to be the true model
compared to the other two models in light of the data.
In chapter 5, we have applied a novel method to study orthodox and non-orthodox
systems’ performance under different scenarios from the perspective of synthetic biology.
The difference between inference and design is that in the former we try to reconstruct
the system that has given rise to the data that we observe, whereas in the latter, we
seek to construct the system that produces the data that we would like to observe. In
chapter 5, we apply an approximate Bayesian computation scheme which required us to
simulate from different competing models to arrive at rational criteria.
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Jeong-Rae Kim et. al. argued that non-orthodox TCSs were superior to orthodox
system as they could exhibit ultra-sensitive behaviour and were less sensitive to noisy
inputs[82]. When using this method to compare the orthodox TCS and the non-orthodox
TCS, we have found that each of these two systems has its own advantage in cellular
signalling scenarios (figure 5.2). The orthodox system performs slightly better when
rapid activation is required (figure 5.2C) or when a reliably maintained active state
is required (figure 5.2D). Thanks to its short phosphorylation process, the system can
receive and lose phosphate group quickly. As for the non-orthodox TCS, this system
is much more robust in noisy environments. The phosphorelay can provide the system
with a buffer for all kinds of noise. Neither the orthodox system nor the non-orthodox
system can be said to be better than the other. Their dynamic features are suitable for
the role they play in signal transduction process.
In summary, by combining arguments from comparative genomics, systems biology and
synthetic biology, we were able to shed new light on the functional and evolutionary
study of TCSs. In particular we were able to provide new insights into the phosphore-
lay mechanism through a combination of modelling, experiment and statistical model
selection.
Appendix A
The roles of contact residue disorder and domain
composition in characterizing protein-ligand
binding specificity and promiscuity
The work presented here has been published as: “The roles of contact residue
disorder and domain composition in characterizing protein-ligand binding
specificity and promiscuity”
Tang Y, Sheng X, Stumpf MP. Mol Biosyst. 2011 Dec;7(12):3280-6.
A.1 background
Interactions between proteins and small molecular ligands play a crucial role in many
biological processes, such as cell signalling and enzymatic reactions, which are regulated
by these interactions. Analysing these interactions is of fundamental biological interest
and critical for drug discovery and understanding the structure and dynamics of biolog-
ical networks more generally. To understand the function and basic mechanisms behind
ligand-binding interactions, accurate annotation and analysis of the target proteins are
required to improve our understanding of interaction.
Interactions between proteins and ligands have been analysed from different perspec-
tives. Bordner [20] and Lopez et al. [98] have focused on identification of ligand-binding
sites and functionally important residues on proteins, which can give useful clues for
predicting the biochemical function of proteins. Andersson et al. [4] characterized and
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mapped the ligand-binding cavities of proteins that are formed by solvent accessible
surfaces, which can provide valuable information on protein similarity obtained from
sequence comparisons. Rausell et al. [142] explored the role of protein-ligand interac-
tions in different protein subfamilies, as well as the structural distribution of specificity
determining positions at protein interfaces. Protein-ligand binding affinity prediction
presented by Cheng et al. [31] is also of considerable current interest, in order to elu-
cidate interactions between proteins and ligands, including the position and orientation
of a flexible ligand in relation to its protein receptor. The above studies principally
looked at presence/absence information and the locations of ligand-binding sites. They
did not address the problems of specificity and promiscuity of ligand-binding. Bashton
et al. [13–15] presented an automatic assignment of potential ligands to specific domain;
however, they focus on cognate ligand mapping for enzymes and offer little scope for
interpreting promiscuity of ligand-binding. Carbonell and Faulon [28] addressed protein
promiscuity directly; here a large number of enzymes binding promiscuously were stud-
ied in order to generate suitable predictors. However, this study dealt exclusively with
the (important) case of enzymes and does not extrapolate to other proteins.
From the above studies the reasons why some proteins interact with many ligands and
others interact with only a single ligand are still not sufficiently understood. It has
been suggested that disorder plays an important functional role in binding multiple
interaction partners [58] and functional diversity [146]. Also, functional properties of
individual domains may need to be considered in order to understand their potential
roles in interaction promiscuity [120, 178]. Therefore, we study here if disorder and
domain composition of proteins in their unbound form play a functional role in multiple
ligand binding. Disorder and domain properties of proteins (in their unbound form)
binding different classes of ligands have so far not been explored comprehensively. In
the present study, we focus our efforts on characterizing the functional and structural
properties of proteins binding different numbers of ligands and different ligand types.
First, we study the impact of protein contact residue disorder and domain composition
on numbers of bound ligands. Based on this analysis, we then investigate whether the
difference of disorder and domain architecture is reflected in GO annotations. Second,
the properties of hub contact residues are assessed; here hub contact residues refer to
contact residues that bind several ligands. Last, the three most common classes of
ligands are mapped onto superfamily domains.
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A.2 Methods
A.2.1 Protein-ligand complex dataset
The protein-ligand complexes from the March 2010 release of the Protein Data Bank
(PDB) [19] were obtained by the following procedure: first, the protein complex entries
with ligand molecules were selected; second, to obtain high-resolution structural infor-
mation where the binding conformation is more reliable, entries with X-ray diffraction
studies with a resolution better than 2 A˚were selected; third, the dataset was divided into
two subsets, corresponding to eukaryotes and prokaryotes, respectively; fourth, identical
and similar PDB sequences were extracted using PDB ID and protein chain information
from PDBsum [91, 92]. Because the main differences in ligand binding characteristics
appear at 97% of sequence identity in PDB, we used the program CD-HIT [94] to cluster
all the PDB sequences at 97% identity to reduce sequence redundancy (while maintain-
ing statistical power), although that only removed some mutants, isoforms, etc. After
CD-HIT clustering, 4324 eukaryotic clusters and 5017 prokaryotic clusters were identi-
fied, and we selected representative sequences from all the clusters. The bound ligands
of the representative sequences were extracted from PDBsum by the corresponding PDB
ID and sequence. The ligands are given in the mmCIF-format file [21] and we filtered
out those ligands that showed no apparent biological significance.
A.2.2 Contact residues
Contact residues refer to amino acid residues which interact with ligands through their
side chains. The contact residues of protein chains with ligands were obtained from
PDBsum [91, 92].
A.2.3 Protein domains
The domain information corresponding to a PDB structure was obtained from Pfam [42].
When a protein sequence contains only one domain, the protein is defined as a single
domain protein. When a protein has more than one domain, the protein is denoted as a
multiple domain protein. Pfam domain frequency was calculated as the fraction of the
proteins with a single domain or multiple domains. Here ordered domains are defined
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as those that contain less than 40% of disordered residues; changing the value of this
threshold does not affect the results.
A.2.4 Domain assignments to superfamilies
Domain assignments at the superfamily level are provided by the SUPERFAMILY re-
source [189], in which domain assignments are generated using an expert-curated set of
profile hidden Markov models. For a PDB entry domain, there are five SCOP classifica-
tions in SUPERFAMILY: class, fold, superfamily, family and protein. We attached the
superfamily classification to each PDB entry considered below.
A.2.5 Gene Ontology annotations
To assign protein function to PDB chains, firstly we used SIFTS [183] which provides
residue level annotations for PDB sequences from the Gene Ontology (GO) Consortium
resource [12]. Then we used the GO database to classify these PDB chains by biological
process, cellular component and molecular function.
A.2.6 Disorder predictions
For each PDB sequence disordered amino acids were obtained from FoldIndex [136],
which predicts if a given protein sequence is intrinsically unfolded using an algorithm
based on the average residue hydrophobicity and net charge of the sequence. Then the
percentage of disordered contact residues was estimated as disordered contact residue
counts divided by contact residue counts on a PDB sequence.
A.2.7 Statistical methods
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests and binomial proportion tests were used to compare distribu-
tions and proportions, respectively, in this study. To investigate the correlation between
contact residue disorder and GO annotations, we calculated Z-scores, which had pre-
viously been used to examine the association of protein disorder predictions and GO
annotations [58, 185]. We also calculated Z-scores to determine the significance of the
correlation between superfamily domains and the frequency of proteins binding some
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class (es) of ligand (s). All of the above statistical methods were performed in the R
language; where appropriate, we controlled the false-discovery rate using the approach
of Benjamini and Hochberg (with q=0.05), and only the adjusted P -values are reported
here.
A.3 Results
A.3.1 Analysis of disorder and domain composition of proteins with
different numbers of ligands
A.3.1.1 Analysis of contact residue disorder
In the protein-ligand complex dataset we find that almost half of the proteins are only
known to bind a single ligand, and only 25% of proteins bind more than two ligands. The
maximum known numbers of bound ligands are 11 and 13 in eukaryotic and prokaryotic
datasets, respectively. Because the number of proteins with more than 5 ligands is
not large enough to meet our statistical requirements, we only analysed the fraction of
contact amino acid residues in disordered regions for proteins with up to five bound
ligands. Figure A.1 shows the distributions of the prevalence of disorder among the
contact residues in eukaryotes and prokaryotes when the number of bound ligands is 1,
2, 3, 4 and 5 (after removing proteins with less than 3 contact residues). Eukaryotic
and prokaryotic proteins both show a strong preference for ordered contact residues,
but contact residues of prokaryotic proteins are more ordered than those in eukaryotes
across all ligand categories. Furthermore, as ligand counts increase the contact residues
tend to become more disordered in both domains of life.
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numbers of bound ligands are 11 and 13 in eukaryotic and
prokaryotic datasets, respectively. Because the number of
proteins with more than 5 ligands is not large enough to meet
our statistical requirements, we only analyzed the fraction of
contact amino acid residues in disordered regions for proteins
with up to five bound ligands. Fig. S1 (see it in the supplementary
information) shows the distributions of the prevalence of
disorder among the contact residues in eukaryotes and
prokaryotes when the number of bound ligands is 1, 2, 3, 4
and 5 (after removing proteins with less than 3 contact
residues). Eukaryotic and prokaryotic proteins both show a
strong preference for ordered contact residues, but contact
residues of prokaryotic proteins are more ordered than those
in eukaryotes across all ligand categories. Furthermore, as
ligand counts increase the contact residues tend to become
more disordered in both domains of life.
Table 1 contains the P-values (after correcting for multiple
testing) of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test that we used to test if
two distributions are different from each other. It shows that
the distribution of proteins binding one ligand is significantly
different from those binding 2, 3, 4 and 5 ligands. Furthermore,
the contact residue disorder percentages in proteins with one
ligand and more than one ligand (see Fig. 1) are both
significantly different in eukaryotes (P-value = 4.996 e!15)
and in prokaryotes (P-value o 2.2 e!16). Thus contact
residues of proteins with more than one ligand are more
disordered compared to those with only a single ligand, which
could suggest, quite reasonably, that more disordered contact
residues can bind more ligands.
Generally, disordered proteins have more charged residues.
Therefore, we investigated the charged contact residue
percentages in proteins with one ligand (25.04% in eukaryotes;
13.21% in prokaryotes) and more than one ligand (48.26% in
eukaryotes; 25.33% in prokaryotes). We found that they are
both significantly different in eukaryotes (P-valueo2.2e!16)
and in prokaryotes (P-valueo 2.2e!16), and contact residues
of proteins with more than one ligand tend to have more
charged residues than those with only a single ligand.
3.1.2 The impact of ordered multiple domains on ligand
numbers. In addition to binding site disorder, the number of
bound ligands may also depend on the domain composition of
proteins. Therefore, we assigned Pfam domains to all proteins
(see Methods) and investigated the correlation between
multiple domains and the number of ligands. The correlation
between the domain count and ligand number is 0.129
(P-value o 2.2e!16) in eukaryotes and 0.097 (P-value =
4.68e!12) in prokaryotes, respectively but the prevalence of
multiple domain proteins does not increase simply with ligand
count (see Fig. 2A). Further, we find that there appears to be a
slight increase in the frequency of multiple domain architectures
(31.24%) among proteins binding more than one ligand
Table 1 Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the distributions of PDB







1 and 2 4.499000e!04 1.665400e!14
1 and 3 5.358000e!10 o8.800000e!16
1 and 4 5.358000e!10 1.893333e!10
1 and 5 8.681333e!05 3.786000e!06
Fig. 1 Distribution of disordered contact residue. Comparison of the
proteins with one and more than one ligand in eukaryotes and
prokaryotes.
Fig. 2 Pfam domain frequency. The frequency of proteins are
compared with ligand number increasing between (A) single domain
proteins and multiple domain proteins, (B) ordered single domain
proteins and ordered multiple domain proteins and (C) ordered
multiple domain proteins when contact residue disorder is less than


























































Table A.1: Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the distributions of PDB contact residue
disorder binding different numbers of ligands
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Figure A.1: Distribution of disordered contact residues of proteins with 1, 2, 3, 4 and
5 bound ligands in eukaryotes and prokaryotes.
Table A.1 contains the P-values (after correcting for multiple testing) of the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test that we used to test if two distributions are different from each other.
It shows that the distribution of proteins binding one ligand is significantly different
from those binding 2, 3, 4 and 5 ligands. Furthermore, the contact residue disorder
percentages in proteins with one ligand and more than one ligand (see Figure A.2) are
both significantly different in eukaryotes (P -value = 4.996e − 15) and in prokaryotes
(P -value < 2.2e− 16). Thus contact residues of proteins with more than one ligand are
more disordered compared to those with only a single ligand, which could suggest, quite
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Figure A.2: Distribution of disordered contact residue. Comparison of the proteins
with one and more than one ligand in eukaryotes and prokaryotes.
reasonably, that more disordered contact residues can bind more ligands.
Generally, disordered proteins have more charged residues. Therefore, we investigated
the charged contact residue percentages in proteins with one ligand (25.04% in eu-
karyotes; 13.21% in prokaryotes) and more than one ligand (48.26% in eukaryotes;
25.33% in prokaryotes). We found that they are both significantly different in eukaryotes
(P -value < 2.2e− 16) and in prokaryotes (P -value < 2.2e− 16), and contact residues of
proteins with more than one ligand tend to have more charged residues than those with
only a single ligand.
A.3.1.2 The impact of ordered multiple domains on ligand numbers
In addition to binding site disorder, the number of bound ligands may also depend
on the domain composition of proteins. Therefore, we assigned Pfam domains to all
proteins (see Methods) and investigated the correlation between multiple domains and
the number of ligands. The correlation between the domain count and ligand number is
0.129 (P -value < 2.2e−16) in eukaryotes and 0.097 (P -value = 4.68e−12) in prokaryotes,
respectively but the prevalence of multiple domain proteins does not increase simply with
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!12345Protein frequency (%)020406080100single domainmultiple domainLigand numberA12345Protein frequency (%)020406080100Ordered single domainOrdered multiple domainLigand numberB12345Protein frequency (%)020406080Ordered multiple domain (<=10% disorder)Ordered multiple domain (>10% disorder)Ligand numberC11+11+11+
Figure A.3: Pfam domain frequency. The frequency of proteins are compared with
ligand number increasing between A, single domain proteins and multiple domain pro-
teins; B, ordered single domain proteins and ordered multiple domain proteins and C,
ordered multiple domain proteins when contact residue disorder is less than 10% and
more than 10%.
ligand count (see Figure A.3A). Further, we find that there appears to be a slight increase
in the frequency of multiple domain architectures (31.24%) among proteins binding more
than one ligand (compared to 24.70% for single domain proteins, P -value = 1.265e−15).
Figure A.3B shows that the number of ordered multiple domains rises with ligand num-
ber, and Table A.2 shows that proteins with more than one ligand tend to have multiple
domains more often than those with only a single ligand. Similarly, proteins with mul-
tiple (ordered) domains with more than one known ligand (30.37%) are more abundant
than those with only a single ligand (23.08%, P -value = 5.118e− 12).
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(compared to 24.70% for single domain proteins, P-value =
1.265e!15).
Fig. 2B shows that the number of ordered multiple domains
rises with ligand number, and Table 2 shows that proteins with
more than one ligand tend to have multiple domains more
often than those with only a single ligand. Similarly, proteins
with multiple (ordered) domains with more than one known
ligand (30.37%) are more abundant than those with only a
single ligand (23.08%, P-value = 5.118e!12).
As shown in Fig. S1, the fraction of disordered contact
residues is less than 10 percent in most proteins. Fig. 2C shows
that multiple ordered domains increase with ligand number in
proteins with less than 10% contact residue disorder, but not
in proteins with more than 10% contact residue disorder. The
relative frequencies of proteins with ordered multiple domains
binding different ligand numbers are shown in Table 3.
Ordered multiple domains are more common among proteins
with more than one ligand (32.15%) than those with one
ligand (25.19%) when contact residue disorder is less than
10% (P-value = 9.214e!08). However, when contact residue
disorder is more than 10%, the percentages are at best barely
significantly different at 33.85% (proteins with one ligand) and
38.73% (protein with more than one ligand, P-value =
0.02066). This suggests that in the absence of disordered
contact residues, having more domains may help these
proteins to bind multiple ligands.
3.1.3 Gene ontology enrichment. The differences in disorder
and domain architecture are reflected by the GO annotations
of proteins with one or more ligands. We investigated the
biological process, cellular component and molecular function
terms and, in the initial scan, selected GO terms that had
P-value lower than 0.2 and that contained more than 50 proteins
(we use P-value as a coarse tool to scan for plausible
hypotheses). The Z-score (see Methods) for the number of
disordered contact residues associated with each annotation in
ordered single domain and ordered multiple domains is plotted
in Fig. S2 of the supplementary information. Z-score values
and P-values are showed in Table S1 of the supplementary
information. A positive (negative) Z-score shows that
more (less) contact residue disorder is associated with the
corresponding annotation than would be expected by chance.
For proteins binding one ligand the contact residue disorder is
found to be enriched in ordered single domain proteins and
depleted in ordered multiple domain proteins for almost all
annotations related to biological process, cellular component and
molecular function (see Fig. S2A and S2B in the supplementary
information). This suggests that the proteins binding one
ligand do not contain multiple domains or have low disorder
percentage, which is consistent with the result in section 3.1.2.
For the ordered multiple domain proteins binding several
ligands, contact residue disorder is found to be enriched for
some annotations but depleted for other others (see Fig. S2C
and S2D in the supplementary information). This, too,
indicates that multiple domains might help proteins to bind
more ligands in the absence of disordered contacts. Disorder
appears to be a critical factor that enables proteins to bind more
ligands, especially in some annotation classes. For example, in
Fig. S2C of the supplementary information, eukaryotic single
domain and multiple domain proteins with more ligands
involved in two molecular function GO annotations, ‘‘kinase
activity’’ and ‘‘protein binding’’, are strongly associated with
disorder, in support of previous observations of high disorder
content in proteins involved in these two molecular functions.24
Proteins with ‘‘protein binding’’ functional annotation are also
enriched for disorder, which agrees with earlier results that hub
proteins tend to exhibit disorder.10 Furthermore eukaryotic
single domain and multiple domain proteins that are annotated
as localized in the nucleus and that bind several ligands are
enriched for disorder. A previous study has also demonstrated
that nuclear proteins are typically enriched for disorder.24
Interestingly, however, for only few annotations may single
domain proteins show low levels of disorder while still binding
multiple ligands. This further reflects the complexity of the
problematic relationship between protein disorder and binding
specificity versus promiscuity.
3.2 The property of hub contact residues binding multiple
ligands
Some contact residues bind multiple ligands while others only
bind single ligands. We refer to contact residues with multiple
ligands as hub contact residues. To determine the properties of
hub contact residues, we compared the percentage of hub
contact residues with contact residues in disordered regions,
multiple domains and ordered multiple domains, but failed to
detect any significant differences. However, we found that
75.86% of contact residues are within domains; compared to
normal contact residues (74.62%), hub contact residues
(80.47%) show a preference (P-valueo 2.2e!16) for domains,
which might help hub contact residues to bind more ligands.
For in-depth analysis of hub contact residues, we computed
the amino acid composition for the whole protein, all contact
residues and hub contact residues (see Table S2 in the supple-
mentary information). Fig. 3 shows the proportion of different
residues for the whole protein, the contact residues and hub
contact residues. The 20 amino acids are listed on the x-axis
according to their hydrophobicity. The results show that the
whole protein residue composition, contact residue composition
and hub contact residue composition are significantly different
in important physicochemical respects.
Table 2 Frequency of proteins with ordered multiple domains and its
bionomial proportions test
Pairs of ligand number Frequency (%) P-values
1 and 2 23.08 and 26.54 3.857000e!03
1 and 3 23.08 and 34.36 1.824800e!11
1 and 4 23.08 and 37.18 1.558000e!08
1 and 5 23.08 and 38.04 1.718667e!03
Table 3 Frequency of proteins with ordered multiple domains and
with less than 10% disordered contact residues and its binomial
proportions test
Pairs of ligand number Frequency (%) P-values
1 and 2 25.19 and 28.33 3.4070e!02
1 and 3 25.19 and 36.15 7.1680e!07
1 and 4 25.19 and 39.30 3.4380e!05


























































Table A.2: Frequency of proteins with ordered multiple domains and its binomial
proportions test.
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(compared to 24.70% for single domain proteins, P-value =
1.265e!15).
Fig. 2B shows that the number of ordered multiple domains
rises with ligand number, and Table 2 shows that proteins with
more than one ligand tend to have multiple domains more
often than those with only a single ligand. Similarly, proteins
with multiple (ordered) domains with more than one known
ligand (30.37%) are more abundant than those with only a
single ligand (23.08%, P-value = 5.118e!12).
As shown in Fig. S1, the fraction of disordered contact
residues is less than 10 percent in most proteins. Fig. 2C shows
that multiple ordered domains increase with ligand number in
proteins with less than 10% contact residue disorder, but not
in proteins with more than 10% contact residue disorder. The
relative frequencies of proteins with ordered multiple domains
binding different ligand numbers are shown in Table 3.
Ordered multiple domains are more common among proteins
with more than one ligand (32.15%) than those with one
ligand (25.19%) when contact residue disorder is less than
10% (P-value = 9.214e!08). However, when contact residue
disorder is more than 10%, the percentages are at best barely
significantly different at 33.85% (proteins with one ligand) and
38.73% (protein with more than one ligand, P-value =
0.02066). This suggests that in the absence of disordered
contact residues, having more domains may help these
proteins to bind multiple ligands.
3.1.3 Gene ontology enrichment. The differences in disorder
and domain architecture are reflected by the GO annotations
of proteins with one or more ligands. We investigated the
biological process, cellular component and molecular function
terms and, in the initial scan, selected GO terms that had
P-value lower than 0.2 and that contained more than 50 proteins
(we use P-value as a coarse tool to scan for plausible
hypotheses). The Z-score (see Methods) for the number of
disordered contact residues associated with each annotation in
ordered single domain and ordered multiple domains is plotted
in Fig. S2 of the supplementary information. Z-score values
and P-values are showed in Table S1 of the supplementary
information. A positive (negative) Z-score shows that
more (less) contact residue disorder is associated with the
corresponding annotation than would be expected by chance.
For proteins binding one ligand the contact residue disorder is
found to be enriched in ordered single domain proteins and
depleted in ordered multiple domain proteins for almost all
annotations related to biological process, cellular component and
molecular function (see Fig. S2A and S2B in the supplementary
information). This suggests that the proteins binding one
ligand do not contain multiple domains or have low disorder
percentage, which is consistent with the result in section 3.1.2.
For the ordered multiple domain proteins binding several
ligands, contact residue disorder is found to be enriched for
some annotations but depleted for other others (see Fig. S2C
and S2D in the supplementary information). This, too,
indicates that multiple domains might help proteins to bind
more ligands in the absence of disordered contacts. Disorder
appears to be a critical factor that enables proteins to bind more
ligands, especially in some annotation classes. For example, in
Fig. S2C of the supplementary information, eukaryotic single
domain and multiple domain proteins with more ligands
involved in two molecular function GO annotations, ‘‘kinase
activity’’ and ‘‘protein binding’’, are strongly associated with
disorder, in support of previous observations of high disorder
content in proteins involved in these two molecular functions.24
Proteins with ‘‘protein binding’’ functional annotation are also
enriched for disorder, which agrees with earlier results that hub
proteins tend to exhibit disorder.10 Furthermore eukaryotic
single domain and multiple domain proteins that are annotated
as localized in the nucleus and that bind several ligands are
enriched for disorder. A previous study has also demonstrated
that nuclear proteins are typically enriched for disorder.24
Interestingly, however, for only few annotations may single
domain proteins show low levels of disorder while still binding
multiple ligands. This further reflects the complexity of the
problematic relationship between protein disorder and binding
specificity versus promiscuity.
3.2 The property of hub contact residues binding multiple
ligands
Some contact residues bind multiple ligands while others only
bind single ligands. We refer to contact residues with multiple
ligands as hub contact residues. To determine the properties of
hub contact residues, we compared the percentage of hub
contact residues with contact residues in disordered regions,
multiple domains and ordered multiple domains, but failed to
detect any significant differences. However, we found that
75.86% of contact residues are within domains; compared to
normal contact residues (74.62%), hub contact residues
(80.47%) show a preference (P-valueo 2.2e!16) for domains,
which might help hub contact residues to bind more ligands.
For in-depth analysis of hub contact residues, we computed
the amino acid composition for the whole protein, all contact
residues and hub contact residues (see Table S2 in the supple-
mentary information). Fig. 3 shows the proportion of different
residues for the whole protein, the contact residues and hub
contact residues. The 20 amino acids are listed on the x-axis
according to their hydrophobicity. The results show that the
whole protein residue composition, contact residue composition
and hub contact residue composition are significantly different
in important physicochemical respects.
Table 2 Frequency of proteins with ordered multiple domains and its
bionomial proportions test
Pairs of ligand number Frequency (%) P-values
1 and 2 23.08 and 26.54 3.857000e!03
1 and 3 23.08 and 34.36 1.824800e!11
1 and 4 23.08 and 37.18 1.558000e!08
1 and 5 23.08 and 38.04 1.718667e!03
Table 3 Frequency of proteins with ordered multiple domains and
with less than 10% disordered contact residues and its binomial
proportions test
Pairs of ligand number Frequency (%) P-values
1 and 2 25.19 and 28.33 3.4070e!02
1 and 3 25.19 and 36.15 7.1680e!07
1 and 4 25.19 and 39.30 3.4380e!05


























































Table A.3: Frequency of proteins with ordered multiple domains and with less than
10% disordered contact residues and its binomial proportions test
As shown in Figure A.1, the fraction of disordered contact residues is less than 10
percent in most proteins. Figure A.3C shows that multiple ordered domains increase
with ligand number in proteins with less than 10% contact residue disorder, but not
in proteins with more than 10% contact residue disorder. The relative frequencies of
proteins with ordered multiple domai s binding different ligand numbers are shown in
Table A.3. Ordered multiple domains are more common among proteins with more than
one ligand (32.15%) than those with one ligand (25.19%) when contact residue disorder
is less than 10% (P -value = 9.214e−08). However, when contact residue disorder is more
than 10%, the percentages re at best barely significantly differe t a 33.85% (proteins
with one ligand) and 38.73% (protein with more than one ligand, P -value = 0.02066).
This suggests that in the absence of disordered co ta t residues, having more domains
may help these proteins to bind multiple ligands.
A.3.1.3 Gene Ontology enrichment
The differences in disorder and domain architecture are reflected by the GO annotations
of proteins with one or more ligands. We investigated the biological process, cellular
component and molecular function terms and, in the initial scan, selected GO terms that
had P-value lower than 0.2 and ha contained more tha 50 proteins (we use P-value as a
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Figure A.4: Association of contact residue disorder with GO annotations in ordered
single domain proteins and ordered multiple domain proteins. Legend Single is ordered
single domain proteins and legend“Multiple” is ordered multiple domain proteins. Eu-
karyote proteins with one ligand.
coarse tool to scan for plausible hypotheses). The Z-score (see Methods) for the number
of disordered contact residues associated with each annotation in ordered single domain
and ordered multiple domains is plotted in Figure A.4, A.5, A.6and A.4. Z-score values
and P-values are showed in Table S1 of the supplementary information in the paper
of Yurong and me et al. [169] (this table is too large to be shown here). A positive
(negative) Z-score shows that more (less) contact residue disorder is associated with the
corresponding annotation than would be expected by chance. For proteins binding one
ligand the contact residue disorder is found to be enriched in ordered single domain
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Figure A.5: Association of contact residue disorder with GO annotations in ordered
single domain proteins and ordered multiple domain proteins. Legend Single is or-
dered single domain proteins and legend Multiple is ordered multiple domain proteins.
Prokaryote proteins with one ligand.
proteins and depleted in ordered multiple domain proteins for almost all annotations
related to biological process, cellular component and molecular function (see Figure A.4
and Figure A.5). This suggests that the proteins binding one ligand do not contain
multiple domains or have low disorder percentage, which is consistent with the result
in section A.3.1.2. For the ordered multiple domain proteins binding several ligands,
contact residue disorder is found to be enriched for some annotations but depleted for
other others (see Figure A.6 and Figure A.7). This, too, indicates that multiple domains
might help proteins to bind more ligands in the absence of disordered contacts. Disorder
appears to be a critical factor that enables proteins to bind more ligands, especially in
some annotation classes. For example, in Figure A.6, eukaryotic single domain and
multiple domain proteins with more ligands involved in two molecular function GO
annotations, kinase activity and protein binding, are strongly associated with disorder, in
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Figure A.6: Association of contact residue disorder with GO annotations in ordered
single domain proteins and ordered multiple domain proteins. Legend Single is or-
dered single domain proteins and legend Multiple is ordered multiple domain proteins.
Eukaryote proteins with more ligands.
support of previous observations of high disorder content in proteins involved in these two
molecular functions [185]. Proteins with protein binding functional annotation are also
enriched for disorder, which agrees with earlier results that hub proteins tend to exhibit
disorder [58]. Furthermore eukaryotic single domain and multiple domain proteins that
are annotated as localized in the nucleus and that bind several ligands are enriched for
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Figure A.7: Association of contact residue disorder with GO annotations in ordered
single domain proteins and ordered multiple domain proteins. Legend Single is or-
dered single domain proteins and legend Multiple is ordered multiple domain proteins.
Prokaryote proteins with more ligands.
disorder. A previous study has also demonstrated that nuclear proteins are typically
enriched for disorder [185]. Interestingly, however, for only few annotations may single
domain proteins show low levels of disorder while still binding multiple ligands. This
further reflects the complexity of the problematic relationship between protein disorder
and binding specificity versus promiscuity.
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A.3.2 The property of hub contact residues binding multiple ligands
!IVLFCMAGTSWYPHNQDEKR02468101214Protein residuesContact residuesHub contact residuesResiduesPercentage (%)
Figure A.8: Amino acid composition. Comparison of the residue composition for the
whole protein, for the contact residues and for the hub contact residues.
Some contact residues bind multiple ligands while others only bind single ligands. We
refer to contact residues with multiple ligands as hub contact residues. To determine the
properties of hub contact residues, we compared the percentage of hub contact residues
with contact residues in disordered regions, multiple domains and ordered multiple do-
mains, but failed to detect any significant differences. However, we found that 75.86%
of contact residues are within domains; compared to normal contact residues (74.62%),
hub contact residues (80.47%) show a preference (P -value < 2.2e − 16) for domains,
which might help hub contact residues to bind more ligands. For in-depth analysis
of hub contact residues, we computed the amino acid composition for the whole pro-
tein, all contact residues and hub contact residues (see Table A.4 in the supplementary
information). Figure A.8 shows the proportion of different residues for the whole pro-
tein, the contact residues and hub contact residues. The 20 amino acids are listed on
the x-axis according to their hydrophobicity. The results show that the whole protein
residue composition, contact residue composition and hub contact residue composition
are significantly different in important physicochemical respects.
First, we investigated if the contact residues and hub contact residues have a preference
for hydrophobic residues (IVLFCMA) or hydrophilic (GTSWYPHNQDEKR) residues.
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Table S2.!  Frequency of amino acids on the whole proteins, the contact residues and the hub contact residues 
Residues Frequency in protein residues 
Frequency in 
contact residues 
Frequency in hub 
contact residues 
 I 5.886 4.133 2.183 
V 7.149 4.565 2.217 
L 9.247 6.279 3.596 
F 4.181 4.905 4.412 
C 1.431 2.986 3.297 
M 2.070 2.078 1.608 
A 8.242 5.416 2.861 
G 7.554 9.225 5.262 
T 5.362 5.580 6.216 
S 5.688 6.162 5.262 
W 1.373 2.349 3.309 
Y 3.506 5.108 6.491 
P 4.639 2.895 1.321 
H 2.517 6.263 13.373 
N 4.157 5.061 5.641 
Q 3.564 2.965 2.803 
D 5.899 6.620 11.776 
E 6.697 5.221 7.261 
K 5.760 5.007 4.412 
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Table A.4: Frequency of amino acids on the whole proteins, the contact residues and
the hub contact residues.
Contact residues are less likely to be hydrophobic (P -value < 2.2e − 16) and contain
a higher percentage of hydrophilic residues (P -value < 2.2e − 16) compared to the
whole protein. The hub contact residues are further depleted in hydrophobic residues
(P -value < 2.2e − 16) and enriched in hydrophilic residues (P -value < 2.2e − 16) com-
pared to the general contact residues. Second, we considered differences in charged
residue (DEKR) and polar residue (TSYHNQDEKR) composition. The result shows
that the contact residues prefer charged residues and polar residues (P -value = 0.001045
and P -value < 2.2e − 16). Compared to the contact residues, the hub contact residues
are further enriched for charged residues and polar residues (P -value < 2.2e − 16 and
P -value < 2.2e − 16). Last, we found that histidine (H) and aspartate (D) residues
are significantly enriched among the hub contact residues compared to other contact
residues (P -value < 2.2e − 16). It is known that two-component signalling systems in
bacteria have H and D residues in the phosphorylation sites of their histidine kinase
and receiver domains [171]; H and D residues are also found as catalytic triads of serine
protease. Thus we conjecture that the peak of H and D might due to the prevalence of
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TCSs and serine proteases in PDB. Further study needs to be done to test our hypothe-
sis. From the above results we conclude that the hub contact residues are more likely to
have more hydrophilic, charged, polar and His-Asp catalytic triad residues than other
contact residues, suggesting perhaps a basic underlying mechanism for ligand interaction
promiscuity.
A.3.3 Disorder distribution and superfamily domain mapping in sev-
eral ligand classes
There are more than 10,000 kinds of ligands in the protein-ligand complex database.
These ligands can be classified into ten classes according to the conventional mmCIF-
format [21]. Among these ten classes, HETAIN (predominantly inhibitors and non-
canonical biological molecules) and HETAI (small ions) are the most common ligand
classes [97]. We classified all proteins as binding HETAIN, binding HETAI and bind-
ing others, if they bind any of the other eight classes. We found that around 90% of
the annotated proteins bind either HETAIN or HETAI or both classes simultaneously.
Therefore, the following comparisons are based on proteins binding HETAIN (and not
HETAI), HETAI (but not HETAIN) and HETAIN&HETAI simultaneously.
We studied contact residue disorder of proteins binding these three ligand classes in eu-
karyotes and prokaryotes. Figure A.9 in the supplementary information shows the distri-
bution of contact residue disorder percentage of proteins binding the three classes of lig-
ands. The figure indicates that proteins binding HETAI have the highest contact residue
disorder percentage and those with HETAIN have a lower contact residue disorder per-
centage. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test shows that the distribution of proteins binding
HETAIN and HETAI are significantly different in both eukaryotes (P -value < 2.2e−16)
and in prokaryotes (P -value = 9.05e − 07). And HETAIN and HETAI-binding pro-
teins are also significantly different from those, which bind both classes of ligands
(P -value < 0.05 in eukaryotes and prokaryotes).
To further elucidate the differences between proteins binding HETAI, HETAIN and
HETAIN&HETAI, we assigned the superfamily domains and analysed the mapping be-
tween superfamily domains and their ligands (see the Methods section). We chose the
top 58 superfamily domains with more than 20 proteins (see Figure A.10 and Figure
A.11). From Figure A.11, we see that one of these common domains bind exclusively
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Figure A.9: Distribution of disordered contact residues of proteins binding HETAIN,
HETAI and HETAIN&HETAI in eukaryotes and prokaryotes.
only one ligand type. To discriminate between proteins with HETAIN, HETAI and
HETAIN&HETAI ligands, we used a permutation test to obtain a null model distri-
bution and computed Z-score (see Methods). Superfamily domains were selected that
show at least weak association with any of the three classes; the Z-score for the observed
number of proteins associated with each selected superfamily domain is given in Table
A.5 of the supplementary information. Figure A.10 plots the Z-score values for these
superfamily classes. We observe, for example, that there are more proteins binding
HETAIN&HETAI associated with THDP-binding (Thiamin diphosphate-binding fold)
and GroES-like domains. Some of the superfamily domains examined here, EF-hand,
Cupredoxins and Zn-dependent exopeptidases are associated with HETAI-type ligands
(see Figure A.10). There are more proteins binding HETAIN associated with Globin-
like domains, FAD/NAD-linked domains, Nuclear receptor ligand-binding domains and
NAD (P)-binding Rossmann-fold domains. While previous studies [13, 121, 148] have
found that NAD (P)-binding Rossmann-fold domain bind NAD (nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide), our results provide strong evidence in favour of Rossmann-folds to bind
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Figure A.10: Association of protein frequency with Superfamily domain. Z-score
values are computed for the observed number of proteins binding three ligand classes
(HETAI, HETAIN and HETAIN&HETAI) associated with each selected superfamily
domain. Positive (negative) Z-score indicates that more (less) proteins are associated
with the indicated superfamily domain than would be expected by chance.
more generally to ligands that (like NAD) belong to the HETAIN class. FAD/NAD-like
association of HETAIN agrees well with the ligand-domain mapping tool PROCOG-
NATE7, in which the domain is mapped to some HETAIN type ligands like 3AA, ACM
and AJ3. Our observations for the Globin-like and Nuclear receptor ligand-binding
domains also agree with PROCOGNATEs in silico predictions. The immunoglobulin
domain and MHC antigen-recognition domains are not associated with any of the three
common classes of ligands, which may well reflect their immunological role.
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Table S3. Scop domains significantly enriched in proteins with HETAIN, HETAI and HETAIN&HETAI. (P-value < 0.2) 
Scop 
domain 
Name HN_zscore HI_zscore HT&HI_zscore HN_pvalue HI_pvalue HT&HI_pvalue 
46458 Globin-like 5.978 -7.048 -2.396 2.254E-09 1.810E-12 1.658E-02 
48508 Nuclear receptor ligand-
binding domain 
5.604 -4.463 -3.456 2.093E-08 8.075E-06 5.473E-04 
47616 GST C-terminal domain-
like 
3.116 -3.886 -1.435 1.836E-03 1.020E-04 1.512E-01 
46626 Cytochrome c 4.015 -4.513 -1.670 5.938E-05 6.399E-06 9.491E-02 
47473 EF-hand -4.078 4.944 -2.995 4.552E-05 7.671E-07 2.744E-03 
48726 Immunoglobulin -1.830 -3.607 -7.338 6.725E-02 8.587E-03 8.587E-03 
49899 Concanavalin A-like 
lectins/glucanases 
-5.185 2.924 -4.448 2.160E-07 3.453E-03 8.674E-06 
81296 E set domains -3.019 1.339 -2.086 2.532E-03 1.807E-01 3.701E-02 
49503 Cupredoxins -4.189 3.370 -1.669 2.801E-05 7.512E-04 9.505E-02 
51011 Glycosyl hydrolase 
domain 
-4.034 2.098 -2.743 5.475E-05 3.592E-02 6.081E-03 
50814 Lipocalins 3.466 -4.236 -1.435 5.289E-04 2.277E-05 1.512E-01 
50129 GroES-like -2.362 -2.762 3.243 1.818E-02 5.741E-03 1.184E-03 
51735 NAD(P)-binding 
Rossmann-fold domains 
3.689 -7.865 -1.879 2.250E-04 3.678E-15 6.020E-02 
53383 PLP-dependent 
transferases 




-2.405 -2.912 -3.165 1.616E-02 3.596E-03 1.552E-03 
52833 Thioredoxin-like 2.472 -2.528 -2.806 1.343E-02 1.148E-02 5.023E-03 
53067 Actin-like ATPase domain -3.028 -2.007 1.395 2.463E-03 4.473E-02 1.631E-01 
51569 Aldolase -2.485 1.365 -1.435 1.294E-02 1.722E-01 1.512E-01 
53187 Zn-dependent 
exopeptidases 




-3.163 -3.563 4.844 1.564E-03 3.668E-04 1.273E-06 
51395 FMN-linked 
oxidoreductases 
4.384 -3.703 -2.426 1.165E-05 2.131E-04 1.526E-02 
54452 MHC antigen-recognition 
domain 
-2.550 -3.543 -4.868 1.078E-02 3.954E-04 1.129E-06 
56436 C-type lectin-like -3.536 3.466 -2.135 4.067E-04 5.289E-04 3.273E-02 
56059 Glutathione synthetase 
ATP-binding domain-like 




4.944 -3.519 -3.074 7.641E-07 4.333E-04 2.116E-03 
#
#
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Table A.5: Scop domains significantly enriched in proteins with HETAIN, HETAI
and HETAIN&HETAI. (P -value < 0.2)
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A.4 Conclusions
The results of this study indicate that protein-ligand binding specificity and diversity
are functions of protein (contact residue) disorder, domain composition and the physic-
ochemical properties of the contact residues. Hub contact residues can bind more lig-
ands compared to conventional contact residues because they contain more hydrophilic,
charged, polar and his-asp catalytic triad residues. Furthermore, specific superfamily
domains prefer certain classes of ligands. In order to qualify any redundancy in our
dataset and its potential effects on the analysis, we investigated the fold and superfam-
ily composition of the dataset. The result shows that the dataset has a bias for some
folds, for example, “TIM beta/alpha-barrel”, “P-loop containing nucleoside triphosphate
hydrolases”, “Immunoglobulin-like beta-sandwich”, “NAD (P)-binding Rossmann-fold
domains”, “Ferredoxin-like” and “Flavodoxin-like”. Those proteins with the above folds
make up some 13.65% of the proteins considered here. In terms of superfamily composi-
tion, the dataset exhibits a preference for the “P-loop containing nucleoside triphosphate
hydrolases”, “NAD (P)-binding Rossmann-fold domains” and “Immunoglobulin” super-
families. The proteins with the above superfamilies account for 6.57% of the number of
all the proteins. Furthermore, we investigated the ligand composition of the dataset. The
result shows that the dataset has a preference for some ligands, such as GOL (Glycerol),
NAG (N-acetyl-d-glucosamine), HEM (Protoporphyrin ix containing fe), FLC (Citrate
anion), SPM (Spermine), EDO (1,2-ethanediol) and ADP (Adenosine-5’-diphosphate),
which together make up 20.73%. Even with this caveat, the overall picture remains
clear and biophysically appealing: disorder and multiple domain architecture are com-
plementary factors that affect protein-ligand binding specificity, affinity and promiscuity
jointly. These new and more nuanced insights hold potentially valuable clues for ratio-
nally interfering with protein-activity by designing appropriate ligands. Obviously, here
we have taken only a first step by searching systematically for factors contributing to
promiscuity and specificity. But by investigating the extent of contact residue disorder
and domain architecture of potential drug targets we may be able to triage the vast
space of potential ligands in a suitable manner, identifying promising classes of ligands.
Once more structural insights have been gained; we can also do it by homing in onto
manageable sets of particularly appropriate or promising ligands.
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Figure A.11: The top 58 superfamily domains with more than 20 proteins.
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